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Clicketty, clacketty; clacketty, clicketty; All
should be sound and nothing ricketty.
In sound and sense we claim our share,
For what we mean is wear and tear.
Song of the Wheel and Rail - Anon.
(Railway Magazine, Volume 15, July 1904, p25)
Summary
This thesis presents the results of an investigation into the effect of surface metallurgy on
the rolling contact fatigue behaviour of rail. The investigation has used laboratory based
rolling/sliding twin disc testing of samples with a surface metallurgical feature simulated
on them. The samples used in laboratory testing have been compared with samples of rail
removed from track. Two surface metallurgical features have been investigated:
decarburisation and white etching layer.
Decarburisation is the loss of carbon from the surface of the rail due to oxidation at high
temperatures, resulting in a softer layer at the surface (180HV compared to 250HV bulk).
The decarburised layer has been simulated in this research by heat treating discs in a
laboratory furnace with an air atmosphere. The results show that by increasing the depth of
decarburisation the growth rate of cracks within the sample, along with the wear rate,
increases. At the maximum depth of decarburisation allowed on rail by the standard
(O.5mm) there was little difference in the wear or rolling contact fatigue behaviour with or
without decarburisation.
White etching layer (WEL) forms on the surface of rail due to the action of the wheels and
is a very hard layer (>850HV) up to 250mm deep. White etching layer has been simulated
in two ways: spot welding and gross sliding of the discs. The results have shown that
cracks initiate preferentially at weak spots at the surface, such as the interface between the
WEL and pearlite or along proeutectoid ferrite boundaries. It has been found that the
growth of cracks below the surface depends on the strain history of the subsurface pearlite.
The results indicate that white etching layer is detrimental to rail life through either the
promotion of rolling contact fatigue and/or wear.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
On 17'h October 2000 a train travelling from London to Leeds derailed on a curve near
Hatfield, Hertfordshire, with the death of 4 people and a further 70 injured. It became
apparent that the rail had fractured underneath the train, this was not just a single break but
the rail for 35 metres beyond had broken into over 300 pieces. The cause of this break was
discovered to be "gauge comer cracking" a type of rolling contact fatigue (RCF)[ 1, 2]. In
the days following the accident, RCF was discovered to be a widespread problem which
occurred over the whole of the UK's rail network and resulted in speed restrictions,
extensive delays, cancellations and in the end resulted in the financial collapse of
Railtrack[3]. At the time of writing the publication of the Health and Safety Executive's
final report was imminent having been delayed due to legal proceedings, which resulted in
heavy fines for both companies involved.
Along with the potential for derailments, rolling contact fatigue combined with wear is a
major cause of rail replacements. In the Network Rail business plan for 2004/2005, of a
total renewals budget of £1.62 billion, track renewals accounted for £600 million or
37%[ 4]. This does not take into account the money spent on trying to alleviate the problem
through track monitoring or rail grinding. Therefore, research into rolling contact fatigue
and wear behaviour of rail has an important industrial application and consequently a
financial impact on the railway.
Rolling contact fatigue is a form of fatigue that occurs due to repeated rolling/sliding of
one surface in contact with another. This failure mechanism has been found in roller
bearing, gears and, the subject of this thesis, rail. This is as a result of the unidirectional
accumulation of plastic strain in the railhead, known as ratchetting, due to the repeated
action of the wheels.
The investigation of rolling contact fatigue in track is hampered by the multitude of train
types and axle loads running on the network; within one train there are a large number of
different contact geometries possible between the wheels and rail at any point. For this
reason, combined with the cost of on-track investigation, simulation in the laboratory is a
cost effective and convenient research technique. A technique commonly used is twin disc
rolling/sliding testing along with comparisons between the laboratory tests and rails
removed from service.
Rolling contact fatigue and wear both involve the surface of the rail (less than 2mm deep),
therefore the structure of this surface layer is highly important to its behaviour under the
high stresses arising from the contact of the wheels on the rail. It is therefore surprising
that little work has been conducted on the metallurgical structure of this surface layer and
its effect on wear and rolling contact fatigue of rail. In this investigation two distinct types
of surface metallurgical layers, commonly found on rail, have been investigated: namely
decarburisation and white etching layer.
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Decarburisation is the loss of carbon through oxidation from the surface of steel during the
manufacturing process at high temperatures. This results in the surface of the rail having a
lower carbon content and consequently being softer (180HV) than the bulk rail (250HV).
All new rails, when placed into service, have a decarburised layer on the surface. There is
some controversy as to the effect of decarburisation on the rolling contact fatigue
behaviour of rail; railway operators believe it has a detrimental effect, while the
manufacturers believe it has no effect. Research into the behaviour of a decarburised
surface under rolling/sliding conditions is very important and it is surprising that little
research has previously been carried out, particularly no laboratory tests.
White etching layer (WEL), in contrast to decarburisation, is formed on the surface of rail
while it is in service by the action of the wheels. The resultant layer is much harder
(>850HV) than the bulk rail, with a sharp interface between them, and is commonly
present in patches on the railhead. The layer is so named because after metallographic
etching it appears white and featureless. More research has been carried out on WEL in the
past than on decarburisation but again there have been very few laboratory twin disc tests.
This chapter introduces the subject, giving background to the research and also outlines the
content of the thesis.
• Chapter 2 is a literature review of the subject including a brief summary of rail/wheel
contact mechanics, with a more developed discussion of damage mechanisms,
concentrating on rolling contact fatigue and wear of rail. A comprehensive review is
given of the two surface metallurgies, including their formation mechanisms and their
effect on the mechanical properties.
• A description of the equipment and experimental procedures is given in chapter 3
including the materials used.
• Chapter 4 describes some investigations into the models of formation of
decarburisation and white etching layer. This includes a description of the Birks
decarburisation model and also details the results from initial laboratory trials. The
model has been used to predict the depth of decarburisation of discs and the results
from this are also given. Also discussed is a simple diffusion model, which examines a
possible mechanism for the formation of white etching layer under typical rail/wheel
conditions.
• The experimental results of the investigation are given in chapter 5.
• Chapter 6 discusses the results. This includes a discussion of the simulation of the two
metallurgical features and comparison with samples of rail. The major part of this
chapter concentrates on the rolling contact fatigue behaviour and wear of each
metallurgical feature, which are discussed separately before being related to each
other. As part of this discussion the laboratory results are compared with wheel/rail
contact and the consequences for rail life are predicted for both decarburised and white
etching layer.
• Chapter 7 presents a summary of the conclusions.
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• Chapter 8 present suggestions for further work.
1.1 References
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Chapter 2: Literature Review
2.1 Introduction
The novel feature of railways that makes them different to all other forms of human
transport are that unsteered wheels are guided by rails. The first use of guiding rails for
transport was circa 2000BC in Malta with wheels guided by ruts, which had either been cut
or worn into stone[l]. Cast iron edge rails were first made in 1787 at an ironworks between
Blaenavon and Merthyr Tydfil in South Wales. Over the next 30 years, with a change to
wrought iron, this became the dominant form of wagon or tramway using flanged wheels
running along the top surface of the rail[2]. Figure 2.1 shows a cross section of an edge rail
and wheel along with the names commonly used in the industry to describe the parts of
them.
This chapter introduces and reviews the contact mechanics between rail and wheel. This is
followed by a literature review of the damage phenomena that arise because of the contact
stresses, namely rolling contact fatigue and wear. The metallurgy and manufacture of rail
are described along with a review of how wheel/rail contact is simulated in the laboratory.
Previous works on the two surface metallurgical features under investigation are reviewed;
with decarburisation this includes: definition, measurement and effect on rolling contact
fatigue performance. With white etching layer a review of the structure, formation and
effect on rolling contact fatigue is carried out.
2.2 Contact Mechanics
The study of contact mechanics was initiated by Heinrich Hertz's paper "On the contact of
elastic solids" in 1882[3]. This paper showed that when two non-conformal bodies are
brought into contact, the area of contact is ellipsoidal whose dimensions are much smaller
than the overall dimensions of the body and are dependent on the curvature of the
surfaces[ 4]. The contact between wheel and rail is commonly simulated by two
perpendicular cylinders; a typical wheel has a radius of 0.88m and the railhead has a radius
of curvature of approximately 0.3m[5]. The Hertzian contact theory, as originally
developed, deals only with clean frictionless surfaces and perfectly elastic bodies; the
development of the theory of contact mechanics over the last 125 years has been to remove
these limitations and allow the stresses between real contact situations to be estimated. The
rapid development of computing power over the last 30 years has helped immeasurably.
Wheel/rail contact is not truly Hertzian as tractive forces occur, the surfaces are never
clean and the loading is frequently above the elastic limit of the materials. It is not part of
this thesis to review in detail contact mechanics but only to discuss the simplified model
developed by Fletcher[6] from the ESDU publications[7, 8]; for those with a greater
interest in contact mechanics there have been numerous papers published by various
4
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authors detailing the work over the years, with a good starting point being the books
written by Johnson[ 4] and Kalker[9].
The theoretical treatment of wheel and rail contact being between two perpendicular
cylinders is a simplification because rail has a constantly changing profile and the wheel
has a conical cross section. It is this conical shape of the wheels that allow them to steer
when the train goes around comers. Figure 2.2 shows that on tangent or straight track the
wheels run in the centre of the rail, any movement from this neutral position means a
change in the effective radius of the wheel, which alters the speed of rotation moving the
wheel back towards the neutral position[10]. On slight curves this neutral position moves
towards the outer (or high) rail of the curve, with the actual position depending on the
radius of the comer and the speed of the train. On sharper curves the flange of the wheel
may come into contact with the gauge comer of the rail, which results in very high contact
stresses. To alleviate this problem track in curves is banked or canted so that the neutral
point moves towards the centre of the rail. In the UK with a mixed traffic railway many
curves are canted to give the neutral position for the average speed of trains, therefore
when a high speed passenger train runs around the comer the wheels move towards the
high rail and may result in flange contact. On the other hand, slower speed freight trains
run towards the lower rail side of the neutral position and may come into flange contact
with it. As the wheel flange moves towards the gauge comer the stresses applied by the
wheel on rail increase[ 11].
The true contact stresses arising between rail and wheel are dependent on a wide range of
parameters including[12]:
• Track curvature
• Track alignment
• Track structure e.g. ballast, sleepers and fixings
• Wheel/rail profile
• Friction/traction coefficient
• Surface roughness of wheel/rail surfaces[ 13]
• Train type, including bogie construction
• Speed of train
As can be seen from this list, the contact conditions even on a small piece of rail alter as
every train passes over it. There have been many attempts at including just some of these
features into complex computer models to allow contact stresses to be calculated under a
wide range of conditions[9]. It is for these reasons that a simplified line contact model has
been used to approximate contact stresses in this work.
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2.2.1 Line Contact
As the curvature of the contacting surfaces is reduced the contact ellipse becomes
increasingly longer and thinner, until the special case of line contact is reached once the
ratio between the dimensions of the ellipse is zero, or in other words an infinitely long
ellipse. Line contact occurs when two parallel cylinders are rolling against each other
contacting in a strip. As no surface is infinitely long there will be some deviation from the
model at the edges of the contact but this is commonly ignored. Under line contact the
nominal Hertzian contact pressure can be calculated using equation 2.1 for the general
case[14].
{PF
Po =~--;RL (2.1)
where
(2.2)
111-=-+-
R fj r2
(2.3)
and P is the load of the contact (N) while L is its length (m), E is the Young's Modulus
(GPa), v is Poisson's ratio and r is radius (m). The subscripts refer to the two separate
bodies. When the two contacting bodies are elastically identical i.e.
(for steel, E = 212GPa and \) = 0.3)
the equation can be simplified to equation 2.4, after Timoshenko and Goodier[14].
{PE
Po =0.418~RL (2.4)
The contact half width between contacting bodies is given by equation 2.5
(2.5)
The equations given in ESDU item 85007[8], which allow the calculation of the subsurface
stresses arising from the normal and tangential surfaces stresses, have been used by
Fletcher to write a procedure in Maple© that allows easy simulations to be made[6].
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2.2.2 Shakedown and Ratchetting
A new rail installed into track has a yield strength lower than the stresses applied during
the passage of the first few wheels. This results in the plastic deformation of the surface
which is readily apparent from observation of rails removed from service[ 15]. These high
loads are accommodated, without the rail failing by plastic collapse, because of work
hardening and development of residual stresses in a process known as shakedown, first
developed by Johnson and Jefferis[16] and described by Kapoor and Johnson[17], figure
2.3.
If the contact stresses are lower than some critical value, related to the shear strength, of
the material it will deform elastically (figure 2.3a) with the half space returning to its
original state once the load has passed. The critical value is called the "elastic limit" of the
material for this contact, but this rarely occurs with wheel/rail contact, as the stresses are
usually greater than the elastic limit. When the load is greater than this limit the surface of
the rail will deform plastically, this deformation will not proceed indefinitely because of
three processes. The first is the introduction of compressive residual stresses into the
material, which protects the material by making further plastic flow less likely. Second,
strain hardening of the steel leads to an increase in the yield strength of the material.
Finally, an increase in conformity of the contacting surface by removal of asperities and
decreasing surface roughness lowering the contact stresses; initial plastic flow of the
material also results in greater conformity between the wheel and rail profiles[ 18]. This
process is called shakedown or elastic shakedown, figure 2.3b, whereby the material
returns to an elastic state. It is this process that allows Hertzian contact theory to be used
because subsequent plastic deformation per cycle is very small therefore approximating to
elastic contact.
If the load is subsequently increased above this limit then further plastic flow will take
place in two possible ways; the first (figure 2.3c) is where the load is below the plastic
shakedown limit and involves closed cycles of plastic deformation where there is no net
accumulation of plastic strain. This plastic strain results in the continuous movement of
dislocations and possible crack initiation by low cycle fatigue[ 19]. If the load is greater
than this limit then open cycles of plastic deformation occur that result in the accumulation
of small amounts of plastic strain with each cycle; this is called ratchetting. Ratchetting
leads to ductility exhaustion of the surface of the material, which is thought to be the
initiation of surface rolling contact fatigue cracks[20] and is discussed further in section
2.5.
It is possible to show the effect of different contact conditions graphically on a shakedown
map showing the load factor plotted against the traction coefficient, figure 2.4 for a line
contact[21, 22]. The load factor is the ratio between applied Hertzian contact pressure, P»
and the yield strength of the material in shear, k. One key aspect shown on the map is that
7
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the maximum shear stresses are subsurface when the traction coefficient (see section 2.3.3)
is less than 0.3 and at the surface when greater.
Kapoor and co-workers have published several papers on the effect of an anisotropic half
space on shakedown. This has included work on samples which are elastically similar but
surface hardened, the results show that shakedown is proportional to the ratio of shear
yield strengths and the ratio of case depth to contact radius[23]. Other work has included
the effect of a stiffer and harder coating on a softer subsurface commonly used on bearings
to improve fatigue life, and has shown that to be effective the coating has to be thicker than
a limit that depends on the elastic and plastic properties of both materials and the
roughness of the contacting surfaces[24, 25].
2.2.3 Heat Generation Arising from Wheel/Rail Contact
When two metal surfaces are in rolling and sliding contact, heat is generated by friction
and by deformation of the surfaces. The resulting high temperatures are only of short
durations (hence it is called a flash temperature), to a shallow depth and are rapidly cooled
by the bulk of the material. There have been several theoretical treatments beginning with
the work by Blok[26] which has been described by Archard[27]. This model predicts the
temperature rise for a single contact sliding over a flat surface, Archard also expanded it to
take into account an elastohydrodynamic lubricating layer.
Tanvir has described a simple analytical model by using a Laplace transformation
technique to calculate the temperature between wheel and rail[28]. This model is designed
for when a wheel is spinning against the rail either during braking or under traction, but
using slip ratios commonly found during full slip conditions of 1% gives temperature rise
of less than 100°e. In recent years there have been several models that have used finite
element analysis to calculate the temperature between wheel and rail. One of these by
Knothe and Liebelt predicted temperature rises of 70°C for a driving wheel with a slip ratio
1% and 2.8°C for a carriage (non-driven) wheel[29]. Fischer et al.[30] have also run a
finite element model and found similar results for contact between asperities. Further
discussion of the heat generated and the flash temperatures arising from wheel/rail contact
is given in section 4.3.3.
2.3 Wheel/Rail Operating Conditions
The wide range of variables mentioned in section 2.2 mean that it is not easy to define the
exact condition at which wheels on rail operate. This is compounded by the difficulty in
measuring the conditions under real life operating conditions. Therefore there have been
many simulations made to allow estimation of these conditions; these are commonly based
on the Hertzian contact theory. The most important parameters with regard to wheel/rail
contact are the pressure, slip and traction coefficient.
8
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2.3.1 Contact Pressure
The maximum Hertzian contact pressure is commonly used to characterise the loading of
rail wheel/contacts because it can be related to the normal load and the geometry of the
contact (e.g. equation 2.1 for line contact). Oloffsson and Telliskivi[31] have used a
computer simulation to model the contact conditions which depend on the position of the
contact, with the results shown in figure 2.S. This figure shows that for contact between
railhead and wheel tread then the maximum contact pressure will be lS00MPa, while at the
gauge comer stresses of up to 3000MPa are predicted. This is in accord with the results
found by Lunden of 147SMPa for an axle load of 22.S tonne at the railhead[32]. Orringer
et al. [33] have analysed the contact conditions in North American heavy haul service and
found pressures up to 3100MPa. These are the pressure calculated for wheels under static
conditions; when dynamic contact occurs arising from less than ideal conditions much
higher stresses are expected, with pressures of over 7000MPa predicted by Tournay and
Mulder due to hollow worn wheel treads[34]. The contact stresses also change with the age
of rail and wheel; Kumar and co-workers[3S, 36] found, for a laboratory simulation, that
with increasing numbers of cycles the contact stresses decrease from a maximum of
9S0MPa to a stable contact stress of 700MPa after 4S,000 cycles for an axle load of
2Stonnes, because of a decrease in surface roughness and increase in conformity of the
contact. The value of contact pressure used in the laboratory has commonly been ISOOMPa
as being representative of whee l/rai I conditions[37].
Attempts have been made to measure the actual contact stresses arising between wheel and
rail using ultrasonic probes[38-40]. The results have shown that the basic shape of the
contact is very similar to the ellipse predicated by Hertzian contact. Marshall et al. [40]
found that the mean pressures are similar but slightly higher than those predicted by
Hertzian contact theory; the difference was that the observed values were not uniform
throughout the contact, due to non-conformity and roughness of the surfaces, resulting in
much higher peaks.
The maximum Hertzian contact pressures are dependent on the axle load of the train. In the
UK the current maximum axle load is 2S.4tonne[41] but on North American heavy haul
railways then 32.7t axle load are currently being used[ 42]. Economics is the driving force
for the increase in axle loads as the savings in maintenance by using fewer locomotives,
wagons and trains can offset the increased track maintenance costs[ 43]. This is the reason
that further increases in axle loads will occur in the future increasing the contact stresses
between the rail and wheel and consequently the damage to the rail that results from them.
2.3.2 Slip
Slip or creep occurs between wheel and rail when tangential forces are being transmitted
due to the wheel driving, braking and steering. Johnson describes the three components of
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slip that commonly exist between the wheel and rail: longitudinal (parallel to the direction
of train), lateral (perpendicular to the direction of the train) and spin (at an angle to the
train direction). When no slip is present then the contact is described as pure rolling with
no tractive forces present between rail and wheel.
There is very limited data in the literature on values of slip ratio found between wheel and
rail, Garnham[ 44] gave a figure of -3% slip as being representative of typical conditions.
Zakharov et al. [45] report that maximum slip values for freight car wheels was between 2
and 10%. Olofsson and Telliskivi have presented a diagram, figure 2.5, showing the
variation of contact pressure with sliding velocity and demonstrated that there is a higher
sliding velocity and hence slip at the gauge comer compared to the railhead[31 ].
Johnson has demonstrated that if the tangential force is below a limiting value then the
contact patch is divided into stick (where there is no relative motion of the surfaces) and
slip (where a small amount of motion occurs) regions[ 4]. Above this limiting value gross
slip occurs between the two surfaces, with no stick region present. For a wheel/rail contact
Greenwood has shown that this value is approximately 1% and has also shown that this is
the value where the maximum adhesion occurs; therefore, in a normal operating
environment wheel/rail contact occurs under full slip conditions[ 46]. Fletcher has also
carried out experiments using twin disc testing at 1500MPa and shown that for
unlubricated tests the limiting value is -1.1% and for water lubricated test it is -0.56%[ 6].
2.3.3 Traction Coefficient
The traction coefficient is the ratio of tangential to normal forces arising during contact and
is distinct from the friction coefficient as it is also dependent on the degree of slip
occurring. Under full slip condition the friction coefficient is equal to the traction
coefficient[6]. Table 2.1 is taken from Stolarski and Tobe giving typical values for the
traction coefficient during wheel/rail contact under different conditions[ 47].
2.4 Wear
Wear has been defined by the ASTM as "damage to a solid surface, generally involving the
progressive loss of material, due to relative motion between that surface and a contacting
substance or substances"[ 48]. Wear is of major economic importance, it has been estimated
that in 1988 it cost the British economy £2,000,000,000[49]. There are several different
types of wear mechanisms that occur depending on the contact loading, materials and
environmental conditions; it is also common for more than one mechanism to occur at the
same time. The common wear mechanisms that occur in metal contacts are described
below; further details are given in any textbook on Tribology, e.g. [49, 50].
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2.4.1 Wear Mechanisms
2.4.1.1 Adhesive wear
Adhesive wear is the cold welding of asperities between surfaces under normal pressure
with material being transferred from one surface to another. This is usually removal from
the softer surface and transfer to the harder surface but it can also occur in reverse; Archard
has proposed a semi empirical model to describe how this occurs[ 51]. Severe damage of
this type is known as galling and can lead to macroscopic chunks being removed from a
surface; this is a particular problem when both surfaces are of the same material and
sliding speeds are high[50]. Adhesive wear only occurs where there is good contact
between the surfaces, when lubricant or other interfacial (such as oxide) layers are present
then adhesion and the wear rate is low.
2.4.1.2 Abrasive wear
Abrasive wear is where a surface is worn by the action of hard asperities in the counter
face (two body abrasive wear) or where hard particles are trapped between the contact
(three body abrasive wear). These third body particles can consist of bits of the surface that
have already worn away and oxidised or may involve hard contaminants such as silica or
quartz[50]. The wear is by the hard particles ploughing the soft surface resulting in debris
being detached.
2.4.1.3 Oxidative wear
Oxidative wear is where the temperature of the contact is sufficiently high for oxidation of
the surface to occur. If an oxide film occurs under one contact cycle then as long as it
remains intact further cycles will have a lower wear rate because it prevents metal to metal
contact and adhesive wear. However if the contact load is high the oxide film may be
broken down with the oxide particles subsequently acting as third body particles. Related
to oxidative wear is corrosive wear; this is where a surface corrodes due to the action of the
environment with no contact occurring but with the corrosion product breaking up when
the next contact cycle occurs[52]. The formation of an oxide film removes metal from the
surface resulting in a loss of material.
2.4.1.4 Delamination wear
When a surface is plastically deformed under repeated cyclic conditions thin sheets of wear
debris are detached from the surface; this is known as delamination wear[ 50]. Suh
proposed that it occurred by the formation of subsurface voids which under continued
deformation join up to form cracks resulting in the detachment of the surface[53]. Kapoor
and co-workers have shown that this method of producing delamination is invalid as it
assumes linear elastic fracture mechanics in a heavily plastically deformed layer[17, 54,
55] and have proposed that the slivers are produced by ratchetting of the surface layers and
reaching a critical plastic strain; hence the term "ratchetting wear". Liu et al.[56] also
found that, along with ratchetting of the surface, low cycle fatigue was involved with the
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production of wear debris. This wear mechanism is related to the formation of RCF cracks
and is described further in section 2.5.
2.4.2 Wheel Wear
Wheels undergo many millions of cycles during their lifetime, each of which is different
due to the wide variety of conditions making it difficult to determine the processes
occurring during wheel/rail contact[57]; therefore the wear of wheels occur in several
ways. The wear of wheels occurs during every cycle; if this occurs evenly around the
wheel it will eventually require the wheel to be changed. Uneven wear is more common
and can result in the wheel becoming out of round, increasing the dynamic forces that
occur between the wheel and rail. Hollow worn wheels are another wear problem where
the profile changes during service resulting in unstable running which can lead to
derailment of the train[58]. These phenomena require the wheel to be turned to allow a safe
wheel profile to be reintroduced to limit the contact stresses[59]. This machining results in
an artificial wear rate that is much higher than the natural wear rate[60].
2.4.3 Rail Wear
There have been several observations made of the wear of rail in track that have found a
difference in wear mechanisms and rate depending on the location it is measured. The two
types of wear that are commonly described are lateral (side) wear and vertical (railhead)
wear.
An investigation by Dearden in the 1950' s measuring the vertical wear of rail in a variety
of different environmental conditions found that wear was greater in urban areas and
tunnels compared to rural areas[ 61]. He also discovered that wear was greater with lower
traffic levels; this is due to the repeated formation of a layer of oxide on the surface of the
railhead when no traffic is passing with the action of the wheels removing it; typical values
of railhead wear are lrnm of wear for every 50million gross tonnes (MGT) for BSII
rail[ 62]. On high speed track in the UK a depth of 9mm of vertical wear is allowed; loss of
depth has been found to be greater on curved track due to creepage especially on the low
rail of high speed curves[63]. Clayton and Allery, re-examining railhead wear in the early
1980's, found that corrosion was no longer the dominant mechanism but had been replaced
by plastic deformation and fracture of pearlite, combined with the formation and fracture
of the white etching layer (see section 2.9)[64].
Side wear occurs on curves because of the lateral force of the wheels on rail and its
severity is dependent on the radius of the curve. The effect of side wear is to limit the life
of rail in curves because of the increased angle between the gauge face and the crown of
the rail leading to a widened gauge and greater risk of derailment[62]. Side wear can be
limited by the use of harder rails or by rail lubricators.
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Rail lipping is not a true wear mechanism in that the surface is not removed as wear debris
but is nevertheless a mechanism that removes material from useful service. This is where
gross plastic deformation of the rail occurs leading to lip formation because of the high
contact stresses common on the low rail of curves[62].
Bolton and Clayton have performed laboratory tests using an Amsler test rig and defined
three modes of wear that occur with rail steel[65]. Type I wear is a combination of
corrosive wear and the formation of slivers due to the deformation of the surface of the
disc; these are especially related to manganese sulphide inclusions. Type II wear is due to
plastic deformation and fracture creating a flake like particle, combined with adhesive
wear. Type III is a similar fatigue process where large particles are removed from the
surface because of cracks that run parallel with the surface before turning back to it. Bolton
and Clayton also examined side worn rails and found that wear at the gauge comer was
type II but further down the gauge face it became type III. Similar results were found by
Steele and Devine who found that side wear of rail was a fatigue mechanism that has some
similarities to Suh's delamination wear[66].
2.4.4 Rail and Wheel Wear Interaction
The wear of the wheel/rail is complicated by the interaction of the wear of one component
with that of the other. Kalousek has commented that an increase in the hardness of rail
results in a decrease in the wear rate of the wheel and vice versa, because there is less third
body wear debris to increase the rate[67]. In adhesive wear this has been found to be the
case but Steele and Devine have found that for the fatigue mechanism this is less certain
and depends on the magnitude of the hardness change and on relative wear rates[66].
2.5 Rolling Contact Fatigue
Rolling contact fatigue is the formation of cracks through repeated rolling/sliding contact
between two metal surfaces. Far from being a recent problem the first reference found in
the literature dates from 1899 where incipient cracks at the surface of rail are described by
Kirkaldy; the discussion to the paper indicates that it was a widespread problem at the
time[68]. This work resulted from a broken rail at St Neots, Hertfordshire (not far from
Hatfieldl) which led to a government inquiry on the "the loss of strength in steel rails
through use on railways"[69]. Developments in rail metallurgy had eliminated this problem
in the UK until the proliferation of high speed trains and increased axle loads in the 1970's
led to it resurfacing. British Rail Research and Cambridge University carried out
significant amounts of work on the study of RCF during the 1970's and 80's[70],
culminating in the European research project D173 in the 1990's[71]. Research on RCF
has been of heightened interest especially in the UK following the Hatfield accident in
2000[72]. This is only a brief literature review of RCF, several comprehensive ones have
been undertaken in previous years[73-76].
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The European project on rolling contact fatigue reviewed rail defects and classified them
into two categories: subsurface and surface initiated[73]. Subsurface initiated fatigue,
sometimes called tache ovals or shells, are commonly associated with manufacturing
defects within the steel such as hydrogen shatter cracks or oxide inclusions. These types of
defect have largely been removed over the last thirty years through the introduction of
improved steel making techniques, such as vacuum degassing and argon blowing, allowing
cleaner steels to be manufactured.
Surface initiated cracks are much more important in modern railroads. There are at least
two distinct types of defect that are initiated at the surface; the first is the "squat" and is
characterised by a dark spot which forms on the surface of the railhead due to the growth
of cracks in all directions and subsequent collapse of the surrounding material. Squats can
be a serious problem if the cracks branch downward resulting in the transverse failure of
the rail. An example of a squat can be found in figures 2.6 and 2.7[77]. The second type
are called "head checks", which are characterised by fine surface cracks on the railhead
(figure 2.8). Head checks within 10mm of the gauge corner are classified as gauge corner
cracking[78] .
Rolling contact fatigue does not only affect rails; a similar failure mechanism is found on
bearings[79], gears[80] and back up rolls[81]. RCF on bearings is often called micropitting
and instead of complete failure, particles separate from the surface increasing wear and
uneven running leading to noise and vibration[82]. Several reviews of RCF in machine
components have been carried out including Scot[83] and Barrois[84]. The difference
between bearings and rail are that bearings are made from much harder steels, typically up
to 850HV[85], compared to standard rail of250HV. Bearings operate under well lubricated
conditions where there is an elastohydrodynamic lubrication (EHL) layer separating the
metal components, reducing the shear stresses at the surface[86]. This is in contrast to rail
where the contact is either dry or water lubricated; resulting in much higher stresses at the
surface than is common with bearings.
2.5.1 Crack Initiation
The initiation of RCF cracks is less understood than propagation but is believed to involve
the accumulation of strain at the surface due to the high contact stresses[87]. One theory is
that the high stresses arising from asperity contact result in the folding over of them
leading to cracks initiating[ 64]. Another theory is that the strain increase of the bulk
material initiates cracks either by low cycle fatigue in the plastic shakedown region or
ductility exhaustion by ratchetting[76]. In recent years there have been many models
developed to further the understanding of crack initiation. Kapoor[88] has developed a
model for ratchetting failure that simulated the initiation of cracks based on a model by
Kapoor and Johnson[17] for the wear of rail material. Jiang and Sehitoglu have modeled
multi-axial fatigue and ratchetting with bainitic and Hadfield steels. They found that
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ratchetting occurred initially but initiation was then dominated by low cycle fatigue[89].
Ringsberg has compared these models and found that in the majority of cases cracks are
predicted to initiate by low cycle fatigue but the ratchetting model also predicated similar
results[90]. It is therefore unclear from the models whether RCF cracks initiate by ductility
exhaustion (ratchetting) or by a fatigue mechanism (plastic shakedown). Ringsberg has
further developed the models so that both damage mechanisms are taken into account to
simulate crack initiation[91]. During twin disc testing it is found that cracks initiate due to
a ratchetting process demonstrated by the accumulation of plastic strain with increasing
numbers of cycles[6, 92].
2.5.2 Crack Propagation
Once cracks have initiated at the surface, it has been found by Way[93] that a lubricant is
required to allow them to propagate through the region of residual compressive stresses at
the surface of the material[94]. Bower[95] has proposed several possible mechanism by
developing the work ofWay[93].
1) Cracks may propagate in mode II driven by cyclic shear stresses with the fluid
lubricating the faces.
2) Fluid may be forced into the crack prising the faces apart and driving the crack by
transferring the stress by hydraulic action creating mode I stress intensities at the
tip.
3) Fluid may be trapped inside the crack and then pressurised by being pushed
towards the crack tip allowing movement of the lubricated faces.
Results by Bower from mathematical modelling found that the first mechanism was
theoretically possible but was discounted by the difficulty of cracks growing under mode II
conditions. The second mechanism could not take account of the direction of the motion of
the load or of the tractive force. Therefore the most likely mechanism is fluid entrapment
where the crack propagates under mixed mode I and II cycles[95]. This work has been
reinforced by recent modelling carried out by Bogdanski who found that mode II stress
intensity factors were higher than mode 1[96]. The resulting mechanism is generally known
by the name of the fluid pressure mechanism. This mechanism is shown in figure 2.9; as
the wheel approaches the crack it opens the mouth allowing water to penetrate the tip.
When the wheel has passed above the crack, the mouth closes pressurising the fluid within
the crack allowing the two faces to remain apart allowing movement laterally and provide
the required shear stresses at the crack tip for it to grow. The fluid pressure also allows
mode I stress intensities to be developed at the crack tip. The mechanism is complicated
and has led to substantial quantities of research trying to model it in recent years[96, 97].
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Cracks growing by the fluid pressure mechanism propagate at a shallow angle 15-20° to
the surface of the railhead. Individual cracks can join up to create a network with debris
spalling from the railhead, this is not dangerous in itself as the rail underneath is still intact
and can take the load but it will give an uncomfortable ride and increase the dynamic load
on the rail[98]. The problem arises when the cracks have grown to a length of 5mm
because they can branch, with the most dangerous being downwards at an angle of 55-65°,
as seen in figure 2.8[77]. Once a crack has branched it can keep growing until it passes into
the bulk rail, which contain tensile residual stresses that allow the crack to grow at a much
faster rate. Figure 2.10 shows how the growth rate of a crack alters with crack length,
different mechanisms control crack growth at different steps[97]. In region A the crack is
initiated by ratchetting or low cycle fatigue, region B is where the fluid entrapment
mechanism dominates crack growth but the rate slows down as the crack is further away
from the contact stress field CC). The crack then enters the region of bulk tensile residual
stresses (D) which arise from manufacture and welding, increasing the rate of crack growth
until the rail breaks once it reaches a critical length.
2.6 The Interaction of Rolling Contact Fatigue and Wear
Rolling contact fatigue and wear occur on the railhead at the same time because both are a
result of the contact stresses[99]. If the wear rate is higher than the crack initiation and
growth rate, rolling contact fatigue can be eliminated as the surface is worn away before
ductility exhaustion occurs, demonstrated by wear rate 1 in figure 2.10[97]. If the wear rate
of the material is lower, i.e. at point 2, cracks are removed after initiation but before they
can propagate, whereas wear rate 3 is very low and will not affect the growth of cracks.
The use of higher strength/hardness grades of rail has resulted in lower natural wear rates,
therefore for RCF to be removed the wear has to be artificially increased by the use of rail
grinding[100]. The idea behind the grinding strategy of a railway is to find the balance of
wear and crack growth, the so called "magic wear rate", that removes the crack after they
have initiated but not so soon that the wear rate is so high that it leads to rail replacement;
this should be around wear rate 2 in figure 2.1O[ 101].
2.7 Experimental Investigation of Rolling Contact Fatigue
The complexity of the wheel/rail contact with its wide range of conditions, as described in
section 2.2, make the investigation of rolling contact fatigue on track difficult, although
track tests are still conducted[ 102]. The main problem is the quantification of results to
find which of the wide range of variables is affecting the results combined with the time
required for tests. Because of these problems there have been many methods developed to
simulate rolling contact fatigue and wear of the wheel/rail contact under controlled
conditions.
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The simplest method for simulating wheel/rail contact in the laboratory is twin disc testing,
this involves one disc (wheel) driving a second disc (rail) while a normal load is applied
between them. The most widely used twin disc machine is the "Amsler" developed by
Amsler[103] and used more recently by Clayton and Hill[94]. This machine uses a single
motor that is geared so that a tractive force is present between the discs with the slip ratio
controlled by the diameter of the discs, with the normal load provided by a spring. To
allow the high contact pressures, experienced by the wheel/rail, to be simulated, narrow
discs are required; which result in a greater proportion of the disc being affected by edge
effects and not under true line contact conditions. To overcome these problems several
purpose built tests rigs have been developed[ 104]. One of these was developed by
Garnham and Beynon[105] with further development by Fletcher and Beynon[106], which
used a hydraulic ram to apply a load between the discs allowing contact pressures as high
as 3000MPa. A more detailed description and the procedures for using this machine are
presented in chapter 3.
The size advantage of twin disc testing is also one of its problems because scaling is
required to allow comparison with real contact conditions. A common way to do this is
using a simple Hertzian contact program that allows comparison between the shear stresses
below both twin disc and wheel/rail contact such as the one used by Fletcher[6]. To
overcome some of these scaling difficulties several tests rigs have been designed that use a
full scale wheel on rail. One of these has been developed by DB (German Railways) which
consists of a wheel-set running against a roller made from an original rail, the loading
conditions allow skewing of the wheel to create spin creep forces to simulate curving[ 107].
The advantage of tests rigs such as this over twin disc testing are that they simulate
conditions similar to the real world, but the main problem is the cost required to build the
equipment and to run tests. A further development from this has been to build a dedicated
test track that allows many different components to be assessed at the same time. This is
the approach used by the Transportation Technology Centre, Inc.(TTCI) in the USA which
has 48 miles of test tracks allowing rates of 1MGT per day to be simulated with axle loads
of up to 37 tonnes[108].
2.8 Rail Steel
Before the development of cheap and plentiful steel by the Bessemer converter and the
Siemens open hearth furnace the only material used for rail was wrought iron. In 1857 the
first steel rails were installed on a trial basis at Derby station on the Midland Railway to
overcome the problem of wear but it was not until 1878 that the majority of rail in the UK
had been laid in steel[ 109]. After initial development the composition of the most common
rail steel, given by the BS 11 standard of 1922, is similar to the modem grade used today
but with less control on the hydrogen, aluminium and oxygen contentj l lO].
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2.8.1 Rail Steel Grades
The majority of rail in the UK is made to the new European standard BS EN13674-l(2003)
grade 220 which is the equivalent of the old BSll(1985) normal grade rail. This has a
pearlitic microstructure, with an ultimate tensile strength (UTS) of 700MPa and a chemical
composition of 0.5-0.6 weight%C, 0.2-0.6%Si and 1-1.25%Mn[111, 112]. The typical
features of a pearlitic microstructure are shown in figure 2.11 [6]. Other grades of rail used
in the UK include grade 260 (formally BSll grade A) which has a eutectoid composition,
is stronger than grade 220 with a UTS of 900MPa and is used where increased wear
resistance is required. An even harder rail is also used which is classified as 350HT grade
and is known as "mill heat treated" (MHT) or head hardened rail with a UTS of l300MPa
and is used where severe wear occurs, commonly on high speed curves[113]. For switches
and crossings, where wear is severe, Hadfield's austenitic manganese steel is used.
2.8.2 Rail Steel Metallurgy
The metallurgy of rail steel is dependent on both its composition and the conditions under
which it is formed as shown by the iron - carbon phase diagram, figure 2.12. This diagram
is only for pure steels with no other alloying elements, whereas rail steel contains over
1wt%Mn which result in a slight change in the temperature and composition of the
different positions shown[114]. When steel is heated above the A3 temperature, for a
0.6wt%C steel it is 760°C, it is called austenite (y) with a maximum solubility of 2%C it is
therefore single phase and has a face centred cubic (fcc) structure. When a hypoeutectoid
steel is cooled from the austenite phase field it starts transforming to ferrite once the A3
temperature is reached. This occurs along the prior austenite grain boundaries, which are
preferential sites for nucleation. Ferrite (a) is a single phase structure but has a maximum
solubility of only 0.02%C and a body centred cubic structure (bee), The transition from
austenite to ferrite results in volume expansion of the material as the fcc structure has
closer packing than the bee one but this is compensated by volume thermal contraction on
cooling. The low solubility of ferrite results in a carbon-enriched austenite surrounding the
solid ferrite, which on cooling below the eutectoid temperature (Ad transforms to pearlite.
Pearlite has a lamellar structure of ferrite and cementite which grows from the austenite
grain boundary or proeutectoid ferrite, this growth is diffusion controlled with the transport
of carbon in austenite being the rate controlling step, therefore the interlamellar spacing is
dependent on the cooling rate with a finer spacing produced by a faster cooling rate.
Cementite or iron carbide is a compound of iron and carbon (Fe3C) which is hard and
strong but is also brittle with a carbon content of 6.67wt%. An example of pearlitic steel
with 0.6wt%C is shown in figure 2.13 showing proeutectoid ferrite and pearlite colonies.
Ferritic/pearlitic steels are only produced if the cooling from austenite are close to
equilibrium conditions; if the cooling rate is faster, then other phases are produced which
are metastable, these are demonstrated by the continuous cooling transformation (CCT)
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diagram, figure 2.14. The curves show different cooling rates: 1 is a slow cooling rate and
gives a steel with a ferrite/pearlite structure as explained above, 2 is a medium cooling rate
and produces bainite (figure 2.15) and 3 is quenched producing martensite (figure
2.16)[ 115]. Bainite consists of fine aggregates of ferrite laths together with cementite
particles with hardness of around 400HV[114]; martensite is ferrite supersaturated with
carbon and has a body centred tetragonal structure (the unit cell distortion is to
accommodate the carbon in solution) and a very high hardness of SOOHVbut it is also very
brittle.
2.S.3 Manufacture of Rails
The production of rail is carried out through several processes that starts with iron ore and
finishes with a heat-treated rail[ 12]. Iron is produced in a continuous process in the blast
furnace from iron ore, coke and limestone as raw ingredients; the pig iron is tapped from
the bottom of the furnace into a torpedo ladle to transfer the hot metal to the steel making
plant. Iron is converted to steel through the Basic Oxygen Steel making process (BOS),
this involves blowing the molten metal, which has been combined with scrap and
limestone, with oxygen removing the carbon and other impurities as gas and slag. During
blowing, the chemical composition is adjusted by the addition of elements. Modem rail
steel undergoes secondary steel-making processes to improve the quality, this includes
argon flushing and vacuum degassing to reduce the gas content of the steel, particularly
hydrogen. The steel is then cast into blooms in a continuous process and cut to the required
length.
After casting the bloom is transferred to the rolling mill, rolling usually requires it to be
reheated to 1200°C; this is carried out in several ways depending on the manufacturing
route. Before rolling the oxide scale is removed by water jets, the bloom is then rolled
initially in a roughing stand to reduce the size and increase the length, this also breaks up
the as cast structure; the roughed bloom then passes to the finishing stands where between
Sand 10 passes are carried out with the section being developed progressively at each
stage. Hot rolling of steel allows dynamic recovery and recrystallisation of the austenitic
structure so that the grains, which have grown during reheating, are refined to a smaller
size. The production of 220 and 260 grade rail is performed by allowing it to cool naturally
in air to room temperature giving a pearlitic microstructure with an interlamellar spacing of
approximately 200nm[116]. In contrast 350HT grade is cooled with water sprays to give a
much finer interlamellar spacing of SOnm this may occur by an on or off line process after
reheating. After cooling, the rail is straightened in the vertical and lateral directions; this
roller straightening introduces residual stresses into the rail, which are tensile at the surface
and compressive in the web. Rails can be rolled in lengths up to 120m and after rolling are
inspected with various techniques including ultrasonic and eddy current equipment looking
for defects combined with laser monitoring for surface flatness[ll 0].
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2.8.4 Pearlitic Rail Steels
Pearlite is a constituent of steel that is strong and tough as well as resistant to wear. This is
because of its lamellar structure; the hardness of the cementite gives pearlite its strength
while the ferrite gives it ductility and toughness. The properties of pearlite are proportional
to the interlamellar spacing, with refinement the strength and hardness of the material is
increased while toughness decreases[ 117]. As the interlamellar spacing is reduced the
thickness of the lamellae is also reduced increasing the relative amounts of cementite in the
pearlite[114]. The wear resistance of pearlite is also inversely proportional to the
interlamellar spacing; this is the reason for the use of head hardened rails.
When rails are in service refinement takes place due to the plastic deformation of the
surface resulting from the high contact stresses[15]. Therefore even normal grade rail at the
surface has a finer interlamellar spacing when in service than the bulk of the same rail. The
initial surface has a random orientation of pearlite lamella but they become parallel with
the surface by plastic deformation; the softer ferrite is deformed more than the cementite
resulting in the effective interlamellar spacing of the cementite reducing and therefore a
higher proportion of cementite lamellae at the surface compared to the bulk. The surface
becomes harder and this self-optimising structure results in a lower wear rate of the surface
than the initial structure[ 116].
The role of pearlite on crack initiation is harder to qualify under the complex stress field
involved with wheel/rail contact; but during tensile testing, ductile failure of steels is by
the cracking of cementite plates forming voids which coalesce and create cracks which
result in failure of the material[ 118]. Gray et al. [119] have investigated the metallurgical
variables of pearlitic steel and found that the interlamellar spacing has the largest effect on
initiation with the endurance limit increasing with refinement of the spacing. This has been
confirmed by Beynon et al. [120] with twin disc testing of rail steels who found head
hardened rail resisted RCF more than BS 11. As part of their investigation Gray et al. [119]
found that the majority of cracks initiated at dislocation pile ups near inclusions, this is in
accordance with the data reported by ERR! D173[73] for subsurface initiated fatigue with
the presence of inclusions being detrimental to rail life. Allery and Hodgson[110] report
that due to the increasing cleanliness of steel there are fewer inclusions present to initiate
cracks. Therefore it is much more likely that RCF crack initiation from the surface of rail is
due to the ductility exhaustion brought about by ratchetting or low cycle fatigue[90].
2.9 Decarburisation
Decarburisation is defined as the loss of carbon from the surface of a steel sample as a
result of a heating operation[ 121]. Molten steel after vacuum degassing is continuously
cast into blooms, which have to be reheated to temperatures of over 1200°C to allow
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rolling to the rail profile to take place[122]. Therefore all new rails have decarburisation
present on their surface when they enter service.
2.9.1 Definitions of Depth of Decarburisation
There are several definitions of the depth of decarburisation that are used within industry
for assessment of steel components. These are given in the relevant national standards for
each country; in the UK this is BS EN ISO 3887(2003[123]) and in the United States
ASTM EI077-01-El[124]. The depth of decarburisation can be shown on a graph of
carbon content versus depth, figure 2.17, and can also be seen on a micrograph of the
sample, figure 2.18. There are three commonly used definitions for the depth of
decarburisation; which are the same in both standards plus a functional definition only
given in the international standard these are marked on figure 2.17 and 2.18 by d}-d4•
2.9.1.1 Complete decarburisation, d,
Complete decarburisation is the loss of carbon at the surface below a limiting level. The
ASTM standard[124] defines this limiting level as the solubility limit of carbon in ferrite;
the solubility of carbon at room temperature in ferrite is found, from figure 2.12, to be
0.008wt%C. This depth of decarburisation is observed by the presence of a complete
surface layer of ferrite at the surface with no other transformation products present; it is
also called the free ferrite layer in the ASTM standard.
2.9.1.2 Functional decarburisation, d2
Functional decarburisation is defined as the depth at which the carbon content is acceptable
for the intended application; commonly carried out by specifying a fraction of the bulk
carbon content. This allows the effect of the depth of decarburisation to be related to the
performance of the component when in use.
2.9.1.3 Partial decarburisation, d,
Partial decarburisation is the loss of carbon at the surface compared to the unaffected steel
but to a lesser extent than if it were completely decarburised. The ASTM standard[124]
defines it as a lower carbon content than the unaffected interior but greater than the
solubility of carbon in ferrite. Partial decarburisation can be observed by the presence of
ferrite as well as other transformation products, typically pearlite, but with more ferrite
than the unaffected region. If complete decarburisation is present at the surface there will
be a region of partial decarburisation between it and the core material.
2.9.1.4 Total decarburisation, d,
This leads to the third definition, which is the total depth of decarburisation. This is the
perpendicular distance from the surface of the metal to the point where the carbon content
is the same as that of the unaffected core, i.e. it is the sum of both partial and complete
decarburisation. This depth of decarburisation can be seen in figure 2.17 to be where the
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carbon concentration reaches an asymptote. The problem with finding this value is
compounded by the range of carbon concentration allowed in the standards; for grade 220
rail steel then 0.5-0.6wt%C is allowed. This depth of decarburisation is called, a
continuously closed ferrite network in the European standard for rail steel[111). With
hyper-eutectoid steel (>0.8wt%C) it is easy to find the total depth of decarburisation, as
there is no pro-eutectoid ferrite present on the grain boundaries of the core material. With
hypo-eutectoid steel «0.8wt%C) then the definition is more complicated as the presence
of ferrite on the grain boundaries of the bulk material makes it harder to accurately place
the depth of total decarburisation.
2.9.1.5 Use of different definitions
These definitions give the depth of decarburisation at one point but it is also necessary to
define the variance across a larger area, therefore maximum and average values are used.
The maximum depth of decarburisation is the largest measurement of total decarburisation
that can be found in the sample; the average depth of decarburisation is the mean of 5 or
more measurements of decarburisation across the sample[124].
For research all the definitions have been used by different people; for industry then total
decarburisation is the definition commonly used. In the European project on
decarburisation and oxidation use has been made of complete, total and functional
decarburisation[125). The criterion for the functional decarburisation depended on the
carbon content, for steel with 0.7wt%C then a definition was of continuous grain boundary
ferrite. With lower carbon contents, O.4wt%, then the definition was taken as a distinct
change in appearance. This shows the problem with measuring the functional depth of
decarburisation as it is rather a vague definition and the criterion used allows no direct
comparison between different alloys.
The four definitions of the depth of decarburisation have all been used by for research
purposes. Birks and co-workers used a functional decarburisation with a criterion of 92.5%
of the bulk carbon composition[126, 127], whereas Baggerly and Drollinger used a
criterion of 99% of the bulk values[ 128). The depth of total decarburisation has been used
by Baud et al.[129]; whereas the depth of complete decarburisation has been used by
Nomura et al. [130).
The reason for choosing the definition for depth of decarburisation is due to the ease and
reliability of measurement, which depends on the method of measurement as well as the
alloy content and structure of the steel. For a rail steel the European standard (BS
EN13674-1) states that total decarburisation is not to exceed a depth of 0.5mm anywhere
on the railhead[111]. The micrograph, figure 2.19, shows that there is no layer of complete
decarburisation present for grade 220 only partial decarburisation. This rail steel contains
between 0.5 and 0.6wt% carbon and consequently ferrite will be present on the grain
boundaries of the bulk material, making measurement of decarburisation difficult.
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2.9.2 Measurement of decarburisation
There is a vast array of methods for measuring the extent of decarburisation within a steel
sample. The techniques that are commonly used are described in both the British and
ASTM standards[123, 124]. The requirements for a method of measurement of
decarburisation are set out by Sachs[ 131]:
1) Ability to measure a clearly defined depth of decarburisation
2) Reproducibility of measurement
3) Ease and convenience of measurement
The most important of these depends on the purpose of the measurement; for industrial use
it is ease of measurement, while for research and quality control reproducibility of results
is the most important.
2.9.2.1 Metallography
This uses a sample that is sectioned normal to the surface, which is polished and etched
using standard metallographic techniques. The measurement can be carried out using a
calibrated microscope or on a photomicrograph. For quality control purposes the
assessment is made by measuring the distance from the surface to the specified
decarburisation depth with several measurements taken and a mean calculated. The
magnification recommended is between 100 to 200 times to allow a large surface area to
be examined, although higher magnifications may be required to fully resolve the features
for a measurement to be made[123, 124]. The ASTM standard also gives a technique for
research purposes where traverses are taken, either with a calibrated microscope or on
micrographs, at known depths from the surface with the amount of each phase present
being determined by measurement[124]. Optical methods of measuring the depth of
decarburisation have been reported in numerous papers. Some workers use the optical
technique to find the depth of total decarburisation including Litvinov et al.[132]. Others
have reported the use of optical microscopy to measure the layer of complete
decarburisation including Nomura et al.[130]. Optical microscopy is able to be automated
by use of quantitative television microscopy, it was found however that a trained
technician could give the same results at a faster speed[12S].
Various other techniques have been developed using the optical microscope. The first of
these is colour etching of high alloy steels, etching is carried out in 4% nital with the
colour of the steel depending on the carbon content; this etching helps to distinguish
between the core structure and the decarburised layer[ 131]. This technique has been used
on high tungsten steel by Smolyakov and Mininzon[133].
The second technique that has been used is the arrest quench method as described by
Turpin et al.[134]. This involves a sample being austenitised and quenched with the
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quench being arrested immediately above the martensite start temperature of the core
material. The reduction in carbon content of the decarburised surface means that it will
transform while the core is still austenitic, the hold results in the martensite at the surface
being tempered. After holding for a short time the sample is quenched with the remaining
austenite transforming to un-tempered martensite. The specimen is then polished and
etched showing a sharp contrast between regions of tempered and un-tempered martensite
corresponding to areas of high and low carbon concentration respectively; this technique
has been used by Sachs and Jay[135] for low carbon steel. This depth of decarburisation is
a functional one with the boundary being fixed at a certain carbon concentration as
opposed to the total or complete depth of decarburisation but does give reproducible results
for a single alloy composition. The results from this method of measurement have been
analysed and show that they are more accurate than from conventional structures[ 131].
2.9.2.2 Microhardness
The relationship between the carbon content and the hardness of a steel is well
documented[ 121, 136]. As the carbon content of the steel is increased then the hardness
increases, for ferrite-pearlite structures this is an almost linear relationship as shown in
figure 2.20. The reason for the increase in hardness is due to increasing amounts of iron
carbide (Fe3C) present, which has a higher hardness than ferrite[121]. When a sample is
decarburised the carbon content of the surface decreases and therefore the hardness of the
surface also decreases. Thus the depth of decarburisation can be measured by finding how
the hardness varies with depth from the surface and comparison with the bulk hardness
allows an estimation of the depth of decarburisation to be made. Decarburised layers are
sometimes very thin so it is more accurate to use a microhardness test with a small load
«500g) rather than a full-scale hardness test. Microhardness testers are also commonly
fitted with a platen that can measure the distance moved across a sample to ±O.Olmm,
which allows the depth of the hardness indentation from the surface to be accurately
measured. There are two types of micro hardness indenter in common use, Knoop and
Vickers; the difference between the two is in the geometry of the indentation. The ASTM
standard recommends the use of Knoop hardness as the Vickers indentation can be
deformed by the hardness gradient of the sample[124]. Although the geometry of the
Vickers indentation results in any difference being averaged out between the two diagonal
measurements as long as the difference between the two values is less than 5%[137]. A
single hardness traverse measures only a small area of the sample, therefore several
traverses have to be carried out to give an average depth. In the case of steels the difference
in hardness between ferrite and cementite mean that the indentations give widely varying
results; the results are more accurate if the micro hardness tests are carried out in a single
phase structure, such as martensite[131].36
Microhardness has been used by Baggerly and Drollinger[128] in the determination of
decarburisation depth. Microhardness cannot be used to measure complete decarburisation,
as it is impossible to differentiate between the hardness of a complete ferrite layer and the
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hardness of the layer when a small amount of some other constituent is present. Another
problem with this technique is that hardness measurement cannot be taken close
«O.OSmm) to the surface due to deformation of it. A method to overcome this problem has
been proposed by Gassner called the chord evaluation method using a disc specimen which
through use of geometry allows magnification of the surface layer[138].
2.9.2.3 Chemical analysis
Chemical analysis has been used to measure decarburisation by the removal of successive
layers from the surface and measuring the carbon content of each by various techniques.
Using a lathe or milling machine a sample is machined to remove a specific depth of steel
(at least O.OSmm)with the turnings collected together and chemical analysis performed to
find the carbon content[123]. This is repeated until the core carbon concentration is
reached; a graph of depth versus carbon concentration can then be drawn. The problem
with this method is that there must be sufficient turnings for chemical analysis to be carried
out but the depth removed each time must be small enough to allow enough points to be
plotted on the graph; this problem is compounded if the depth of the decarburised layer is
only very thin. This technique is slow as well as expensive but does give an accurate graph
of carbon concentration and is therefore commonly used for research [139-141]. The depth
of decarburisation is given as a percentage of the bulk value and is therefore a functional
definition.
2.9.2.4 Spectrographic analysis
This technique is similar to chemical analysis and is described in detail by Bramhall et
al.[142] as the BISRA technique. The main difference is that instead of using chemical
analysis the profile of carbon concentration is carried out using an electrical discharge in
an argon atmosphere with the analysis by optical methods. The benefit of this technique
means that the distance between measurements is much smaller as the depth of the spark is
only O.03mm with grinding being carried out to remove the spark and the next spark being
carried. This technique has been used by Birks et al.[127, 143].
A development of this technique is called glow discharge optical emission spectroscopy
(GDOES). This involves sputtering of the sample by an argon plasma to erase the surface,
the sputtered material from the sample is then identified through atomic emission. The
sputtering removes material from the surface allowing measurements to be made at greater
depths into the sample[144]. This technique can be used for all elements and has been used
for a wide range of uses as reviewed by Payling[14S]. Work has been carried out on
decarburisation using this technique at depths of up to SOj..lmat Sheffield Hallam
University[ 146].
2.9.2.S Electron probe microanalysis (EPMA)
This technique uses a probe that projects a small diameter beam of electrons into a sample,
with analysis of the X-rays produced giving the concentration of the sample. This
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technique can be used for any element but requires calibration with samples of known
concentration[ 147]. It has been found that the use of a single-phase structure is required as
two components of varying composition, such as ferrite and pearlite, give unreliable
results[125]. This technique was used by Kao and Wan for measuring decarburisation
using a voltage of25kV and a probe current of30nA[148].
2.9.2.6 Other techniques
Several other techniques have also been used to look at decarburisation but these do not
measure the depth but look at the amount of carbon lost from the samples. These methods
have been used to study the kinetics of decarburisation especially in methane and hydrogen
atmospheres.
The first technique is measuring the carbon concentration before and after heat treatment
using chemical analysis giving an average carbon concentration of the whole sample. This
has been used for examination of thin (O.64mm) hot band samples by Marder et al. [149].
The measurement of the rate of decarburisation has been carried out by thermo-gravimetric
analysis (TGA). This continually measures the mass of the sample while it is being heated
up. The problem with this technique is that only atmospheres that are non-oxidising can be
used because of the weight gain due to oxidation of the steel masking the weight loss due
to decarburisation. Another problem with TGA is that only very small samples can be
used. This technique has been used to study the decarburisation kinetics of several different
steels in different atmospheres. Turkdogan and Martonik[150] used an atmosphere of
hydrogen, while Grieveson[ 151] as well as Fruehan and Martonik used a CO2-CO
atmosphere[ 152].
In similar experiments to those with TGA an alternative technique to measure the
decarburisation is gas chromatography, which measures the chemical composition of the
gas as it is exhausted from the furnace. This technique is used for measuring
decarburisation when heated in different atmospheres and allows oxidising atmospheres to
be used. Hajduga and Kucera[141] used an oxygen containing atmosphere; Marini and
Abbruzzese[153] used a H20-H2 atmosphere while Billings et al.[154] used a C02
atmosphere. This technique requires a sealed furnace but this would be the case anyway
with these atmospheres. The amount of carbon liberated during decarburisation is small but
measurable with Yamazaki reporting an increase in the carbon monoxide content of
1500ppm.[155]
Resistance measurements have also been used for measuring the decarburisation of thin
foils «28)lm thick). This technique is utilised because the resistance of steel is
proportional to the carbon content; a galvanometer measures the change in the resistance of
the sample while it is being heated. This technique has been used by Grabke et al.[156,
157] for studying the kinetics of decarburisation in hydrogen containing atmospheres.
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2.9.2.7 Comparison of techniques
Several people have compared different measurement techniques with the most
comprehensive work being carried out by Marston et al. [125], who looked at the depth of
decarburisation measured using EPMA, chemical analysis and hardness testing. The work
showed that EPMA and chemical analysis give results that are in good agreement with one
another with the chemical analysis giving the more consistent results due to a larger
volume being sampled. The hardness measurements depended on the load that was used,
with lower loads giving slightly lower hardness values. Hardness and EPMA results show
considerable scatter due to the small volume that is sampled with each measurement; the
hardness values were not related to the carbon content of the metal.
Other workers have also tried to compare different methods of measurement including
Baud et al.[129] who used spectrographic and micrographic techniques to measure the
total depth of decarburisation for samples heated at 700°C. Their results show some
agreement at the shortest time but the microscopy results are lower at longer times.
Smolyakov and Mininzon[133] used colour etching, arrest quench and chemical analysis
on tool steels. The results show that there is very good correlation between the colour
etching and chemical analysis results but the arrest quench method gives widely varying
results. Kucera et al. have compared chemical analysis and hardness and found that
hardness varies with carbon concentration but not uniformly, the data shows that below
O.4wt%C the relationship is linear[ 158]. Baggerly and Drollinger have also used an
empirical relationship between hardness and carbon content[ 128].
2.9.3 Mechanism of Decarburisation
When steel is heated to high temperatures there are two competing surface reactions; the
first is decarburisation giving a surface layer depleted in carbon, while the second is
oxidation of the iron resulting in the loss of metal from the surface. To get a decarburised
surface the rate of formation has to be greater than the rate of oxidation. This section
includes a brief summary of the oxidation of steel and the possible mechanisms for the
decarburisation of steel.
2.9.3.1 Oxidation of steel
Steel at high temperatures reacts with atmospheric oxygen creating an iron oxide scale on
the surface of the sample. There are several forms of iron oxide whose formation depends
on the temperature of the steel and the amount of oxygen available to react; the reactions
formed can be summarised on a iron oxide phase diagram as shown in figure 2.21 [159]. It
can be seen that for atmospheric conditions of 21wt% oxygen with a temperature below
570°C the thermodynamically stable oxide is magnetite (Fe304), whereas above 570°C it is
wiistite (FeO). This can be seen graphically on the Ellingham diagram where the most
negative value of free energy is the most stable phase, figure 2.22[ 160]. In reality oxidation
is rarely under equilibrium conditions therefore the oxide scale is multi layered comprising
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the three forms of iron oxide as shown in figure 2.23[159]. Also shown is the mechanism
of oxidation with iron ions diffusing through the scale outwards and oxygen ions diffusing
inwards with electrons moving to retain charge neutrality. The oxide is formed at the
interface between the magnetite and the haematite (Fe203) and because the reactions are
diffusion controlled the oxidation rate obeys a parabolic rate law. The importance of the
oxidation of steel to engineering is demonstrated by the quantity of work carried out;
reviews of this work have been carried out by Pilling and Bedworth[161], Birks and
Meier[126] and more recently by Chang and Wei[159] among others.
2.9.3.2 Possible mechanisms of decarburisation
Decarburisation at high temperatures (above A3) occurs by transport of carbon through
austenite from the bulk metal to the surface where it reacts with oxygen to form CO and
CO2[129]. This mechanism is complicated by the formation of the oxide scale at the
surface of the metal; at the temperatures involved in heating and rolling steel the
thermodynamically stable oxide formed will be wustite. Webb et al.[162] have described
two possible reaction mechanisms to which a third can be added.
a) Gas penetration through the oxide, reacting at the metal/oxide interface
This involves gaseous oxygen moving through the oxide to the interface where it reacts
with carbon, forming carbon monoxide, which then has to move away from the surface for
the reaction to continue, therefore this requires the presence of pores and cracks in the
oxide. Thus the formation of a compact oxide scale would act as a barrier to
decarburisation, but due to the strain caused by the oxide growing and residual stresses
form the bulk materials this is rarely the case for wustite] 163]. The addition of up to 2wt%
silicon in the steel creates a more compact oxide which is less porous, retards diffusion and
is therefore a barrier to decarburisation and oxidation[ 159].
b) Carbon diffusion through the scale to react at the oxide/gas interface
Carbon transfers from the metal to the oxide and then diffuses through the oxide to the
surface where it could react with gaseous oxygen to form CO or CO2. This would require
the oxide to be closely adherent to the metal to allow transfer of carbon from one to the
other and the dissociation of carbon at the metal/oxide interface.
c) Oxygen diffusion through the scale to metal oxide/interface
Another alternative would be for oxygen ions to diffuse through the scale reacting with
carbon forming gases, which then escape by rupture of the scale.
The evidence found in the literature show that the most probable reaction is mechanism a).
Reeves and Smeltzer found 2-3% porosity in wustite which allowed gas transport as long
as the scale thickness was less than lOOflm[164]. It is unlikely that b) is the dominant
mechanism because the solubility of carbon in wustite is very low therefore
decarburisation would be at a very slow rate and may be removed by the oxidation
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reaction[154]. Mechanism c) may occur initially but is unlikely at longer times because the
reaction would involve the release of gaseous carbon monoxide which would rupture the
scale allowing mechanism a) to proceed; this has been found to be the case by Engell and
co-workers[165, 166]. The diffusion of oxygen ions inwards in wustite is also thought to
be unlikely because the oxidation of iron involves the outward diffusion of iron ions via
vacancies on the iron lattice sites, as shown in figure 2.23[167].
Whichever mechanism decarburisation follows it is also dependent on the transport of
carbon through the steel to the metal/oxide interface. This is the classic diffusion controlled
transport in metals, which is valid for substitutional diffusion but may not be so for
interstitial diffusion. This is commonly modelled using Fick's laws of diffusion with the
depth of decarburisation depending, among other things, on temperature and time[ 168].
The rate controlling step will depend on the conditions of the heat treatment (temperature,
time, atmosphere) and also on the composition of the steel. Birks and co-workers[126]
found that for reheat furnace atmospheres then diffusion of carbon is the rate determining
step, this was confirmed by Baggerly and Drollinger[128]; this mechanism was also
confirmed for oxidation in ambient air by Kucera and Hajduga [141, 169]. In other
atmospheres this is not the case Smeltzer and co-workers have found that in CO-C02
atmospheres then the reaction is controlled by slow surface reactions coupled with gaseous
transport; Turkdogan and Martonik[ 150] also found this was the case for H2/H20
atmospheres.
It is therefore likely that in the oxidising conditions present in the reheating furnace and
also in the air atmosphere that is easier to utilise in the laboratory, the rate controlling step
will be the diffusion of carbon through the metal to the oxide/metal interface. For this
reason the model derived by Birks and co-workers will be used to model decarburisation; a
further description is given in section 4.2[126].
2.9.4 Decarburisation and Mechanical Properties
The effect of decarburisation on the surface properties of rail steel is vitally important to
the lifetime of components therefore a review of the effect on rolling contact fatigue, wear
mechanical fatigue and fretting fatigue is presented.
2.9.4.1 Rolling contact fatigue and wear
There has been only one paper written on the effects of decarburisation on rolling contact
fatigue and wear of rails, with two others that briefly mention it; because of this a review
of the effect of other surface treatments on bearings and gears will be carried out.
Rotthauser, Muders and Grohman reported their observations carried out on track over 2
years[170]. It involved two grades of steel UIC 900A (BS EN13674 grade 260) and 900
head hardened (grade 350HT) with varying levels of decarburisation, which were installed
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into curves of different radii. The wear of the rail, measured by the change in cross section,
and the length of surface crack were measured every six months. The results found that
with 900A rail, increasing the level of decarburisation delayed the initiation of head
checks; with 0.5mm depth of decarburisation initiation was delayed by 12 months
compared to no decarburisation for an average traffic of 23 million gross tonnes (MGt) per
year. This was due to an increase in the wear rate but no quantitative data was provided.
With the head hardened grade it was impossible to attain the correct hardness due to the
reduction in carbon at the surface. The second paper to mention decarburisation is by
Boulanger who reports that track trials conducted by SNCF on rails with decarburisation
greater than 1mm in depth showed no notable difference from standard rails[ 171]. The
effect of decarburisation was found by Dearden during track trials to increase the initial
wear rate of rail until the subsurface pearlite developed a work hardened layer but no
effects on RCF were reported[60].
To prevent rolling contact fatigue in bearings they commonly are given surface treatments,
the simplest of these is carburisation, which is the opposite of decarburisation, and
involves increasing the amount of carbon at the surface. The bulk structure of is martensite
with a hardness of 450HV which carburisation increases to 680HV[172]. The effect of
carburisation is to increase by an order of magnitude the RCF life of the bearing as long as
no oxide impurities are introduced into the surface during treatment[173]. The effect of
increasing the hardness (related to shear strength) of the surface is to make it more resistant
to initiation of cracks by reducing the amount of deformation that occurs on application of
contact stresses combined with a reduction in the wear rate[24]. Another way of reducing
the rate of initiation of cracks is to introduce compressive residual stresses into the surface
of the sample by shot preening; this has been carried out by Xiao et al.[ 172] on carburised
steel bearings and showed an increase in 30% RCF life on just the carburised samples.
A further improvement in life has been brought about through the use of surface coatings;
these may have a higher hardness combined with a higher stiffness than the bulk material.
Hard coatings have been used including diamond like carbon coatings[174] and tungsten
carbide with hardness of up to 1200HV. A review of surface coatings and rolling contact
fatigue have been carried out by Stewart and Ahmed[175] and also by Maurer[176]. It has
been found that the thicker the surface layer; the greater the resistance to RCF damage due
to the maximum shear stress being moved away from the interface[175].
The use of coatings on bearings and the rise in RCF failures and wear rates of rail have
lead to the development of a two-material rail under a European research project called
"Infrastar"[177]. This is rail coated using laser cladding with a layer of high hardness
(370HV) material which reduces the friction coefficient[178]. Experiments have been
carried out using twin disc testing (SUROS) and field trials. The field trials show that the
coating gives an increase in life with 10 months of testing no cracks had developed unlike
a standard 260 grade rail[179]. The SUROS tests under standard conditions of -1 % slip
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and contact pressure of 1500MPa with 1000 dry cycles showed a life of 4000 cycles for the
untreated rail, compared to at least 200000 cycles without cracks forming for the coated
rail[ 180].
2.9.4.2 Mechanical fatigue
The effect of decarburisation on mechanical fatigue under a cyclic load is an area that has
generated much more research than rolling contact fatigue. Papers written by Hankins and
co-workers in the 1920's and 30's on spring steel report that decarburisation reduces the
fatigue limit by half1181-183]. Work in similar areas has served to confirm these results,
Spiegler et al. [184] found that for a pearlitic microstructure with 0.6wt%C there is a
reduction in the fatigue limit of 30% due to an increased rate of initiation of cracks but the
depth of decarburisation (between 0.08-0.58mm) does not have an effect on propagation.
Arieli and Mukherjee found that the presence of a decarburised layer increased the fatigue
life of the specimen and increasing the applied maximum stress resulted in a greater
improvement in fatigue life[ 185]. This was despite an increase in the initiation rate of the
ferrite layer and was due to a decrease in the propagation rate of the fatigue crack. One
effect of decarburisation is to introduce residual tensile stresses into the surface because of
the volumetric change due to a loss of carbon this would allow fatigue cracks to initiatie
more readily at the surface[ 184, 186].
2.9.4.3 Fretting fatigue
Fretting fatigue is a form of contact fatigue due to high frequency, low amplitude
oscillatory sliding between the two surfaces. This action promotes debris formation, which
can lead to earlier nucleation of fatigue cracks[ 19]. Decarburisation was found by
Waterhouse and Taylor[ 187] to give a reduction in the fretting fatigue strength compared
to those without.
2.10 White Etching Layers (WEL)
White etching layer is formed on the surface of the rail while it is in service, it is so called
because of its resistance to etching and therefore appearing white under the microscope. It
has also been called several other names including white layer, white phase, nanostructured
layer and adiabatic shear bands (ASB). Typical features of white etching layer on rail are
the distinct interface with the bulk material and hardness greater than 1OOOHY.The
structure and mechanism of formation are controversial and will be reviewed along with
comparison of similar layers found during wear and machining operations. The behaviour
of white etching layers on rail and how they are simulated in the laboratory will also be
explored.
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White etching layer is found on the railhead and is commonly associated with
corrugations[188]. Corrugations are ripples that appear on the surface of the rail and are
formed by a fixed frequency excitation of the wheel on rail. The excitation causes a
damage mechanism such as wear or plastic deformation to develop the ripples to a greater
extent[ 189]. It is not clear as to whether the white etching layer is a cause or consequence
of the corrugation but it can commonly be found on the high point or crest of the
corrugation with none in the valley[ 190]. Several reviews of corrugations have been
carried out with the most comprehensive by Nielsen et al[ 191]. Several authors have
reported the Young's modulus of white etching layer measured using hardness indentations
and a technique described by Moylan et al. [192]. Lojkowski et al. reported a value of
245GPa for WEL on railhead compared with a bulk of212GPa[193]; Akcan et al. reported
values of 235GPa, the same as the bulk material, on a WEL produced during
machining[194]. Moylan found values of 233GPa for a white etching layer produced
during machining compared to 218GPa for the bulk material[ 192].
The structure of WEL is contentious. The first report of a non-etching product on the
surface of rails was written at the tum of the zo" century during an investigation by the
House of Commons committee on rail steels and was found to be martensitic because of its
high hardness and its similarity to quenched samples[69]. The evidence that WEL is
martensitic was backed up through the use of transmission electron microscopy by
Newcomb and Stobbs[195]; who found that the white etching layer was a heavily
deformed martensite with no carbides present but were unable to determine the lattice
parameters. Later papers have questioned whether it could be martensite because the
hardness of WEL for a 0.24%C steel is 1l00HV compared to martensite produced in the
conventional way of heating and quenching which has a maximum of 500HV[ 196].
Another difference between white etching layer and conventional martensite is its
tempering behaviour, Kuznetsov et al. [197] found that WEL preserved its high hardness up
to tempering temperatures of 800°C compared to standard martensite which is tempered at
temperatures of less than 500°C.
These results from experimentation have lead to the conclusion that white etching layer is
not a conventional martensite but a nanocrystalline structure of either martensite or
supersaturated ferrite. The evidence for a nanocrystalline structure is the grain size of less
than 25nm by Lojkowski et al.[198] using TEM and less than 10nm by Pyzalla et al.[199].
Akcan et al. [194] attribute the nanocrystalline structure for the white appearance of WEL
because of the scattering of light from the small crystals and not due to the chemical
resistance to etching.
The evidence for a martensitic structure has been found by Pyzalla et al. [199] using
synchrotron X-ray scattering who characterised the WEL as martensitic with a maximum
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The evidence for a martensitic structure has been found by Pyzalla et al. [199] using
synchrotron X-ray scattering who characterised the WEL as martensitic with a maximum
cia ratio of 1.01[199]. Wild et al. [200] also found that some cementite particles remained
in the white etching layer with a maximum size of 4nm. In contrast Lojkowski et al. [198]
found that white etching layer is a nanocrystalline ferrite with an average grain size of
25nm with irregular grain boundaries surround by clouds of dislocations and no cementite
platelets. They also found that lattice was strained compared to the bulk material due to
carbon dissolution but couldn't determine if it was in one or all directions. Bauman et
al. [201] also found that WEL was constituted of supersaturated ferrite.
This use of the term "supersaturated ferrite" is an unnecessary complication as it is the
same structure as martensite; the definition given by Honeycombe and Bhadeshia is
"martensite is a supersaturated solid solution of carbon in ferrite"[ 114]. Martensite has the
same body centred structure as ferrite but with the lattice distorted in the c-direction to
accommodate the carbon in solution resulting in a tetragonal not cubic structure[202]. The
fact that martensite and supersaturated ferrite are the same structure is compounded by the
shift in the XRD peaks attributed to martensite by Wild et al. [200] this is the same as that
attributed to nanostructured ferrite by Lojowski et al.[198]. The distinction is made
because of the difficulty in determining whether the lattice strain is in one or all directions.
In this thesis WEL will be classified as a martensitic structure unless evidence proves that
it is cubic and not tetragonal.
Baumann et al.[201] have investigated the possible mechanisms responsible for the high
hardness of the white etching layer and concluded that the most important mechanism,
based on the Hall-Petch relationship, is due to the reduction in grain size and the
consequent grain boundary hardening. Precipitation hardening from broken cementite
particles and work hardening of the surface may also play a part but both mechanisms
cannot explain the hardness on their own. Hardening from reduced interlamellar spacing
was discounted due to no lamellae being found in white etching layer and metallurgical
transformation was discounted because the temperature rise would be insufficient. An
estimation was made for the possible increase in hardness for DIN50 150 steel of hardness
338HV from each mechanism and found that grain boundary hardening could give a rise of
1000-1250HV, particle hardening 560-740HV and work hardening 580HV[201].
One other aspect that is occasionally found in WEL on rails is ferrite grains on the prior
austenite grain boundaries that are continuous from the bulk material into the white etching
layer which have not transformed[64, 200].
2.10.2 Mechanism of Formation
The mechanism of formation of white etching layers is even more controversial than their
structure. The classic way of producing martensite is by heating the steel above the
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eutectoid temperature, AI, and above the A3, into the austenite phase field before cooling
rapidly by quenching(see section 2.8)[202]. Mitao et al.[203] assume that the surface of the
rail is heated by friction with the sharp interface being at the depth at which the sample
reaches the A3 temperature. Similarly Clayton and Allery[64] believed in a thermal cycle
but the presence of ferrite in the WEL means that the temperature is only just high enough
(above the Al but not the A3) to cause austenisation or the duration of the cycle is very
short. The problem with this theory, first pointed out by Newcomb and Stobbs[195], is that
all theoretical considerations of wheel/rail contact temperatures are substantially below the
austenite transformation temperature, A3.
The transformation from pearlite and ferrite to austenite is controlled by diffusion and both
heating and cooling have to be considered[114]. The cooling cycle is not regarded as being
critical because only a small area at the surface will be heated up with the rest of the rail
acting as a heat sink with a fast cooling rater 195]. Newcomb and Stobbs[ 195] applied
Archard's[27] equation for rubbing contact and found that for a wheel load of 10tonne
(axle load 20t) with 1% slip at 50ms-1 a temperature rise of 66°C would be expected. They
also applied Tanvir's[28] theory for rolling/sliding contact using the same conditions and
found a temperature rise of 72°C if the surface deformation was elastic and 151°C if
plastic. Newcomb and Stobbs also adapted this model to take into account the deformation
of the rail and found that under a slip of 1% at full speed than a temperature rise would
never exceed 400°C; they also found that for austenisation to occur at 50ms-1 in a contact
time 0.3 milliseconds (typical for wheel/rail contact) then a slip of 5% was required.
Knothe and Liebelt found that to give a temperature rise of 600°C at 75ms-1 then a slip of
6% was required. The values given in section 2.3.2 show that this is unlikely to occur on
the railhead and white etching layers are not found at the gauge corner.
The common calculations of temperature rise have been made for the bulk of the rail and
do not take into account the deformation of the asperity contacts. Nakkail[204] has
proposed a mechanism involving plastic deformation of the asperities giving a temperature
increase that is well in excess of the austenisation temperature in the surface layer of rails.
The passage of one set of wheel leads to localised white etching layer formation which
coalesce and are tempered during subsequent wheel passage due to deformation and
localised heating. With increasing traffic the white etching layer covers the entire railhead
and looks homogenous due to the tempering process. This mechanism is in agreement with
Clayton and Allery's examination of white etching layer of individual overlapping areas,
which were semi elliptical in shape which first appear as streaks but with time develop into
continuous surface layers[64]. The provisional European standard on in-service rail
grinding prENI3231-3:2000[205] gives a maximum average surface roughness, Ra, of
lOum therefore asperities will not be significantly deeper than twice this value and this
mechanism is unlikely to produce white etching layers with a depth of up to lOuum, Some
evidence that austenisation does occur on rail has been found by Osterle at at.[206] with
retained austenite being present in WEL on rails indicating that at least part of the rail has
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been heated above the AI. In contrast Fischer et al. [30] modelled asperity contact with
deformation and found that for contact pressures of 1500MPa and slip of 1% then the
temperature rise will still not be greater than 100ce and temperature rises high enough for
transformation, arise only under conditions that are unlikely to occur on the railhead.
One other possibility exists that the transformation occurs at a lower temperature due to the
effect of the contact pressure. Austenite has a higher density and consequently smaller
volume than ferrite so the effect of the hydrostatic pressure results in a reduction in the
transformation temperature. Ahlstrom and Karlsson[207] calculated that with a hydrostatic
pressure of 400MPa the Al was lowered by 4ce while the A3 was lowered by 17ce, Hillard
found experimentally a similar reduction and a linear relationship between them[208].
Therefore a reduction in the eutectic temperature of over 300ce to below 400ce by
hydrostatic pressure is unlikely to occur. A second aspect is the time required for diffusion
of carbon to occur, Archard and Rowntree using an order of magnitude calculation found
that for sufficient diffusion to occur for the austenisation process; a contact time of 10ms is
required at 910ce whereas at higher temperatures (>1500Ce) a time of 0.3ms is
required[209]. These results show that transformation to austenite is unlikely to take place
by the rolling and sliding of the wheel on rail.
For these reasons the mechanism proposed by Newcomb and Stobbs[195] are much more
likely to occur: this involves the breaking and dissolution of the cementite plates into
ferrite at temperatures of up to 100ce. Plastic deformation of the rail surface, especially at
the surface due to asperities, introduces large numbers of dislocations on which the carbon
atoms sit preferentially in the ferrite structure to relieve the strain on the lattice. Under
several processes of severe plastic deformation a true strain of at least 7-8 is required for
WEL formation[210]. For complete dissolution in a 0.6wt% carbon steel, a dislocation
density of 1x1017m-2 was required which is common in martensite but unknown in ferrite
(which has a maximum of 1015 m-2)[2I1]. The presence of carbon increases the number of
dislocations that can be accommodated within the structure of iron[212]. This, combined
with the dislocations being repeatedly moved by the contact stresses result in a higher
probability of them interacting with the carbon atoms[ 195]. This mechanism would lead to
greater depths of white etching layer with increased traffic volumes although a limiting
depth will occur as the contact stresses decrease; further evidence is found by the breaking
up of cementite lamella in the region below the white etching layer[195, 201]. This
mechanism has been developed by Lojkowski et al. [198, 213] who established it was
analogous to mechanical alloying which occurs during severe plastic deformation. They
found that temperatures could not rise above I50ce or the dislocations would recover and
annihilate themselves leading to lower hardness[ 198]. A similar process is the fracture and
dissolution of cementite found under severe deformation during ball milling of steel
powders[2I4,2I5].
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2.10.3 White Etching Layer, Rolling Contact Fatigue and Wear
The effect of white etching layer on rolling contact fatigue has been observed both on rail
as well as during twin disc testing in the laboratory. Clayton and Allery made some of the
first observations on rail and found that cracks were present within the white etching layer
but didn't penetrate beyond the interface [64]. They also found that cracks developed at the
surface and propagated along the interface between the WEL and the pearlite bulk material
but did not penetrate more than 0.17mm deep; both types of cracks gave rise to wear
particles. Dikshit et al. [216] studied white etching layer on a head hardened rail and found
that the number of cracks associated with it was greater than in track without. Eyre, using
pin on disc wear tests, found that WEL reduced the wear rate of the steel substantially due
to the prevention of adhesive metallic wear[217], but this was only the case if the load was
insufficient to crack the white etching layer. Milman et al.[218] have conducted
tribological tests on white etching layer found on railhead and found that it displays high
wear resistance as long as it remains continuous and does not crack, if it does then the wear
rate is greater than the bulk materials. Nishida et al. [219] found that cracks initiated at the
surface and propagated through the white etching layers into the bulk material with no
change in direction at the interface. The initial growth of some cracks was in the opposite
direction to the wheel motion but then turned 90° at O.1mm below the surface and
propagated in the opposite direction.
2.10.4 Laboratory Simulation of White Etching Layers
One common way of producing white etching layers is using spot welding, the technique is
described by Welsh[220], using two electrodes and discharging an electric current across
the sample. This leads to localised heating and quenching of the surface producing a
martensitic structure. Mitao et al.[203, 221] used this technique and found that cracks
propagate along the WELImatrix interface and also along the ferrite on the prior austenite
grain boundaries close to the white etching layer. Aw has also used this technique and
found that cracks initiate at the surface of the white etching layer and propagate at steeper
angles to the surface than for pearlite. He also found that cracks can initiate at the
WELImatrix interface but propagation is in the bulk pearlite[222]. A technique using a
laser has been used to simulate the structure of white etching layer; this technique, like spot
welding locally heats a thin surface layer which is quenched by the bulk metal underneath
forming a martensite type white etching layer [206].
Another method for introducing white etching layer is using a pin on disc test to give the
required deformation combined with heating for white etching layer formation. This
technique was used by Shur et al. [223] who found that cracks initiated on the interface at
the surface and propagated along them; leading to flaking of the surface and forming pits
on the surface with complete removal of the white etching layer.
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2.1 0.5 Other White Etching Layers
White etching layers have been found in a wide range of different circumstances involving
deformation and/or heating. Many machining operations have produced white etching
layers including cutting[224], reaming[225], deep drilling[226] and grinding[227, 228].
The white etching layers that are produced are different depending on the material and
formation conditions the common feature being that on etching they appear white and the
majority show high hardness.
White etching layers are also found on worn surfaces such as gun barrels [229, 230],
rope[231] and earth moving equipment[232, 233]. As with machined white etching layers
these are formed under widely differing circumstance and it is hard to draw comparisons
with rail. The main differences between other white etching layers and those on rail are the
temperature at which they form; machining and unlubricated sliding wear usually occur at
temperatures high enough to cause austenisation. Impact tests, using balls dropped on to a
sample, have created white etching layers by severe plastic deformation; these white
etching layers crack under repeated impacts[234, 235]. Several reviews have been made on
various aspects of white etching layers produced by machining and wear[ 196, 236].
Griffiths has also tried to draw comparison between white etching layers produced by the
two methods[23 7].
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2.12 Tables
Condition of Rail Surface
Traction
Coefficient
Dry Rail (Clean) 0.25-0.30
Dry Rail (with Sand) 0.25-0.33
Wet Rail (Clean) 0.18-0.2
Wet Rail (with Sand) 0.22-0.25
Greasy Rail 0.15-0.18
Moisture on Rail 0.09-0.15
Sleet on Rail 0.15
Sleet on Rail (with sand) 0.2
Light Snow on Rail 0.1
Light Snow on Rail (with Sand) 0.15
Wet Leaves on Rail 0.07
Table 2.1: Values of traction coefficient for wheel/rail contact (after Stolarski and
Tobe[47])
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2.13 Figures
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Figure 2.1: Wheel and rail profiles showing nomenclature to describe the parts of each. a)
Wheel flange, b) wheel tread c) head of rail, d) web, e) foot, f) gauge comer/side, g) field
or cess comer/side, h) crown.
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Figure 2.2: Steering of conical wheels on tangent and curved track (after Wickens[ 10])
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Figure 2.3: The response of a material to cyclic loading. a) Elastic response up to elastic
limit. b) Elastic Shakedown. Plastic response above elastic limit but residual stresses
develop giving shakedown to an elastic state. c) Plastic Shakedown. If the load is above
elastic shakedown limit deformation occurs as closed cycles of plastic strain d)
Ratchetting. If the load is above the plastic shakedown limit then accumulation of uniaxial
plastic strain or ratchetting. (after Kapoor and Johnsonj l Zj)
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Figure 2.4: Shakedown map for a rail steel under line contact (after Bower and
Johnsonjz lj)
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Figure 2.5: Typical operating conditions of wheel on rail (after Olofsson and
Telliskivi[31 ])
Figure 2.6: Surface view of a squat on a railhead (after Railtrack[77])
Figure 2.7: transverse section of a squat (after Railtrack[77])
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Figure 2.8: Longitudinal section of a head check (after Railtrack[77])
a)
b)
c)
Figure 2.9: Fluid pressure mechanism. a) as contact approaches the crack opens allowing
fluid to fill it. b) as contact moves above crack it seals the mouth trapping fluid. c) fluid
forced towards the crack tip where pressure transmits tensile stress and allows crack faces
to move against each other (after Bower[95]).
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Figure 2.10: Crack growth rate and wear (after Ringsberg[97]). Growth by ratchetting/LCF
(A), Fluid entrapment (B), crack away remote from contact stress field (C), tensile bulk
stresses (D). Wear rate: 1 is high to remove cracks before they initiate, 2 is medium and
removes them before propagation and 3 is to low to have any effect on crack formation.
Pearlite
IInterlamellarSpacing
Figure 2.11: Features of a pearlitic microstructure. a) Prior austenite grain size. b) Pearlite
colony size. c) Pearlite interlamellar spacing (after Fletcher[ 6]).
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Figure 2.12: Iron - Iron carbide phase diagram (after Honeycombe and Bhadeshia[ 114])
Proeutectoid Ferrite Pearlite
Figure 2.13: Typical pear1itic structure 0[220 grade rail (after Cambridge University[115])
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Figure 2.14: Schematic CCT diagram for a rail steel. 1 slow cooling rate (air) resulting in
pearlite/ferrite. 2. Medium cooling rate (oil) results in bainite. 2. Fast cooling rate (water
quench) results in martensite (after Honeycombe and Bhadeshia[114]).
Figure 2.15: Bainitic steel (after Cambridge University[ 115])
Figure 2.16: Martensitic steel (after Cambridge University[115])
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Figure 2.17: Graph of Carbon Content against Depth d, = complete, d2 = functional, d) =
partial and d, = total decarburisation (after BS EN IS03887[123]).
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Figure 2.18: Micrographs showing definition of decarburisation: d) = complete, d2
functional, d3 = partial and d) = total decarburisation (after BS EN IS03887[123]) .
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Figure 2.19: Decarburisation on rail steel grades 220 and 240 (after BS EN13674-l [111])
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Figure 2.20: Carbon content versus hardness (after Kraussl l Zl j)
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Figure 2.21: Iron - Oxygen Phase Diagram (after Chang and Wei[ 159])
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Figure 2.22: Ellingham Diagram, showing Gibbs's free energy of different reactions
depending on temperature and partial pressure (After Gaskell[160]).
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Figure 2.23: Mechanism of Oxidation showing movement of iron ions and electrons from
the oxide/metal interface towards the atmosphere and oxygen ions from the surface into the
oxide. (after Chang and Wei[159])
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Chapter 3: Experimental Procedure
3.1 Introduction
This chapter describes the experimental procedures used in this investigation. This includes
the procedure used during rolling/sliding twin disc testing along with other subsidiary
techniques such as metallography and surface measurements. A further section is the
simulation of the two surface metallurgical features in the laboratory. This chapter begins
with details of the materials used in this investigation.
3.2 Materials
The chemical compositions along with the mechanical properties of the materials used in
this investigation are given in table 3.1. Several of the ultimate tensile strength (UTS)
figures have been calculated from the hardness values using the conversion tables in the
Metals Handbook[1]; this is only an approximation not a measurement of the UTS. The
rail steel, RA, which was machined into rail discs and used in this investigation, has been
manufactured in accordance with BS EN 13674-1 [2] grade 220 by Corus Rail at
Workington, Cumbria, UK; the method of production has been described in section 2.8.3.
An optical micrograph is given in figure 3.1 with the light phase being ferrite and the
darker phase pearlite. The contrast between the pearlite colonies is due to the difference in
the orientation of the pearlite lamellae in relation to the sectioning plane; this is
demonstrated by the SEM micrograph, figure 3.2 showing the lamellar structure of
pearlite. In this micrograph the light phase is cementite while the dark phase is ferrite. The
method of measurement of the prior austenite grain size and pearlite interlamellar spacing
are described in section 3.4.
Two wheel steels were used III this investigation; their chemical composition and
mechanical properties are given in table 3.1. The first was WA which was used in a
previous investigation by Fletcher[3] and was cut from a new wheel that had not been in
service; the microstructure is illustrated in figure 3.3. This wheel steel was used for the two
initial twin disc tests due to problems with the supply and machining of the second wheel
steel which was used for all other tests. This second wheel steel, WB, was provided in the
form of hot rolled bar but has the same composition and properties as wheels made to BS
5892-3 grade R3[4]; a micrograph is provided in figure 3.4. The only significant difference
between these two steels is in the prior austenite grain size, which is much greater for WB
than WA.
To see if Birks' model was applicable to the decarburisation of rail, initial tests were
carried out on small samples of rail steel. The material used for these preliminary
experiments was a section of spare rail found in the laboratory and produced in accordance
with British Standard BS 11 normal grade[ 5]; this is the predecessor of the European
standard BS EN 13674-1 grade 220 rail[2]. The chemical composition and mechanical
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properties of the two rail materials were almost identical and in accordance with the
relevant specifications.
The final material, whose data is given in table 3.1, is BU9 which was a bainitic back up
roll steel used in a previous investigation[6]. This material was used to investigate the
formation of white etching layer because of the high content of Cr, Mo and V which are
not present in grade 220 steel (RA); this test is discussed further in section 6.3.2.
The samples used in twin disc testing were machined into the correct disc profile, a
schematic of which is given in figure 3.5a. The discs had an external diameter of 47mm
and a contact width of 10mm; the central bore was 19mm with a keyway cut into one face
of the disc to allow mounting on the twin disc testing machine. The running surface was
ground so that it had an average roughness, Ra, of less than 1urn. The rail disc samples
were cut from the railhead in the manner shown in figure 3.5b so that the axis of rotation of
the disc was parallel to the longitudinal axes of the rail.
3.3 SUROS Testing
Rolling contact fatigue has been tested in the laboratory using the Sheffield University
rolling sliding (SUROS) test machine. The heart of the machine is a Colchester Mascot
1600 lathe modified by Garnham and Beynon[7] with further development by Fletcher and
Beynon[8]. The main modification is a second AC motor fixed to the lathe bed allowing
two discs to be rolled against each other, with the lathe providing the drive mechanism for
the upper sample. A normal load of up to 29kN can be applied between the discs by a
hydraulic piston; a schematic of the machine is shown in figure 3.6, while a picture is
given in figure 3.7. The two discs were mounted and bolted on to the end of the shafts from
the motors; the AC motor shaft has a universal joint to allow the discs to be brought into
contact. The central axes of the shafts and hence the discs were parallel to each other, thus
ensuring a line contact between them.
The machine is controlled using a National Instruments® Labview® version 4 program on a
Pentium'" 100MHz computer, which also data logs the speed, number of revolutions and
torque of each shaft, along with the load applied between the discs. The required
conditions of the test along with dimensions of the disc were programmed into the
computer; which also calculates the contact load, using equation 2.4, which was controlled
manually during the test. For all tests the maximum Hertzian contact pressure used was
1500MPa and was maintained within 2% of the mean value. The rail disc was rotated at a
nominal speed of 400rpm with the wheel disc rotating slightly faster to give the required
slip that is programmed into the computer. Instantaneous slip (Si) is calculated as a
percentage using equation 3.1 [8] and is a measure of the relative movement of one disc in
relation to the other. The value used during this investigation was -1 % where the negative
sign indicates that the wheel disc is driving the rail disc. The computer typically maintains
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this value so that 75% of the total number of cycles were within ±O.08 of its nominal
percentage value but over a test these are cancelled out resulting in a range of ±O.02 for the
cumulative slip.
[
R V -R V )S;(%) = 200 TOJ! TOJ! Bottom Bottom
RToJ! VToJ! + RBottom VBottom
(3.1 )
where RTap and RBa/lam are the radius of the discs in millimetres and VTap, VBat/am are the
speed of the discs in rpm. The computer and AC motor control alters the speed of the
wheel disc to maintain the required percentage slip.
The screw in figure 3.8 was used to prevent the discs contacting while a steady speed was
attained. Once the discs reached a constant speed the torque and load settings were
calibrated to zero. The discs were then brought together by loosening the screw with
subsequent application of the load. The computer recorded the conditions of the test
(torque, contact load) against the number of cycles.
Water lubrication was commonly used during the test because of the requirement of a fluid
for cracks to grow by fluid assistance, as discussed in section 2.5. This fluid was distilled
water applied to the discs at 1 drip per second from the nozzle shown in figure 3.8 by
gravity. Several tests were carried out without lubrication, with both discs being cooled
using compressed air.
Detection of cracks on the rail discs was carried out using an Elotest® B1 eddy current
detector, with a probe scanned across the contact width of the disc using a servomotor
controlled by the computer. This crack detector was used in two ways: the first was during
the test while the rail disc was rotating at 400rpm, the second was with the rail disc being
rotated by hand to locate the cracks after the test. The eddy current probe was fixed in a
cradle at the front of machine, figure 3.8, and positioned using a feeler gauge so that it was
0.2mm away from the rail disc. For detection during the test the lateral position of the
probe was zeroed to the left edge of the rail disc using a micrometer gauge; movement was
controlled by the computer in lmm steps every second. The results from the probe were
displayed on an oscilloscope, figure 3.9, with a time base such that the position of the
cracks was in the same position on the display every cycle. The eddy current probe was
calibrated using disc RI (45) to set the gain required on the detector. This was a disc
machined with a slot at 45° to the surface, the length of the crack is unknown but remained
constant so that every time the machine was set up, the detector was calibrated to monitor
cracks with the same sensitivity. The eddy current detector did not allow accurate lengths
of cracks to be monitored but gave an indication of their length and rate of growth.
The initial series of tests on decarburised and normal samples used the eddy current
detector so that they were stopped once cracks had grown large enough to trigger a gate.
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Subsequent tests were continued until the number of cycles was the same as a disc without
decarburisation that was run until the gate was triggered. The test series on WEL was
conducted in a similar manner, with several short tests carried out to examine the
behaviour of cracks at short times.
Before the tests both wheel and rail discs were measured using a digital Vernier calliper
(±O.Olmm) to give a diameter and contact width. The discs were then cleaned in methanol
using an ultrasonic bath for 5 minutes, dried using hot air and weighed on a self calibrating
top pan balance (±O.OOOlg).They were then held using a paper tissue and placed on to the
appropriate shaft on SUROS. After the test the discs were again cleaned, weighed and
measured to allow calculation of the wear of the discs. The rail disc was then replaced on
the lathe shaft, rotated by hand and examined using the eddy current probe to find the
location of the longest crack, which was then marked to allow sectioning to occur. This
required the detector to be changed to a higher sensitivity.
The machining of the discs resulted in a surface that had a surface roughness, R, that was
nominally less than 1 micron though this was checked using a Taylor Hobson Surtronic® 3.
This is a surface profilometer which uses a stylus to trace the surface of the disc; because
of the curvature of the disc this was only possible perpendicular to the circumference. The
results of the Surtronic are plotted on a graph with depth of the surface in microns against
the distance scanned in millimetres, which was typically 4mm. The results were data
logged to a computer using a software package, Taylor Hobson Talyprofile for Windows
2.0®, which also calculated the R, value. The discs were measured again after the test with
at least 12 profiles being taken of each disc and a mean calculated.
Before the test the discs were also checked using a Taylor Hobson Talyrond® 100 for
accuracy of the circumference of the disc and also concentricity with the inner bore. This
equipment consists of a turntable with a stylus used to measure the deviation of the surface
with the results being plotted on carbon paper. Figure 3.1Oa shows the surface profile of a
disc alongside the circle, which it would follow if it were perfectly round; this trace shows
that the disc was slightly oval. The graduations on the carbon paper allow the deviation to
be measured using equation 3.2[9].
True measurement (11m) =measurement on paper (mm) x magnification (3.2)
1000
The deviation in figure 3.1Oa from the circle taken with a magnification of xl 000 IS
measured on the carbon paper as ±1.5mm, resulting in the disc varying in real life by
1.5I1m. The surface profile was also measured after the SUROS test to see the changes
occurring during it.
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Concentricity was measured by setting the machine up to give the surface profile on the
outer running surface, then moving the stylus on to the bore with the equipment measuring
the difference giving a plot illustrated in figure 3.1Ob. This figure shows that the inner and
outer diameters were concentric; this trace was carried out with a magnification of x200. If
either parameter was markedly different from the ideal then the disc was rejected because
it may have caused damage to the SUROS machine.
3.4 Metallography
After the test the rail and wheel discs had their surface examined optically with
photographs of interesting features taken using the macro function on a digital camera and
also using an optical microscope at low magnification. The disc was then sectioned either
side of the feature of interest using a Buehler Abrasimet 3, with the segment then being cut
using a Buehler Accutom. This allowed accurate cutting at a measured distance (±0.1mm)
so that discs were sectioned just in front of the location of the greatest depth of the crack.
After sectioning the samples were mounted in conducting Bakelite with the sample number
engraved on the back. The samples were then ground using SiC papers starting with 120
grit and working progressively through 240, 400, 800 and 1200, each paper having a finer
grit. After each grinding paper the samples were cleaned with running water to remove any
particles before proceeding on to the next paper. Once the samples had been ground using
1200 paper they were cleaned using a soap called Teepol and cotton wool, then washed in
propan-J-ol and dried using hot air. The samples were then polished using diamond paste
starting with 6flm and progressing to 1urn and finally 'l4flm; the samples were cleaned
between each stage. After polishing the samples were etched using 1% Nital (nitric acid
diluted in methanol) for 5 seconds and washed with copious amounts of water, dried and
rinsed in propan-l-ol.
The etched samples were observed in the optical microscope with photomicrographs being
taken of features of interest. Several different microscopes have been used but the
magnification is always recorded allowing scale bars to be drawn on all photomicrographs.
Several of the samples have also been examined using a scanning electron microscope
(SEM), usually a Cambridge Instruments Camscan 100 but use was also made of a JEOL
6400. Both SEMs allow images to be taken and both incorporate an energy dispersive
spectroscopy (EDS) instrument that determines the composition of phases to be found.
This has not been used for quantitative analysis, instead qualitatively to find which
elements were present. The EDS in the JEOL was used without a filter to allow the
detection of elements with low atomic numbers, especially oxygen.
The effect of the heat treatment on the microstructure of the rail disc was studied by
examining the prior austenite grain size and the interlamellar spacing of the pearlite. The
prior austenite grain size was measured using an optical micrograph to obtain the mean
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linear intercept of proeutectoid ferrite that formed on the prior austenite grain boundaries.
Lines were drawn randomly on each micrograph so that at least 100 intersections were
measured for each sample. The mean true interlamellar spacing was determined from the
mean random spacing by the method proposed by Underwood[lO]. The mean true spacing,
SI' is related to the mean random spacing, Sr' by equation 3.3 which was found from
experimental results[ 11].
S =~
I 2 (3.3)
The mean random spacing was measured by using the number of intersections of cementite
on a circle drawn randomly on a photomicrograph,figure 3.2. With the length of the line
known, dividing it by the number of intersections gives the mean random interlamellar
spacmg.
The depth of decarburisation was measured on the photomicrograph using lineal analysis
(section 2.9.2.1). This involved traverses drawn on the micrographs (figure 3.11) of the
sample at increasing depth with the relative amounts of ferrite and pearlite measured on
each line using a ruler (±0.5mm). Knowing how much carbon is in the bulk steel by
chemical analysis, wt%C = 0.57%, it is possible to find how much carbon is present in the
pearlite by studying the relative amounts of pearlite and ferrite in the bulk of the steel.
Ferrite has a maximum solubility of 0.008wt%C at room temperature; a factor Z can be
calculated using equation 3.4 relating the amount of carbon in cementite to the amount in
pearlite.
Z = %Pearlite x 6.67
100 x wt%C - %a x 0.008
(3.4)
Examination of the photomicrographs from the bulk of the initial heat treated samples has
been found to give a Z factor of between 11.52 and 11.73. This variation gives an error in
the carbon content of ±0.01 % of each sample. Using the value of Z found for each
individual sample allows the carbon content at each depth to be calculated using equation
3.5.
0/ C %Pearlitex 6.67 %a x 0.008wt/o = +----
100Z 100
(3.5)
The depth of decarburisation used has been defined as 98% of the bulk carbon content of
the disc or 0.549wt%C for grade 220. This was found to be the average carbon content,
±1%, at the depth of the continuous ferrite network as determined by observation, which is
the depth defined in BS EN13674-1 for rail[2].
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The shear strain of the deformed surface, y, was measured using the angle, 8, between the
flow lines of the sample and a line drawn perpendicular to the surface, figure 3.12, using a
protractor (±O.SO) on the photomicrograph and calculated using equation 3.6[12].
y= tan () (3.6)
This equation is only valid if the original microstructure is perpendicular to the surfacer 13,
14]. The ferrite of the original surface can be seen to be randomly orientated, figure 3.11.
After deformation the flow lines of the material are orientated to the surface, figure 3.12;
most noticeably with the ferrite being at a similar angle whatever the original orientation,
the error therefore from using this equation will be minimal. The strain was measured on
micrographs at different depths below the surface with at least five measurements taken at
each depth using at least four micrographs for each sample with an average taken.
The macrohardness of the samples was measured using a Vickers hardness tester with a
load of 100kg and at least 12 values taken per sample with a mean calculated. The bulk
hardness of the samples was also measured using microhardness to allow the effect of the
heat treatment on the mechanical properties of the sample to be examined. The equipment
used was a Mitutoyo HM microhardness tester with a load of 100g and a Vickers diamond
pyramid indenter. Microhardness traverses of the surface of the discs were carried out to
measure the hardness of the surface to assess how much strain hardening had occurred
during the test; these were spaced at least five times the length of the diagonal of the
indentation[ 15]. The depth of the traverse depended on the number of cycles and depth of
deformation of the sample but was to a sufficient extent that all of the deformation was
measured, with several readings of the bulk values being recorded at the end of each
traverse. The depth of decarburisation was also measured using micro hardness traverses
from the surface of the sample into the bulk and defined as 98% of the bulk value.
3.5 Decarburisation Heat Treatments
To examine the Birks model of decarburisation a series of initial experiments were carried
out. The initial samples were approximately l Smm square and were polished using 800 grit
SiC paper so that the sides were smooth and parallel. Before heat treatment the samples
were measured using a digital Vernier calliper (±O.Olmm) and cleaned in alcohol, with any
subsequent handling being carried out using rubber gloves. Heat treatment was carried out
in the centre of a chamber furnace; a chamber furnace was used because the heat treatment
of discs for rolling/sliding testing requires more space than would have been available in a
tube furnace. This allowed knowledge of the furnace to be gained, including mapping the
variation of temperature with position. After the samples were placed within the furnace it
was programmed to heat up to the hold temperature at its maximum rate; once this was
attained the samples were held for the required length of time. After the desired time the
samples were removed with tongs and placed on a furnace brick on the laboratory floor
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and left to air cool to room temperature. The temperature of the furnace was measured
using a K type thermocouple embedded within a hole drilled in a reference sample heated
at the same time as the other samples. The temperature was recorded manually every
minute during the heat up, every 30 minutes once the hold temperature had been attained
and every 20 seconds during cooling. The thermocouple was calibrated using a thermal
bath held at a temperature of 750°C, which had been previously calibrated with an error of
±4°C; the temperature profile results were corrected accordingly.
After cooling, the thick oxide scale was removed from the sample by mechanical means,
including grinding, with the dimensions of the samples measured to allow the oxidation
constant to be determined. The samples were sectioned through the centre and prepared for
metallographic investigation. The etched samples were observed under an optical
microscope with images taken of the microstructure. The depth of decarburisation was
measured using the technique described in section 3.4.
After the initial series of tests, rail discs were heat treated to create a decarburised layer
using the same furnace for various times at 1000°C. The oxidation and depth of
decarburisation results are discussed in chapter 4 in relation to the Birks model. The central
bore and keyway had to be protected from oxidation otherwise the fit on the shafts could
be slack and result in uneven running on SUROS. For the majority oftests with short heat
treatment durations the central bore was filled with silica wool and then sealed with a
refractory cement called Sairset'". After heat treatment this was removed by soaking in
water and removed by hand. The discs were machined to remove the oxide layer from the
running surface and to ensure that the internal and external diameters were concentric. The
sample with the greatest heat treatment time also had the internal diameter opened out with
a collar fitted because of excessive oxidation giving a loose fit on the shaft. At the same
time as the discs, small reference samples were also heat treated for the same time to allow
the depth of decarburisation to be determined because the running surface of the disc
would be altered by twin disc testing along with the loss of diameter due to grinding before
subsurface examination could take place. The diameter of the discs was measured before
and after the heat treatment and also after machining. This allowed the diameter loss
during machining to be measured with the appropriate depth subtracted from the depth of
decarburisation. The variation in oxidation means that errors of ±O.Olmm on the diameter
resulted in ±51lm on the depth of decarburisation. The temperature of the furnace during
the heat treatment of the discs was measured in similar way to that during the initial tests
with a thermocouple embedded within a spare disc.
3.6 Simulation of White Etching Layer
The simulation of white etching layer has been carried out in two different ways, the first
used a spot welder to locally heat the surface of the disc, while the second used the SUROS
machine in a novel way to deform the surface of the rail disc
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3.6.1.1 Spot Welding
A schematic of the spot welder is given in figure 3.13; this is a transformer with an on/off
switch that applies a potential difference across two copper electrodes. For initial tests
these electrodes were two copper bars of 25mm diameter with a hole in the end of each in
which a thinner bar of diameter 6.3mm was fastened with a screw; the end of these bars
were ground to a point. A sample approximately l lrnm thick was fastened using the mole
grips between the electrodes. Welding times of between 1 and 4 seconds were used;
several samples had overlapping spot welds to create a larger area ofWEL. Tests have also
been carried out using a steel plate 1.5mm thick placed between the top electrode and the
sample to prevent damage to the surface of the sample. The initial samples were sectioned
for metallographic examination to be carried out.
The spot welding of discs required a new electrode that allowed the discs to be positioned
accurately below the top electrode such that the spot weld was in the centre of the running
surface. This electrode was a copper bar machined down to 18.75mm on to which the disc
was slid; a plate was clamped between the disc and the top electrode. Spot weld durations
of between 0.5s and 2 seconds have been used. The longer test durations resulted in the
plate being welded to the surface of the disc and hence the disc required machining to give
a smooth surface before the SUROS test. The discs were visually examined after
machining along with surface roughness measurements and showed no obvious marks of
spot welding before the SUROS rolling/sliding test was carried out.
3.6.2 Sliding White Etching Layer
The twin disc testing machine was used to create the second white etching layer by sliding
one disc against another. The rail and wheel discs were measured, cleaned and mounted in
the usual way, as described in section 3.3. The disc on the lathe was then rotated in the
opposite direction to that during a rolling/sliding test, i.e. clockwise rather than
anticlockwise, so that it was in the same direction as the AC motor. The sliding was
conducted for 5 seconds for the majority of the tests; one test was conducted for 30
seconds to examine the formation mechanism of the WEL. The settings used for the test
were the same as those programmed into the computer and AC motor controller for a
rolling/sliding tests, with a contact pressure of 1500MPa and a slip ratio of -1 %. In the
majority of cases the wheel disc used to create the WEL had been used in a previous
investigation and machined down to give a fresh running surface. The rolling/sliding
SUROS test was conducted with a new wheel disc. In contrast the rail disc was not ground
but used with the surface created by sliding. To reverse the plastic deformation of the rail
disc several tests were conducted with the rail disc on the AC motor shaft and the wheel
disc on the lathe shaft.
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3.8 Tables
RA BSll WA1 WB BU9
Chemical Composition Iwt%
C 0.56 0.57 0.55 0.53 0.42
Si 0.16 0.17 0.27 0.31 0.36
Mn 1.10 1.08 0.75 0.83 0.61
Cr 0.03 0.03 0.26 0.25 2.95
V <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 0.10
Ni <0.01 <0.01 0.20 0.05 0.17
Mo <0.01 <0.01 0.08 <0.02 0.35
S 0.025 0.036 0.018 0.010 0.024
P 0.019 0.029 0.011 0.019 0.024
Fe Remainder Remainder Remainder Remainder Remainder
Mechanical Properties
UTS IMPa 8632 8692 906 9102
Yield Strength 4421 5733
IMPa
Hardness 245 237 2725 2575 444IHV(100kg)
Elongationl% 17.81 14
Table 3.1: Composition and mechanical properties of materials used. 1. Data from DJ.
Fletcher (WA =WH268)[3], 2. UTS values from Vickers hardness testing values using
comparison chart in Metals Handbook[l], 3. 0.2% Proof Stress. RA=BSEN13674-1(2003)
grade 220[2], BSl1(1985)[5], WB = BS5892-3(1992) grade R3[4].
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3.9 Figures
Figure 3.1: Rail disc material RA
Figure 3.2: Scanning electron microscopy of rail material RA, demonstrating pearlite
interlamellar spacing, The circle is used to measure the random interlamellar spacing.
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Figure 3.3: Wheel disc WA
Figure 3.4: Wheel disc material WB
47±O.02mmr I III
<l~lm)I':=:::::IP~:'C' =r: I) 10±0.02mm
I
I
I
~ ~
Figure 3.5: Diagram of discs. a) Discs cut from railhead. b) Dimensions of discs. (after
Fletcher [3])
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Figure 3.6: Schematic of the SUROS testing machine (after Fletcher [3])
Figure 3.7 : SUROS twin disc testing machine
Combined thermometer
and hygrometer
Screw
Water lubrication nozzle
Rail disc (lathe shaft)
Wheel Disc (AC motor
shaft)
Eddy current probe
Figure 3.8: Photograph of discs mounted on SUROS machine
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Figure 3.9: Eddy current analyser, The peak indicates the presence of the machined slot in
the calibration disc.
~ ~
Figure 3.10: a) Surface profile of rail disc RAOI before test, b) Concentricity profile of
rail disc RA08 before test
Figure 3.11: Decarburised surface of sample DE03 showing traverses used to measure the
depth of decarburisation. The white phase is ferrite and the dark constituent is pearlite.
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Figure 3.12: Measurement of shear strain by measuring the angle between (after Tyfour
[12])
Sample
Electrodes
On/Otl'
Switch
Mole Grip
Disc sample
:31
Figure 3.13: Schematic of the spot welder used to create WEL on rail discs
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Chapter 4: Decarburisation and White Etching Layer Models
4.1 Introduction
This section describes an investigation into the formation mechanisms of the surface
metallurgical features. With regard to decarburisation this chapter discusses the diffusion
model developed by Birks and presents results from the initial work on the heat treatment
of rail steel. The second section is a simple diffusion model for the formation of white
etching layer on the surface of rail. This has been carried out to study whether it is possible
to create WEL while the rail is in service through diffusion of carbon.
4.2 Diffusion Modelling of Decarburisation
4.2.1 Birks Model
As discussed in the literature survey, chapter 2, the most likely rate determining step in the
formation of a decarburised layer is the diffusion of carbon through the steel to the surface.
A model of decarburisation has been developed by Birks and co-workers[1-4] for the bulk
diffusion of carbon (of concentration C) in austenite based on Fick's second law of
diffusion, equation 4.1, for a semi-infinite slab:
ac _Da2c-_ --at ax2 for x>X (4.1)
when solved for the following boundary conditions, shown schematically in figure 4.1 :
1) Initial (time, t=O) uniform carbon concentration (Co) through the thickness (x)
i.e. C = Co for x> 0; t = 0
2) The carbon concentration at the metal/scale interface (Cs) is constant
i.e. C = C,for x = 0; t> 0
With these conditions and at constant temperature Fick's second law can be solved as
equation 4.2[5].
Co - C erfc x I 2-JDi
Co -Cs erfcJkc 12D
(4.2)
where kc is the parabolic oxidation constant, see below (equation 4.4) and D is the
diffusion coefficient from the Arrhenius relationship, see below (equation 4.7).
The function "erfc" is the complementary error function, which is related to the error
function by equation 4.3. The error function is an integration of an exponential with the
values commonly tabulated, see Stroud[6].
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erfc(x) = 1-erf(x) (4.3)
The parabolic oxidation constant, kc, is derived from the thickness of metal loss, M, after
time t by equation 4.4:
M2
k =-
c 2t (4.4)
To correct the decarburisation equation for removal of metal from the surface by oxidation,
the depth of decarburisation, d, is modified to give equation 4.5.
d = x-M =x-~2kct (4.5)
Rearranging equation 4.2 and combining with equation 4.5 allows the depth of
decarburisation from the final metal surface to be calculated using equation 4.6.
(4.6)
This model assumes that decarburisation only occurs in the austenite phase. Even though
diffusion of carbon in ferrite is faster than in austenite, the amount transported is negligible
due to its very low solubility (O.008wt%C at room temperature). Therefore during heat
treatment the majority of decarburisation occurs when the steel is in the austenite phase
field. The pearlite constituent transforms to austenite at the AI temperature (723°C) but
ferrite transforms only on reaching the A3 temperature. For pure iron A3 is at 910°C but for
steel the temperature varies with alloying content, especially carbon as seen in the iron-
carbon phase diagram, figure 2.12[7]. The diffusion model (equation 4.6) assumes that
carbon reacts with gaseous oxygen, which is readily available, at the surface to form
carbon monoxide; which escapes through a porous scale. The model only considers bulk
diffusion and takes no account of diffusion shortcuts such as grain boundaries; it also takes
no account of the oxygen potential of the atmosphere.
A similar model for decarburisation of austenite in air has been developed by Kucera et
al. [8] from the same solution to Fick's second law that does not incorporate the oxidation
term found in Birks model. Other diffusion models have also been developed for
decarburisation in ferrite by Nomura et al.[9] and by Pyyry and Kettunen[10] for a mixture
of ferrite and austenite.
The Arrhenius equation, equation 4.7, describes the diffusion behaviour of materials at any
temperature, T, where Do is the pre-exponential term of the diffusion coefficient and Q is
the activation energy; both of these are constant for a given composition of material, R is
the molar gas constant and equal to 8.314J.morIK-1 [5].
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(4.7)
One factor not taken into account in the Arrhenius equation is that both Do and Q vary with
alloying content. A set of data that has been widely used is quoted by Kucera and
Stransky[l1] but originally reported by Wells[12] for carbon in austenite is given in
equations 4.S and 4.9; where NI is the carbon concentration in atomic percent.
InDo = -(0.7407 + 0.26S0N] +0.00S75SNn (4.S)
Q=155.5-4.S4SN] -0.1944N; kJ/mol (4.9)
The effect of other alloying elements on diffusion of carbon in steel has also been studied.
One method considers the effect of alloying elements on the activity of carbon, but the
effect is not always the same as on diffusion. Roy et al.[13] found that increasing the
amount of silicon increased the activity but reduced the diffusivity of carbon in steel. It
was for this reason that the diffusion interaction coefficient, which is similar to the activity
interaction coefficient, was developed by Kucera et al.[II, 14], equation 4.10.
(4.1 0)
where Dc(Fe) is the diffusion coefficient of pure iron, N, is the atomic fraction of the
different elements, fJ~ is the diffusion interaction parameter of the element on carbon
given by equation 4.11.
. . ( ) . ( )10
4
fJ~ = fJ~: I + fJ~: 2 T (4.11)
fJ~ (1) and fJ~ (2) are constant for each element and found using experimental methods;
values are given from several references in table 4.1 [S, 11, 15, 16] and T is the temperature
in Kelvin.
Decarburisation reduces the carbon content at the surface resulting in a concentration
gradient present within the steel, which affects the diffusion coefficient of carbon. In the
literature no solution to this problem has been presented. Birks used extrapolated values of
diffusion coefficient for O%C as this value gave the best fit to the observed data[ 4].
A problem not incorporated into any model is the effect of the thermal cycle to and from
the hold temperature, Ta. This can be corrected for by using the Scheil or equivalent time
analysis, equation 4.12, which calculates the equivalent length of time that the sample
would be at the hold temperature when the sample is actually at a lower temperature[5].
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(4.12)
The heating cycle (up or down) is split into small equal intervals Lit, with each interval at
the mean temperature Ti, as shown in figure 4.2. The activation energy, Q, is the same as
that used in the Arrhenius equation for diffusion coefficient, which means that the rate
controlling mechanism is assumed not to change over this temperature range.
4.2.2 Experimental Procedure
To examine the model a series of heat treatment tests have been carried out on small
samples of BS 11 rail; the experimental procedure and materials used are given in chapter
3.
4.2.3 Results
The oxidation results, showing the metal loss as depth from the initial surface, of both the
initial experiments and the rail discs are shown in table 4.2. The results for the initial tests
are plotted in figure 4.3 and for the oxidation of discs figure 4.4 (the initial tests at 1010cC
are given for comparison). The oxidation constants were calculated from the gradients of
the best-fit lines using equation 4.4 and presented in table 4.2.
The carbon profile for sample 1 (1920s, 101OCC) and sample 5 (20760s, 101OCC) are given
in figures 4.5 and 4.6 respectively, these are measured using optical metallography and
calculated using equation 3.5. The complex nature of the Birks model meant that the
software (Sigma Plot) was unable to fit a curve to the data, therefore a best fit line was
drawn by eye and used to find the depth of decarburisation. The higher horizontal line is
the bulk carbon content, while the lower one is the definition at 98% of the bulk carbon
concentration. Along with the data are two solid lines showing Birks model, equation 4.6;
the difference is in the diffusion coefficient used and is discussed later.
The depth of decarburisation results for the preliminary experiments are summarised in
table 4.3 for the three temperatures used. Shown on this table is the equivalent time for
each temperature from the Scheil analysis. The results for the depth of decarburisation
measured by both optical microscopy and micro hardness are shown. The depth of
decarburisation is plotted against total time in figures 4.7, 4.8 and 4.9 for temperatures of
910cC, 1010cC and 1125cC respectively. Figure 4.8 shows several results from the model
comparing the effect of carbon content and that of the interaction parameter in relation to
the alloying content. Figures 4.7 and 4.9 only show the model calculated using a carbon
content of 0% and no effect from alloying elements. The depths of decarburisation
measured using a micro hardness tester are plotted against time in figure 4.10 for all three
temperatures. The results from the decarburisation of the reference samples heat treated at
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the same time as the discs are given in table 4.4. Also shown is the slight variation in hold
temperature and consequently that in the equivalent time analysis.
Using the experimental data it is possible to calculate the diffusion coefficient by
rearranging equation 4.6 to give equation 4.15.
(4.15)
This equation has a diffusion term, D, inside the error function therefore an iterative
technique has been used to calculate the diffusion coefficient for each tests result. The
average value is then taken for each temperature with the results plotted on an Arrhenius
plot, figure 4.11. The line of best fit through the data point gives an Arrhenius equation for
the measured diffusion coefficient, equation 4.16. Also plotted are the results for the
diffusion coefficient taken from Kucera and Stransky[ll] with 0% carbon.
D 4 9 10-6 2 -I (-147864J)= . x m s exp --R-r-- (4.16)
The diffusion coefficient calculated at 10100C using equation 4.16 is 4.2xlO-12 m2s-1 and
was used in equation 4.6 to predict the depth of decarburisation for the heat treatment of
the discs. The initial experimental results for all three temperatures, along with those from
the heat treatment of the discs are plotted in figure 4.12. The lines in this figure are the
adjusted Birks model with the diffusion coefficient calculated using equation 4.16.
4.2.4 Discussion
The results from the Scheil analysis show that the equivalent time is less than 15 minutes
for all temperatures. The results for the experiments at 10100C show a greater equivalent
time due to a problem with the furnace during the heat up. This demonstrated how the
equivalent time analysis allowed the variation in the thermal cycle between experiments to
be accounted for.
The oxidation of the samples, figure 4.3, shows a trend close to that expected under a
Wagner law of parabolic oxidation[ 4]. As the temperature is increased there is an
increasing gradient and consequently an increase in the parabolic rate constant (k.), table
4.2; this fits well with an Arrhenius equation for oxidation, as reported by Birks and
Nicholson[2]. The data is in accordance with results quoted in the literature for oxidation
of iron alloys; Kubaschewski and Hopkins[17] give a value of 1.7xlO-11m2s-1 for pure iron,
whereas for eutectoid steel a value of 2.4x 1O-12m2s-1 has been given by Birks and
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Nicholson[2]. The calculated value for 10100C lies in between these results, as would be
expected for steel with 0.57% carbon.
The lines of best fit for 10100C and 1125°C cross at a time of 7000s; the samples at less
than this time for the higher temperature show they oxidise less than those at the lower
temperature. This is possibly because a different oxide is fonned at the higher
temperatures; the iron oxygen phase diagram, figure 2.21, does not show a change in the
phase formed at this temperature but oxidation at the surface is highly unlikely to be under
equilibrium conditions. One possible reason is the presence of silicon within the steel
which is likely to alter the oxide formed, resulting in a more protective oxide scale[18].
This may also be the cause of the data not being an exact fit to the straight lines shown in
figure 4.3 with a curve to the data that is especially pronounced for the results at 1125°C;
this shows that oxidation of steel is a more complex function than the Wagner law
predicts[ 19].
The oxidation of discs at approximately 1000°C, figure 4.4, exhibit a similar trend to the
initial samples at 10100C with a slightly higher gradient that is closer to the 1125°C than
the results for 101OoC. Although if the circled result for a disc sample is ignored, the other
disc results lie close to the trend line for the initial samples. The results in figures 4.3 and
4.4 show a spread; the reason for this is the method of measuring metal loss of samples.
Oxidation is an inhomogeneous process with a large variation in the loss of metal across
the surface of the sample this can be seen in the uneven surface of the decarburised sample,
figure 4.3. There are many reasons for this, including the microstructure of the steel and
the localised atmospheric conditions. After oxidation the surface was ground until it was
estimated that half of the oxidised layer had been removed leaving a surface of bare metal
and oxide, therefore there is a large possible error. This method is therefore not an accurate
determination of oxidation rate constant, for oxidation experiments the mass loss is a more
accurate measurement[ 4]; but for these decarburisation experiments the measurement
requires the actual depth lost from the surface therefore this technique was deemed as
being sufficiently accurate as well as appropriate.
Figures 4.5 and 4.6 show an increase in the carbon concentration with increasing depth
from the surface. The difference in between the graphs is that as the time is increased, at
constant temperature, the curve shifts towards greater depths. It can also be seen in figure
4.6 that with increasing time the concentration profile becomes increasingly sigmoidal,
indicating that there is a limiting concentration at the surface. This would be expected to be
at the maximum solubility of carbon in ferrite resulting in an almost carbon free layer at
the surface. The model does not show this behaviour but displays inverted exponential
behaviour that starts at zero and reaches a limiting value at the bulk carbon concentration.
The definition of the depth of decarburisation used by Birks[3] was at 92.5% of the bulk
carbon content; found by metallography to be where a distinct change in the microstructure
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occurred. He conducted experiments on eutectoid steel, which exhibits a distinct change
close to where the bulk carbon concentration is reached with no proeutectoid ferrite present
within the bulk of the sample. This definition is similar to that given in BS EN1367 4-1 [20]
for rail steel but is defined as the depth of the continuous ferrite network at the surface.
With hypoeutectoid steels it is a much harder definition to use because proeutectoid ferrite
is formed within the bulk of the sample. The observations by metallography on heat treated
rail disc samples found that the change occurred at 98% of the bulk carbon concentration
within ±1%, therefore this definition has been used for all experiments. The surface of the
oxidised sample is not flat, as seen in figure 3.11, with the depth calculated from a straight
line, therefore there is an error in the depth of each result of ±20!-lm. There will also be
errors resulting from the measurement using a ruler; this error will be the order of
±0.03%C.
The three figures of depth of decarburisation against time for the different temperatures
show that the model predicts higher values than the experimental results. A possible reason
for this is the composition of the furnace atmosphere. The experiments were carried out in
air whereas the model was originally developed using data from experiments conducted in
industrial gases; these gases are by products of industrial processes, with coke oven or
blast furnace gas being common. A decarburisation model used by Corus has also been
found to predict much greater depths of decarburisation than the results found here; this
model also used an industrial atmosphere[21]. The composition of gases used in industry is
variable with one composition of the oxidising gases given by Marston et al. [19] of
1.5wt%02, 23%C02 and 3%H20; this has a lower oxygen content than air but a much
greater carbon dioxide content. The paper also demonstrated that the oxidation potential of
the atmosphere depended on composition and oxidising ability of the individual gasses; the
results show that for furnace gases and air the oxidation potential and therefore rate are
similar. The model used by Kucera et al.[8] without the oxidation term has also been
examined and found to predict a greater depth of decarburisation than those by the Birks
model.
One possible reason for the difference between measurements and models is the effect of
alloying composition, figure 4.8. The lower three curves on this graph are the model using
the diffusion coefficient from Kucera and Stransky[ll], equations 4.8 and 4.9. This has
varied the carbon content between zero and the eutectoid composition, the lowest curve
nearest to the data is with no carbon present, i.e. pure iron. The effect of the other alloying
elements has also been studied using the values in table 4.1 with the diffusion coefficient
calculated using equation 4.8 and 4.9 with no carbon present. The highest line in figure 4.8
gives the maximum effect, whereas the minimum is described by a line that is almost the
same as the model without any carbon present. It is likely that this minimum line is the
most likely as the effect of 0.2% Si and 1% Mn have previously been found to cancel each
other out[ 18].
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The depth of decarburisation measured by micro hardness has shown similar results to
those observed by metallography but at greater depths for all three temperatures. It is
difficult to compare the results between the two methods of measurement directly, even
though figure 2.20 shows a linear relationship for air-cooled samples[22]. This is because
the relationship depends on the heat treatment and cooling rates of the samples which
control the microstructural features and hence mechanical properties of the steel.
Therefore, for this investigation into modelling the depth of decarburisation, these results
are not very useful, but when twin disc testing is carried out it will allow the effect of
decarburisation on the mechanical properties of the surface to be examined.
The determination of the diffusion coefficient from the results of the initial samples have
shown that it is much lower than values given in the literature for bulk diffusion of
interstitial carbon in austenitic (fcc) steel, figure 4.11 [11]. The diffusion coefficient has
also been calculated for the samples heat treated at the same time as the discs with the
average value plotted in figure 4.11; this is very close to the best fit line of the initial
samples. The diffusion coefficients for all three temperatures determined from the
experiments have been substituted into the decarburisation model and plotted in figure 4.12
along with the experimental data. This has shown very good correlation with the results at
10000e and 101Ooe; the fit for 9l0oe is also reasonably good, while at l125°e the fit is
good at the lower times but at the longer times the model predicts greater depths of
decarburisation. The adjusted model has also been plotted on the graphs of carbon content
versus depth of the samples, figures 4.5 and 4.6. These have shown that the model can
predict the depth of decarburisation with reasonable accuracy, but the trend of the model is
somewhat different to the trend in the data.
The results from the diffusion coefficient and the depth of decarburisation have shown that
the use of diffusion data found in the literature does not fit the experimental results. The
most likely reason is that the rate-controlling step of decarburisation of rail steel in air is
not diffusion controlled and therefore the boundary conditions selected are not appropriate.
Section 2.9.3.2 has shown that it is possible that the rate determining step are the reactions
occurring at the surface or possibly the transport of oxygen through the oxide scale. There
are several possible reasons for this including the presence of silicon in the steel, which
may form a more protective oxide scale that does not rupture allowing oxidising species in
and the resultant gasses away from the oxide/metal interface. Another alternative is that the
depth of decarburisation is lower because of higher oxidation of the surface; Birks and
Meier found that any reduction in the oxidation rate by reducing the oxygen potential of
the atmosphere results in a greater observed depth of decarburisation[ 4]. One reason for
this is the humidity (typically 40% in the laboratory) of the atmosphere, which has been
found to increase the rate of oxidation[23].
These results have shown that Birks model, using the diffusion coefficient determined
from the initial results, can be used to predict the decarburisation of rail discs that will be
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used for rolling/sliding testing. The results from the reference samples heat treated at the
same time as the discs have confirmed this.
4.3 Modelling of the Formation of White Etching Layer
This section is involved with modelling flash temperatures arising from wheel/rail contact
and its effect on the diffusion of carbon in steel to make a martensitic white etching layer.
Also studied is the effect on diffusion and solubility of carbon when dislocations are
present in the railhead due to severe plastic deformation of the surface. The aim is to find
out whether it is possible to create WEL under the typical conditions found between wheel
and rail.
4.3.1 Diffusion Modelling of Transformation
If white etching layer is a classic martensitic, body centred tetragonal (bet), structure (see
section 2) then conventional metallurgy dictates that it has to be created by a heat cycle
above the eutectoid temperature followed by rapid cooling[24]. The formation of austenite
by heating is controlled by diffusion, therefore it is possible to calculate the time required
to form austenite with a homogenous distribution of carbon from the lamella pearlite
present before the contact. The cooling process is disregarded from this analysis because
the area that is heated will be much smaller than the bulk rail, which will quickly quench
the surface. Some evidence for this are the experiments carried out with the spot welder,
which heated a much larger area with a smaller cooling bulk but still created martensite,
see section 3.6.1.
When the temperature of a steel sample is raised above the eutectoid temperature, AI, there
is an isothermal transformation of the pearlite to austenite. This austenite is in two forms:
high carbon (6.67wt%), which was formerly cementite, and low carbon (0.02wt%) which
was formally ferrite; see figure 4.13. As the solubility of carbon in austenite is only 2wt%
there is a high driving force for carbon redistribution towards the ferrite to create a
homogenous austenite with an average concentration of 0.57wt%.
Examination of the deformed surface of a railhead sample by scanning electron
microscopy shows that the interlamellar spacing Sum below the white etching layer, is
185nm, figure 4.14. The width of the cementite lamellae is measured to be 70nm and the
ferrite lamellae 110nm. Perez-Unzeuta and Beynon have reported values of deformed
interlamellar spacing at a depth of 25)lm from the surface for a BS 11HT grade rail of
63nm after twin disc testing[25]. Also observed in figure 4.14 is the presence of
proeutectoid ferrite within the WEL indicating that the transformation has occurred with a
heat cycle above the eutectoid temperature, AI, but not above the A3. The presence of
proeutectoid ferrite is ignored in this analysis because its fraction is small compared to
pearlite and also because it remains untransformed. Grade 220 rail steel has a eutectoid
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temperature of 723°C and an A3 of no°c, therefore the heat cycle must lie between these
two temperatures if the formation of white etching layer is performed by an increase in
temperature alone[7].
Using the solution to Fick's second law for long time, transient diffusion for a semi-infinite
solid, it is possible to obtain an equation similar to that used in section 4.2 to give an
average concentration through the sample[5].
(4.17)
where Ca is the initial carbon concentration of the ferrite, 0.02wt%, CFe3C is the initial
concentration of the cementite (6.67wt%C), C is the concentration at position L (from
figure 4.14, L=87.5nm) after time, t, in this case 0.57%. "ierfc" is the integral error
function given by equation 4.18, where z is a mathematical function:
00 1 2
ierfcla]= ferfc{lJ )dlJ = c«: - zerfc{z)
Z '\j J[
(4.18)
Combining equations 4.17 and 4.18 and using only one strip to represent half the ferrite
lamellae (n =1), results in equation 4.19.
(4.19)
The diffusion coefficient varies with carbon concentration but to simplify the calculation
this is ignored and only the variation with temperature by the Arrhenius relationship,
equation 4.7, is used. The diffusion coefficient can be found for carbon in austenite with Do
of 1.50x10-5m2s-1 and activation energy, Q, of 175klmorl[5].
The error function in equation 4.19 makes it difficult to rearrange with respect to time.
Analysis has shown that for the short times involved with carbon diffusion over nanometre
scale distances, the relationship 4.20 tends to zero and it is possible to use equation 4.21.
2 _(_!:_)2 2L (L J-e JDi +--erfc -- -+ 0 (4.20)J; JDt JDt
(4.21 )
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Rearranging for time gives equation 4.22.
(4.22)
Therefore using the data above, the time required for carbon to diffuse from the edge of the
former cementite lamella to the centre of the former ferrite lamella can be found at
different temperatures to give a homogenous carbon concentration within the austenite.
4.3.2 Time of Contact Between Wheel and Rail
A simple model can be used to give the time of contact between a wheel and rail with the
terms defined in figure 4.15. A train moving at speed, V], has a wheel of radius, r, which
moves against the rail with a peripheral velocity, V2 and a contact half width of length a.
Slip, S (as a positive fraction), is the ratio between the velocities of the wheel and rail and
is given by equation 4.23[26].
(4.23)
Rearranging equation 4.23 and solving for contact half width gives equation 4.24 for time
of contact, e, between the wheel and rail at any point on the rail.
(4.24)
Therefore if the train is moving at 56ms-1 (125mph) with a contact half width of 5mm[27]
then the time of contact for different slip ratios will be as follows.
S = 1% = > 8 = (2x5x 10-3)/56(1 +0.01) = 177).ls
S = 9% => 8 = (2x5x10-3)/56(1 +0.09) = 164).ls
This is the time for the total elliptical area of contact across its widest part; the rail at any
one point will not see this total time but only part of it due to the true area of contact being
much smaller than the apparent area of contact due to surface roughness.
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4.3.3 Temperature of Contact Between Wheel and Rail
The difficulties in measuring the temperatures arising from the contact between rail and
wheel have meant there have been several theoretical treatments reported in the literature.
A finite element method was used by Fischer et al. [27] who modelled asperity contact with
a rod rubbing against a flat surface with heat generated by both friction and plastic
deformation. The model is very complicated with the results presented as a graph of
temperature against train speed; the data is presented in figure 4.16 with train speed
converted to time of contact using equation 4.24.
A second model has been developed by Tanvir[28] using a Laplace transform method for
an elliptical contact giving equation 4.25 for flash temperatures of rail.
(4.25)
where Pm is the maximum contact pressure, fl is the coefficient of adhesion, VI is the
forward velocity of the wheel, K is the thermal conductivity, p is the density of the
material, C is the specific heat, a is the contact half width and S is the slip ratio. This is for
when the slip ratio is less than infinity and the forward speed, VI, is less than the peripheral
speed of the wheel, V2, i.e. when the wheel is slipping on the rail.
A comparison of the two models is shown in figure 4.16 for various slip values with the
following values used: Pm= 1500MPa, II = 0.3, a = 5mm, K = 45W.s-1.K1, P = 7.85kg.m-3,
C = 637kJ.kg-1K-1 all taken from the paper by Fischer et al.[27] as typical values at the rail
head. Figure 4.16 shows that the Tanvir model is higher than the Fischer et al.[27] model
for all slip values with a difference of 10DC for 1% slip and 50DC for slip of 9%. This
would be expected as Tanvir's model is for when the wheel is spinning on rail and
therefore creating more heat. The simple nature of the Tanvir model and its similarity to
the results of the Fischer model mean that it will be used for calculations of the flash
temperature arising from the contact between wheel and rail.
4.3.4 Dislocations and Diffusion of Carbon in Ferrite
The effect of randomly orientated dislocations on diffusivity IS important to thermal
processes that occur at less than half the melting temperature of the material[29]. The
prediction of the temperature rise occurring during wheel/rail contact, for slip values of
less than 7%, is less than half the melting point of steel. The dislocation density of the
surface of the railhead is dependent on the amount of plastic deformation it has undergone.
Annealed iron has a dislocation density of 1013m-2[30]compared to samples deformed to
40% plastic work with 1017m-2[31].With greater amounts of cold work, such as those on
railheads with strains greater than 5, then a high dislocation density will be present and
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consequently pipe diffusion will be important in the transport of carbon atoms. The
dislocation core acts as a pipe by which solute atoms can move with a higher average jump
frequency than in the lattice due to a lower activation energy. Therefore the effective
diffusion for the sample, DejJ, can be related to diffusion within the lattice, DL, and pipe
diffusion, Dp, by a simple law of mixtures, equation 4.26[32].
(4.26)
where f is the fraction of time spent by the diffusing species in the dislocation core. It is
possible to relate fto the dislocation density by equation 4.27 given by Cowan et al. [30].
(4.27)
where p is the dislocation density of the crystal and Ap is the pipe diffusion cross sectional
area approximated by Ap ~ 4a2, where a is the lattice parameter of iron, 287'A. For the
diffusion densities mentioned above the following values ofj have been calculated:
p = 1013m-2 :.f = 4x(2.87xlO-1o)2x 1013
P = 1017m-2 .'. f = 4x(2.87x10-lo)2 X 1017 =
3.3x10-5
3.3x10-2
There is a limited amount of data on the diffusion of carbon along dislocation cores or
grain boundaries in austenitic iron. One set of data is given by Demel[33] for carbon in a
high nickel (35wt%) austenitic stainless steel (15wt%Cr). The diffusion data for the lattice
and grain boundary is given by equation 4.28 and 4.29 respectively.
D -38 10-5 2 -I (-40IkJ)L - . x m s exp RT (4.28)
(4.29)
These diffusion coefficients are plotted, along with that used in section 4.3.1, in figure 4.17
with the natural logarithm of D versus 1o'r'. It shows that below 950°C grain boundary
diffusion dominates, whereas above lattice diffusion dominates. It can be seen that
diffusion using the values given by Wilkinson are faster than those for the austenitic
stainless steel[33] at temperatures of less than 1200°C. This is due to the effect of the
alloying elements on the activity and diffusion of carbon; therefore, it is not possible to
provide a direct comparison for the effect of dislocations on diffusion.
The temperature and time required for diffusion of carbon as a function of dislocation
density for one thermal cycle is plotted in figure 4.18 while that for 50x 106 cycles is shown
in figure 4.19. The effect of the increase in dislocation density for a deformed crystal is a
reduction in temperature required for diffusion by 10°C to 850°C at contact times of 200lls
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(I OOmph). If the dislocation density is further increased, say by an order of magnitude,
which is possible for rail with strains greater than 40%, the reduction in temperature will
be approximately 75°C to 780°C; a further increase in the dislocation density to 1019m-2
leads to a reduction of the required temperature to 635°C. If WEL is formed over 50x 106
cycles and not one, the temperature required for diffusion to take place in an annealed
crystal is 500°C, whereas a plastically deformed crystal (p = 1017m-2) requires a
temperature of 290°C, with a further decrease to 250°C for an increase in the dislocation
density by a further order of magnitude.
4.3.5 Discussion
The measurement of the deformed pearlite spacing below the surface may not be
representative of the sample because the surface of the railhead is deformed in two
directions, along the rail as seen in figure 4.14, as well as towards the gauge comer of the
rail. This measurement is taken immediately below the white etching layer; before the
WEL is formed the pearlite at the surface will have a finer spacing. The results found by
Perez-Unzueta after twin disc testing has therefore been used which are thought to be
nearer to the actual values encountered at the surface of the railhead[25].
The temperatures arising from the wheel/rail contact, plotted in figure 4.16, are the
maximum temperatures attained for the time of contact depending on the speed of the train.
This analysis is related to the UK's historic main lines where the maximum speed is 56ms-1
(125mph); speeds greater than this only occur, within the UK, on the dedicated high-speed
lines of the Channel Tunnel Rail Link.
The diffusion model predicts the minimum time required for transformation of pearlite into
austenite at each temperature. The values are similar to those found by Archard and
Rowntree[34] using a different diffusion equation for sliding contact with no rolling who
found a temperature of 1440°C is required for 200j.ls to transform eutectoid steel for a
diffusion distance of 883nm. Using this data in the model gives a diffusion time of 60j.ls
required for transformation, but this uses a different diffusion coefficient on which the
model is highly dependent. The effect of plastic strain and consequent increase in
dislocation density, figures 4.18 and 4.19, result in a decrease in the time required for
diffusion of carbon at the same temperature. However, this would have little effect on the
transformation of ferrite to austenite because the temperature is less than the eutectoid
temperature and therefore no transformation can occur.
The diffusion model has been plotted for temperature against time for several different
conditions including both measurements of pearlite interlamellar spacing of 65nm and
180nm, figure 4.20. Also plotted are modifications to the model which take into account
that the formation of white etching layer is unlikely to occur within one cycle, therefore the
diffusion distance has been divided by the number of cycles with the time for each
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individual step being summed together. This has been calculated for 0.1, 5 and 50 million
cycles which are estimated as the typical number of cycles for a high speed main line in the
UK for a lifetime of 2 weeks, 2 and 20 years respectively.
The plot of both the diffusion and flash temperature models are shown in figure 4.20 and
display the conditions required to transform the pearlitic steel present at the surface of rail
to austenite by diffusion alone. The diffusion model shows that when the number of cycles
is greater than 100,000 cycles then the temperature required for diffusion at all train speeds
of less than 56ms-1 is less than 300°C. The choice of 100,000 cycles relates to two weeks
in service after which Clayton and Allery report that new rails may exhibit white etching
layers[35]. This shows that if it were possible to form austenite at temperatures below the
AI. then for trains speeds of greater than 13ms-1 a slip ratio of 5% would be sufficient to
form WEL. But as mentioned earlier, a temperature rise to greater than the eutectoid
temperature is required to form austenite because even though the diffusivity in ferrite is
higher, the solubility of carbon is very low (0.02% at 723°C). Therefore the creation of the
homogenous carbon content required to form martensite will not occur. To form a
martensitic white etching layer by diffusion, a slip ratio of 9% is required to create
temperatures of greater than 700°C as shown by the hatched areas in figure 4.20.
The temperatures given by the phase diagram for the transformation of ferrite to austenite
are only true under equilibrium conditions, which are far removed from those at the surface
of rail. Two factors that affect the transformation include the hydrostatic pressure under
which the transformation occurs and the dislocation density near the surface. Austenite has
a higher density and consequently smaller volume than the same mass of ferrite so the
effect of the compressive hydrostatic pressure is to reduce the transformation temperature.
Ahlstrom and Karlsson[36] calculated that with a hydrostatic pressure of 400MPa there
was a linear reduction in the A, by 4°C and the A3 by 17°C, similar to what Hilliard has
found experimentally[37]. Therefore with a hydrostatic pressure of 1500MPa there could
be a reduction in the Al from 723°C to 708°C.
The effect of dislocations is to decrease the eutectoid transformation temperature to 680°C
with a strain of 40%. This is due to an increase in the solubility of carbon within the ferrite
by a factor of 5[31]. With a strain of 90%, austenite nucleation could be expected to begin
in the range 635-655°C [38]. This is only for moderately fast heating rates of less than
200°C/minute; for faster heating rates then the temperature rises above 723 °C[31]. It is
therefore likely that this will have little effect on the transformation of a railhead because
the heating rates are much greater than 200°C/minute.
By combining the effect of hydrostatic pressure and the maximum effect possible by
dislocation density, it is possible that the Al temperature is lowered to near 620°C.
Therefore, to form austenite a flash temperature rise of 620°C is required which, from
figure 4.20, means that a slip of 7% is required at a speed of 50ms-l. The problem with this
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conclusion is that this value is only rarely found on the surface of a railhead where WEL is
found. This value of slip is only found on the gauge face of rail when flange contact occurs
during cornering where the normal contact load is much lower. The slip values found on
railhead rarely exceed 1% even at high speed on curves as reported by Beynon et al. [39].
The only times when a railhead experiences higher slip values are either when a driving
wheel is slipping when the train is starting, resulting in isolated patches of martensitic
wheel bum material, or when a wheel is locked, sliding along the surface of the rail. The
former is unlikely to be a factor because WEL appears on rail under a wide range of
contact conditions not just in areas associated with trains starting. The use of modem disc
brakes and anti-skid devices mean that locked wheels are much less common than in the
past, therefore it is unlikely to account for all cases of white etching layer.
It is clear from this that some other mechanism must be present to account for formation of
white etching layer on the railhead. The conclusions of this simple model, in accordance
with both Newcomb and Stobbs[ 40] and Lojowski et al. [41], are that white etching layers
are unlikely to form due to temperature rise alone because they are not high enough to
cause transformation of the steel to austenite. They have proposed models where the high
dislocation density resulting from the severe plastic deformation of the surface leads to the
dissolution of cementite particles combined with dynamic recrystallisation, resulting in the
formation of nanocrystalline martensite (see chapter 2). Further investigation of the
mechanism of formation of WEL is beyond the scope of this thesis, since effort is focussed
on the consequence ofWEL however it is formed, on rail performance.
4.4 Conclusions
4.4.1 Diffusion Modelling of Decarburisation
The diffusion modelling has allowed the prediction of the depth of decarburisation to be
carried out for the rail discs, but only when the diffusion coefficient calculated from the
initial experiments was used.
The results have indicated that for the decarburisation of rail steel in air, the rate-
determining step is not controlled by the diffusion of carbon through the steel to the
surface but by some other mechanism.
4.4.2 Modelling of the Formation of White Etching Layer
A simple diffusion model has been developed that tries to explain the formation of white
etching layer on the surface of rail. This has included an analysis of the effect of
dislocations on the diffusion coefficient.
The results have shown that white etching layer is highly unlikely to form due to diffusion
alone because the temperature rise occurring during wheel/rail contact is insufficient for
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transformation from pearlite to austenite to occur. Consequently some other mechanism is
required for the formation of white etching layer on rail suppoting the work of Newcomb
and Stobbs[ 40].
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4.6 Tables
x P c(1) P c(2) Pc at9000e Peat 11oo-c Referencelat.frac.-I lat.frac.-I lat.frac.-I lat.frac. -I
C -9.8 2.32 9.98 7.10 [11]
e -17.52 3.44 11.82 7.55 [16]
e -32.17 4.81 8.87 2.89 [11]
C -101.6 16.5 39.06 18.57 [8]
C -25.9 5.63 22.10 15.11 [11]
Mn -671.5 97.73 161.66 40.30 [8]
Mn 2.7 -0.87 -4.72 -3.64 [15]
Si 20.8 -4.2 -15.01 -9.79 [15]
Si 194.4 -27.75 -42.17 -7.71 [8]
Si 23.3 -4.46 -14.72 -9.18 [11]
Table 4.1: Values of interaction parameter for element x in an fcc y-iron matrix
Sample Total Time Is Metal Loss/urn
910°C, kc= 1.70xl0-13m2s-1
DE06 143 13
DE07 1103 29
DE08 2183 44
DE09 6743 56
DElO 14663 73
toro-c. k, = 2.95x 10-12 m2s-1
DEOI 2646 228
DE02 4446 175
DE03 8046 312
DE04 15246 313
DE05 21486 402
1125°C, k,= 5.51 x 10-12 m2s-1
DEll 2225 95
DE12 4025 153
DE13 7625 295
DE14 14825 405
DE15 21425 464
Discs, lOOOoe,kc= 4.99xl0-12m2s-1
DE37 2390 227
DE35 4184 204
DE28 7986 203
DE33 6023 251
DE31 8951 226
DE29 12831 299
DE32 15191 311
DE36 15884 373
DE34 15923 388
DE30 18831 401
DE38 27170 550
Table 4.2: Metal loss of samples due to oxidation for both initial and disc samples
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Sample Hold Time Is Depth of Dec arburis ation (98% of bulk values) /umNo. Metallography Microhardness Model (O%C)
910°C, t, = 438s
6 0 106 302 166
7 960 111 364 297
8 2040 0 178 395
9 6600 255 323 666
10 14520 321 341 970
1010°C, t, = 726s
1 1920 545 350 711
2 3720 542 663 921
3 7320 639 788 1240
4 14520 765 815 1706
5 20760 846 1259 2026
I 125°C, t, = 620s
11 1620 597 825 1224
12 3420 (l31 1240 1644
13 7020 880 1755 2261
14 14220 952 1809 3152
15 20820 1274 2S()7 3788
Table 4.3: Results of depth of decarburisation for initial samples
Temperature Equivalent Hold Time Total Time
Depth of
Sample Decarburisation1°C Time, t, Is Is Is (98%Co) /um
DE37 1003 590 1800 2390 220
DE35 999 584 3600 4184 389
---
DE33 1006 623 5400 6023 476.---
DE28 1000 60() 7380 7986 538
DE31 1000 611 8340 8951 500
DE29 1003 711 12120 12831 590
DE32 1000 611 14580 15191 606
DE36 999 584 15300 15884 733
DE34 1006 623 15300 15923 645
DE30 1003 711 18120 i 18831 771I-_._--
IDE38 1003 590 26580 27170 991
Table 4.4: Results of depth of decarhurisation for samples heated with discs measured by
optical microscopy
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4.7 Figures Scale Steel
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Figure 4.1: Boundary conditions of Birks model [1-4]. C, is the surface concentration at the
oxide/metal interface, X and Co is the bulk concentration of the metal.
o x
Time
Figure 4.2: Scheil analysis of variation of temperature, T, with time, t, for a fixed time
interval of Llt[5].
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Figure 4.3: Metal loss of samples during oxidation squared, plotted against time allowing
the parabolic oxidation constant to be calculated from the gradient for initial tests.
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Figure 4.4: Metal loss of rail disc reference samples oxidised at approximately 10000e
with initial results from 101ooe for comparison. If the circled sample is ignored then the
other disc samples lie close to the trend line of the initial samples.
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Figure 4.5: Carbon profile for sample 1 after 1920 seconds at 101Ooe, measured by
metallography
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Figure 4.7: Comparison of experimental results for depth of decarburisation, defined as
98% of the bulk concentration, with the Birks model at 9l0°C using the diffusion
coefficient given by Kucera and Stransky with 0% carbon[ll].
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Figure 4.8: Comparison of model and experimental results for depth of decarburisation at
101OoC. The diffusion coefficient by Kucera and Stransky has been used to examine the
effect of carbon content at 0, 0.57 and 0.8%[11]. The interaction parameter has been used
to examine the effect of the other alloying elements; the minimum alloying line is identical
to the O%C line[II,14].
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Figure 4.9: Comparison of Birks model and experimental results for depth of
decarburisation at 1125°C.
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Figure 4.10: Depth of decarburisation measured using micro hardness traverses of samples
defined as 98% of the bulk hardness values.
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Figure 4.11: Arrhenius plot of the experimental results of diffusion coefficients calculated
from depth of decarburisation, including results from rail disc reference samples[ 11].
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Figure 4.12: Showing depth of decarburisation results with the model adjusted for
diffusion coefficient measured from initial experiments.
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Figure 4.13: Schematic of boundary conditions for the WEL diffusion model
Figure 4.14: SEM micrographs of deformed layer below white layer found on a section of
railhead removed from track. a) Showing WEL and the deformed pearlite, b) 20)lm below
WEL -Tamella spacing of 185nrn.
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Figure 4.15: Definitions used in train speed/slip model, where V I is the velocity of the train
and V2 is the peripheral velocity of the wheel
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Figure 4.16: Comparison of flash temperature models
Tanvir[28] for different slip values.
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Figure 4.18: Effect of dislocation density on time of diffusion for 1 thermal cycle with a
diffusion distance of 24nm[ 5].
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Figure 4.19: Effect of dislocation density on time of diffusion for SOx l O" thermal cycles
with a diffusion distance of24mn[5].
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Figure 4.20: Flash temperature and diffusion model as a function of contact time, the
vertical dotted line shows the maximum speed in the UK, 125mph. As speed decreases the
time of contact increases. The horizontal lines show the transformation temperatures, for
transformation to austenite to occur then the Al temperature has to be reached.
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Chapter 5: Experimental Results
5.1 Introduction
This chapter describes the experimental results from the investigation: this includes the
effect of heat treatment on the bulk microstructural features of rail, experiments to simulate
white etching layer on rail discs and observations of decarburisation and white etching
layer on rail. The majority of this section is given to the rolling/sliding twin disc testing of
rail samples containing a simulated surface metallurgical feature. The results include tests
on normal samples without any treatment of the surface along with the decarburised and
white etching layer samples.
5.2 Heat Treatment of Rail Discs
The heat treatment of the rail discs, to create a decarburised layer at the surface, has altered
their bulk microstructure; the parameters of heat treatment, including temperature and total
time, are given in table 5.2.1. The effects of the heat treatment is shown in table 5.2.2 on
the pearlite interlamellar spacing and the prior austenite grain size along with the bulk
micro hardness of the samples. The average values for the unheat-treated rail disc samples
are also given along with the average values of the two wheel materials used. The main
difference in the wheel materials is the prior austenite grain size with that for steel WA
being less than half the size of WB; wheel steel WB is also softer than WA being close to
the bulk values of the rail samples of 250HV. The standard deviation is given to
demonstrate the variation within each measurement. The results from the measurement of
decarburisation have been given in chapter 4.
5.3 Simulation of White Etching Layer
5.3.1 Spot Welds
The results of the three initial spot weld tests, carried out on small samples of rail steel, are
given in table 5.3.1. This includes the time of the pulse, the dimension of the resulting spot
weld and whether a plate was present between the bottom electrode and the sample. The
effect of the plate is to reduce the size of the spot weld by approximately lmm; it also
prevents any contamination of the spot weld by copper from the electrode. A
photomicrograph of the interface between the brown martensitic spot weld material and the
bulk ferrite/pearlite is shown in figure 5.3.1. On sample SW4, figure 5.3.2, several spot
welds have been carried out so that they result in overlapping martensite. A noticeable
interface is seen within the martensitic material at the surface with a lighter appearance on
the side of the initial weld and a darker appearance on the second and third welds. The
micro hardness values are also displayed in this figure and show that the initial weld is
softer than the subsequent spot-welds. A hardness gradient is also seen in the last spot weld
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with a hardness of 700HV at the surface falling to 550HV at the interface with the bulk
steel, which has a hardness of250HV.
Three rail discs have had white etching layers simulated on them by spot welding, each
disc has four spot welds evenly spaced. The duration of the electrical pulse is given in table
5.3.2 along with the dimensions of the resulting spot weld. Spot-weld C in disc RA22 was
carried out using a sheet of steel sheet that had been folded so its thickness was doubled;
the thickness of the plate was 1.5mm. The depth of the weld is measured in the centre of
the spot weld after the disc had been sectioned and was found to vary between 1 and 2mm.
This sectioning was usually in the centre of the disc where the weld was the widest but
RA19B was a transverse section; no micrographs were taken of spot welds in discs before
twin disc testing, but there appearance after grinding was similar to the surrounding
pearlite.
5.3.2 White Etching Layer Created by Sliding
All experiments, which have been carried out on discs where the white etching layer had
been created by sliding, are given in table 5.3.3. The majority of rail discs have been
subjected to subsequent rolling/sliding experiments but other tests have also been carried
out to investigate the formation of the WEL and also to study whether it is possible to
create a patch of WEL on the surface. The change in dimensions and mass of the discs is
shown in table 5.3.4 for all tests. This shows that the mass gain of the rail disc is almost
exactly the same as that lost by the wheel discs. The diameter and track width of the rail
disc is also increased for the majority of the tests, while the wheel disc diameter is reduced.
The wheel disc, WB01, from the initial sliding WEL test, DP03, has been sectioned and is
shown in figure 5.3.3 where the subsurface deformation of the pearlite can be seen; figure
5.3.4 shows the presence ofproeutectoid ferrite within the WEL. The rail disc, RA07, from
test DP03 was subjected to a further period of sliding for 30 seconds against wheel disc
WB04 which had been ground after a previous test; this resulted in both discs turning blue,
figure 5.3.5. Figure 5.3.6 shows RA07 sectioned with the WEL exhibiting a brown colour
with a hardness of 491HV.
Test WE13A was carried out to allow examination of the WEL after it has been created
without a subsequent rolling/sliding test. Figures 5.3.7 and 5.3.8 show this WEL on the
surface of rail disc RA31. The microhardness of RA31 is plotted against depth in figures
5.3.9 while the shear strain, calculated using equation 3.6, is shown in figure 5.3.10. Also
shown on these figures are the results from the initial test, DP03, for the wheel disc WBOl.
The shear strain shows that the maximum values are at the surface for both discs but a
secondary maximum also occurs for RA31 at a depth of 200llm.
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Test WE14A has been carried out to study whether material was transferred from the
wheel disc to the rail disc during sliding. This involved using a back up roll disc that has a
different composition to rail steel and also a bainitic microstructure, seen in figure 5.3.11
post-test. The test was initially carried out for 5 seconds but observation of the surface
indicated that a WEL had not formed so a further 5 seconds of sliding was carried out. The
WEL created is shown in figures 5.3.12 and 5.3.13. The transverse section shows that the
WEL is not even across the disc but has a variable thickness. Chemical analysis of a slice
from the surface of RA34 has shown a higher chromium content by 600% than the bulk
rail disc. Also present within the WEL is molybdenum and vanadium which are not present
in the rail steel, table 5.3.5. The EDS results have shown that the WEL present on rail disc
RA34 has chromium and vanadium present along with iron, manganese and silicon, figure
5.3.14; whereas the pearlite below contains only the last three elements, figure 5.3.15.
The experiments to create patches of WEL on the rail have been conducted in two ways.
The first, WIO1, involved holding the rail disc, RA32, stationary while sliding the wheel
disc, WB05, against it. The grooves formed can be seen in figure 5.3.16, a cross section of
one of these is given in figure 5.3.17, deformed pearlite can be seen along with a patch of
WEL, with a crack present within it. The second method, WI02, involved the discs rotating
at their slowest rate, approximately 12rpm, with the load cycled so it was turned on for 1/3
of a rotation and off for 2/3; only 3 load cycles were able to be completed due to a problem
with the testing equipment. Observation of the surface of the two discs after sliding show
that the surface has been altered for about 14 of the circumference of the wheel disc,
WB06, and for 2/3 of the rail disc, RA33. The wheel disc exhibits grooves in the surface
(figure 5.3.18), while the rail disc shows a build up of material (figure 5.3.19) indicating
that cold welding has occurred between the two discs with material transferred from the
wheel to the rail disc. A cross section of the rail disc is shown in figure 5.3.20 and shows
heavily deformed pearlite welded to the surface but the presence of no WEL.
The final test DWOl has been carried out to investigate whether white etching layer can be
formed on the surface of a disc, which has been previously decarburised. Rail disc RA03
has been heat treated to form a depth of decarburisation of 772j.lm. Figure 5.3.21 shows
that a WEL has been formed with the presence of more proeutectoid ferrite than would be
normal in the deformed material below the WEL. The soft decarburised surface results in a
loss of mass of the rail disc and a gain in mass of the wheel disc during sliding.
5.4 Observations of Rail
5.4.1 Decarburisation
The observation of decarburisation on the surface of the rail has shown that it alters around
the railhead. Figure 5.4.1 shows a typical micrograph at the crown of the rail disc surface,
while figure 5.4.2 shows a section of the rail near to the gauge comer, which exhibits a
greater amount of ferrite at the surface. This figure also shows some oxide that has been
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deformed into the railhead during manufacturing. Two samples of rail 30mm apart have
been sectioned and examined with the depth of decarburisation measured, figure 5.4.3. The
depth of decarburisation is greatest at the gauge comers; the horizontal line on figure 5.4.3
shows the maximum depth of decarburisation allowed by the European standard BS EN
13674-1. At the gauge comers the depth of decarburisation is greater than the maximum
standard by 200llm, whereas around the rest of the railhead the average is 450llm.
5.4.2 White Etching Layer
A sample of rail has been removed from service because of a rail break, this has been
found to exhibit two different white etching layers; a photograph of the rail with the
location of the WEL's is shown in figure 5.4.4. The first form of WEL is at the initiation
point of the ReF crack, which resulted in the rail breaking, figure 5.4.5. This WEL has a
depth of almost 200llm and exhibits several other cracks within it, which propagate to the
interface with the pearlite. These cracks have pearlite deformed up into them, figure 5.4.6.
The second WEL is found approximately 10mm away from the first, with a depth of251lm
and can be seen in figure 5.4.7, parallel to, and figure 5.4.8, perpendicular to, the running
direction of the rail. Cracks have been found in this WEL initiating at the interface between
the WEL and the pearlite (figure 5.4.9) and also at proeutectoid ferrite present within the
WEL, figure 5.4.10; the maximum crack length within the WEL is 50llm. Microhardness
traverses of the WEL have been carried out (figure 5.4.11) and show that both white
etching layers have an average hardness of 780HV at the surface, WEL 1 shows a range of
hardness values within it of between 730 and 950HV before a gradual fall to 350HV at the
interface. WEL 2 on the other hand has a sharper interface but a similar hardness within
the deformed pearlite as in WEL 1. The shear strain of the pearlite has also been measured
on WEL 2, figure 5.4.12, showing higher values near the surface when a section of rail has
a WEL than one without.
5.5 SUROS Testing of Discs
The conditions of the rolling/sliding SUROS tests are given in table's 5.5.1, 5.5.2 and 5.5.3
for untreated, decarburised and WEL samples respectively.
5.5.1 Data Logging Results
The results described in this section are those data logged during twin disc testing. The
data logging allows the calculation of the contact pressure and the traction coefficient. Two
examples of the contact pressure graph are shown in figures 5.5.1.1 and 5.5.1.2. These
graphs show that the contact pressure of 1500MPa is maintained within ± l5MPa or ±1% of
the nominal value.
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The results of traction coefficient are shown in figures 5.5.1.3 to 5.5.1.13 for all tests
graphically against the number of rail disc cycles. Table 5.5.1.1 shows the maximum
values for the dry and wet cycles, the end of test values and the average values for the test.
The standard samples that have had no heat treatment are shown in figure 5.5.1.3 for those
with an initial 200 dry cycles and show a traction coefficient of between 0.28 and OA for
the dry cycles. With water lubrication the samples rise to a maximum and then decrease
until the end of the test as can be seen in figures 5.5.1.3 and 5.5 .1A for normal samples and
figures 5.5.1.5 - 5.5.1.8 for decarburised samples. The normal samples show an average
traction coefficient of 0.17-0.18, while the decarburised samples have values between
0.12-0.15.
The two water lubricated spot welded samples, figure 5.5.1.9, show an initial rise to over
0.2 followed by a sudden decrease to 0.17 after 1000 cycles, with the values then
remaining reasonably constant (within 0.15-0.17) until the end of the test. In contrast the
traction coefficient of the dry tests rises to a maximum of 0.37 before decreasing to 0.35 at
the end of the test.
The trend of the traction coefficient for the unidirectional sliding WEL samples display a
similar trend to the standard samples and the decarburised samples, although the average
values are higher, figure 5.5.1.10. Figure 5.5.1.11 shows the results for the reversed tests.
A problem with the data logging equipment resulted in data being recorded once every five
minutes initially during the test of RA24 and shows a rise to a maximum followed by a
gradual decrease with a sudden decrease from 0.18 to 0.16 after 26000 cycles. The other
two tests were similar and show sudden changes in the traction coefficient. Figure 5.5.1.12
for the test under pure rolling shows a gradual increases from the start to the end of the
test; the values are much lower than any other tests with a maximum value of 0.08. The
two dry tests, figure 5.5.1.13 show much higher values than the water lubricated tests; with
RA36 displaying a similar trend to the unidirectional water lubricated samples. In contrast
RA35 shows a drop after 5000 cycles from 0.30 to 0.24 followed by an increase to 0.27
with the values then being similar until the end of the test.
5.5.2 Strain and Hardness
Table 5.5.2.1 shows the Vickers microhardness and shear strain results of the normal and
decarburised samples while table 5.5.2.2 gives the results for the WEL tests. The results for
the variation of the shear strain with depth are given graphically in figure 5.5.2.1 for the
normal samples, figures 5.5.2.2 and 5.5.2.3 for the decarburised samples, for all tests the
maximum is at a depth close to 200).lm. The shear strain of the spot welded samples in the
pearlite away from the spot welds is shown in figure 5.5.2A. The contour plot, figure
5.5.2.5 shows how the shear strain varies around a spot weld in sample RA19; the black
lines indicate where the interface between the pearlite and the spot welds is. The shear
strain in the WEL samples is given in figures 5.5.2.6 - 5.5.2.9. The unidirectional tests
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show a maximum at the surface but also one at a depth of approximately 200flm. Figure
5.5.2.7 show the results from a reversed test, RA23, with the shear strain measured away
from the spot-welds at four separate points; two of the traverses shows a negative strain
because the flow lines are in the opposite direction. The shear strain of pure rolling
samples are given in figure 5.5.2.8 and the dry samples are given in figure 5.5.2.9.
The shear strain is shown for the decarburised samples in figure 5.5.2.1 0 divided by the
number of cycles against the depth of decarburisation. The results show an increase in the
amount of strain at 200flm below the surface with increasing depth of decarburisation. The
shear strain is plotted against the number of cycles for the spot welded samples away from
the spot welds, along with the values for the normal samples in figure 5.5.2.11. The shear
strain of the white etching layer produced by sliding is shown in figure 5.5.2.12, the dotted
line on this graph is the trend for all samples without white etching layer. The general trend
for all unidirectional tests is an increase in the shear strain with the number of cycles, while
the reversed test shows the opposite trend.
An example of the microhardness traverse of a standard samples is shown in figure
5.5.2.13 with a maximum at a depth of 200flm. The results for the decarburised tests
(figures 5.5.2.14 and 5.5.2.15) show the results for the rail disc after the test, along with
that for the reference sample. The results from the reference sample are adjusted so that the
average bulk values are equal; the depth of the reference samples is also adjusted for the
material removed by grinding from the surface of the rail disc. This results in an error in
the depth of hardness values of±O.1mm.
The results from the hardness of the pearlite of spot welded sample, RA21, is given in
figure 5.5.2.16 away from the spot welds; the distance each measurement is taken from the
spot weld is also shown. The hardness around a spot weld of sample RA19 is given in
figure 5.5.2.17. The hardness of the pearlite below a WEL produced by sliding is shown in
figure 5.5.2.18, the horizontal lines show where the two interfaces: between the WEL and
the brown layer of deformed pearlite and between the brown layer and the bulk pearlite.
The vertical lines in this figure are the average values of hardness for the bulk pearlite, the
WEL and the deformed brown layer.
The percentage hardening of the decarburised samples is the difference between the
reference sample and the rail disc after the test, measured at a depth of 200flm; while that
for the normal samples and the WEL samples are measured from the average bulk values.
The rate of percentage hardening is used to eliminate the effect of the different number of
cycles on the results. Figure 5.5.2.19 show that as the depth of decarburisation is increased
then the rail steel is deformed more resulting in a greater percentage hardening. The results
for depth of decarburisation of less than 200flm show similar results to normal samples.
The results for the white etching layer are plotted as the percentage hardening against the
number of rail disc cycles in figure 5.5.2.20. With the exception of the two dry tests the
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percentage hardening is similar for all samples, including those without WEL; a trend can
be seen that the hardness increases with number of cycles. The two dry tests had a much
greater hardness than the samples with a white etching layer.
The results of strain and hardness of selected wheel discs is shown in table 5.5.2.3. The
values depend on the conditions of the test so these are also given in the table.
5.5.3 Surface Roughness and Roundness of Discs
The surface roughness measured using the Surtronic has resulted in profiles of the surface,
an example of which is given in figure 5.5.3.1 for a normal disc before the test, while
5.5.3.2 shows the same disc after the SUROS test. The results of surface roughness are the
average of at least 10 separate traces taken at random intervals around the disc. Table
5.5.3.1 show the results for the normal and decarburised samples while those for the spot
welded samples are given in table 5.5.3.2. Shown in these tables are the roughness of both
discs before and after the SUROS test; included in the latter table are the values for the
spot welds and the surrounding pearlite. The white etching layers created by sliding are
shown in table 5.5.3.3 for the rail disc after machining, after sliding and at the end of the
rolling/sliding test; values are also given for the wheel used during the sliding to create the
WEL and for the wheel during the rolling/sliding test.
The Talyrond profiles of the rail discs after the rolling/sliding tests are shown in figure
5.5.3.3 for a normal, a decarburised and a sliding white etching layer sample. Shown on
these figures are the areas of the disc which have spalled or cracked. This is especially
clear with trace c) for the WEL sample where the rail surface has collapsed in the spalled
area. A trace of a spot welded sample is given in figure 5.5.3.4 and shows the location of
the spot welds and the uneven wear that occurs during the SUROS test. The spot welds are
higher than the average of the disc with a dip in the surface before the spot weld and a peak
after the weld.
5.5.4 Wear
The dimensions of the wheel and rail discs before and after the tests are shown in table
5.5.4.1; while the total wear and the wear rate of the samples measured by the change in
mass of the samples during the rolling sliding test are shown in table 5.5.4.2. The total
wear of the rail disc samples measured by loss of radius for the decarburised tests are
shown in figure 5.5.4.1 plotted against the depth of decarburisation and show a general
trend of increasing wear with increasing depth of decarburisation. The results for the
samples without decarburisation show the spread in results when the test conditions were
the same.
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The wear rate is the total wear measured by mass change divided by the number of rail disc
cycles. This is not an accurate measure of wear rate but an average for the whole test and
allows tests with different number of cycles to be compared. Figures 5.5.4.2 and 5.5.4.3
show the results for rail and wheel respectively of the decarburised samples. Figure 5.5.4.2
shows that as the depth of decarburisation is increased then the wear rate of the rail disc
also increases; for samples with depths of less than 200llm the wear is similar to those
without decarburisation. The wear of wheels is lower for all samples run against rail discs
with decarburisation than those without; this also includes a result where material has been
picked up by the wheel disc giving a negative wear rate. The results have shown there is
little difference in the samples, which were run dry for 200 cycles and those run wet from
the start.
The total wear of the spot welded rail samples is shown in figure 5.5.4.4. The results for
the water lubricated tests show that after 4000 cycles the wear is similar to samples without
spot-welds but as the number of cycles is increased then the wear of the rail is higher. The
wear of the rail disc, RA21, under unlubricated condition is higher than samples with water
lubrication for the same number of cycles. The wear of the wheel discs is shown in figure
5.5.4.5 and shows for all three tests the wear is higher than for samples without spot-welds.
The wear rate of the rail discs with a white etching layer produced by sliding are plotted
against the depth of the WEL in figure 5.5.4.6. Also shown is the equivalent depth of the
WEL that would be present on rail using the contact dimensions to scale the results. It can
be seen in this figure that the thickness of the WEL only varies by 151lm and there is no
correlation between the results.
The wear results for the sliding WEL test are best plotted as total wear against the number
of rail disc cycles and is plotted in figure 5.5.4.7 for rail discs and figure 5.5.4.8 for wheel
discs. The rail wear shows for the majority of tests it is lower for samples with a WEL than
without; the only exception to this are for the unidirectional tests at long times that have
resulted in spalling of the surface, RA25 and RA26. A dry sample, RA35, has a much
higher wear than other samples because of uneven running on the machine and is therefore
not shown in figure 5.5.4.7. In contrast the wear of the wheel discs run against WEL
sample is much greater than of the wheel samples run against rail discs without WEL; in
the case of the longer test duration this is by an order of magnitude.
5.5.5 Rolling Contact Fatigue Cracks
The numerical results of cracks present within sectioned samples are shown in table 5.5.5.1
for all tests. The results for the decarburised samples are shown in figures 5.5.5.1 - 5.5.5.4,
the spot welded samples are in figures 5.5.5.5 and 5.5.5.6 and the sliding WEL tests are
shown in figures 5.5.5.7 - 5.5.5.11. The crack growth rate is given for the figures of
decarburisation to allow the elimination of the number of cycles and show the wide depth
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of decarburisation; whereas for the WEL samples the narrow range in the depth means that
the crack lengths are plotted against the number of cycles.
Figures 5.5.5.1, 5.5.5.2 and 5.5.5.3 show that for samples without decarburisation there is a
large spread in the results of all three measures of crack growth. The trend of the
decarburised samples shows that with increasing depth there is an increase in the crack
length growth rate, figure 5.5.5.1; for the two samples with 6600 cycles the rate is much
lower than for samples with greater numbers of cycles. The depth crack growth rate (figure
5.5.5.2) shows that there is a possible maximum at a depth of 250j.lm. The average crack
growth rate (figure 5.5.5.3) shows a considerable spread in results but the general trend is
increasing rate with increasing depth of decarburisation. The length/depth ratio (figure
5.5.5.4) shows an increase with depth of decarburisation; with the correlation to a straight
line being quite good for the wet samples but not for those with 200 dry cycles.
The crack lengths and depths of the spot welded samples are shown in figures 5.5.5.5 and
5.5.5.6 respectively. The maximum length and depth of the cracks within the spot welds
are similar for all three samples whatever the test conditions or number of cycles, with the
greatest being for the dry test after 4000 cycles. The cracks within the pearlite on the other
hand show a dependence on the number of cycles and the test conditions. After 4000
cycles of water lubricated running no cracks were found, but after the same number of
cycles with no lubrication small cracks, less than 150flm in length were found. Once the
number of cycles is increased to 23000 with water lubrication the length of the maximum
crack is increased to 2.3mm. The length and depth of cracks was much greater than for
samples without any spot welds for the same number of cycles.
For WEL created by sliding the maximum crack length and depth plotted against the
number of cycles of each test are shown in figures 5.5.5.7 and 5.5.5.8 respectively. The
maximum crack length and depth show that for the majority of samples the values are
similar for all test durations and conditions, whereas the samples without show a gradual
increase. The significant difference is in the three unidirectional samples with greater than
10000 cycles which have much longer cracks. The average crack length is shown in figure
5.5.5.9; this is estimated from all cracks present within the sectioned area with a mean of
crack lengths being calculated. It is hard to draw any conclusions from figure 5.5.5.9
because of the great spread in the results but the general trend is increasing length with
number of cycles as would be expected for cracks that grow with increasing numbers of
cycles.
Figure 5.5.5.10 shows the length over depth ratio (LID) of the largest crack against the
duration of the test; a high LID represents a long and shallow crack, which indicates a high
degree of deformation because the cracks follow the flow lines of the material. The trend
for samples without WEL is a decrease with increasing number of cycles whereas for
samples with a WEL an increase occurs with the number of cycles. The reversed tests
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show no trend but are much higher than the other results. The density of cracks is shown in
figure 5.5.5.11 around the disc for all samples; for the samples with many cracks the value
is dependent on the location that the density is taken. If the measure is taken in a spalled
area the number of cracks is much greater than on discs away from them. For most discs
the crack densities are similar whatever the test conditions; for samples with test durations
of greater then 15000 cycles the density is much lower than for samples without a WEL.
5.6 Photographs of Samples
This section describes the physical appearance of the sample. This includes macro
photographs of discs taken after testing of the running surface. Also included are
micrographs of discs taken using the optical and electron microscope once the disc have
been sectioned in the vicinity of the longest crack found using the eddy current director.
Other features of interest have also been sectioned.
5.6.1 ~ormal
The surface of a rail disc, RAO 1, which is a standard disc with no alteration of the
microstructure is shown in figure 5.6.1.1 and exhibits small dark patches. A section of the
disc has been examined after polishing and etching in the optical microscope. Figure
5.6.1.2 shows several cracks at the surface while figure 5.6.1.3 shows a higher
magnification of a single crack.
5.6.2 Decarburisation
The surface of a decarburised rail disc is shown in figure 5.6.2.1; the higher magnification
photograph shows that the surface has small dark patches along with scratches. A sectioned
sample of decarburised disc RA17 showing more ferrite present at the surface than in the
bulk of the material is given in figure 5.6.2.2. Typical pictures of cracks present in
decarburised samples are shown in figures 5.6.2.3 and 5.6.2.4. A lower magnification
micrograph is given in figure 5.6.2.5 and shows many cracks present at the surface of the
disc. Much higher magnification micrographs taken using the scanning electron
microscope are shown in figure 5.6.2.6 of cracks at the surface. Rail disc RA09, which
spalled during testing, is shown in figure 5.6.2.7 with a series of interconnected cracks. A
picture showing the deformation of the wheel disc after running against a decarburised
sample is shown in figure 5.6.2.8.
5.6.3
5.6.3.1
White Etching Layer
Spot welds
An example of a spot weld after twin disc testing is displayed in figure 5.6.3.1; the higher
magnification image shows there are distinct wear grooves within the harder spot welded
material which are not present within the pearlite. Also seen close to the interface with the
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bulk material, but within the spot welds, are several cracks. Close inspection of the low
magnification image shows that a plate of material is covering part of the spot weld. A
cross section through this spot weld is shown in figure 5.6.3.2 where several cracks can be
seen near the right edge of the spot weld. A higher magnification of similar cracks in
another spot weld on the same disc is shown in figure 5.6.3.3; whereas figure 5.6.3.4
shows the opposite side of the spot weld where the pearlite has been deformed and is piling
up against the harder spot weld. Figure 5.6.3.4 is for 4000 cycles with water lubrication
whereas after 23000 cycles cracks have grown within the samples, figure 5.6.3.5.
5.6.3.2 Sliding WEL
The surface of the white etching layer samples after twin disc testing for all tests with a
traction force exhibit a characteristic chevron pattern near the centre of the disc, figures
5.6.3.6 and 5.6.3.7. Also seen on figure 5.6.3.6 are several small cracks inclined to the
edge of the discs. Figure 5.6.3.8 shows that for a disc under pure rolling conditions no
chevron cracks appear but a series of circumferential cracks are present near the edge of
the discs. The higher magnification images show that these cracks are not parallel with the
wear grooves but inclined at an angle of approximately 10° to them. A cross section of rail
disc RA30 after 30000 cycles with no slip present shows the transverse deformation that
occurs during twin disc testing, figure 5.6.3.9.
The cross sectioning of discs has shown that there are several crack morphologies below
the surface depending on the conditions and duration of the twin disc test. Cracks have
been found that initiate within the WEL, these can be vertical or aligned at 45° the surface.
Vertical cracks are most likely to initiate at the surface, figures 5.6.3.10 and 5.6.3.12 but
may possibly initiate at the interface between the WEL and pearlite, figure 5.6.3.11.
Angled cracks are seen in figures 5.6.3.13 and 5.6.3.14; in the latter figure the WEL has
the appearance of being forced backwards and under the adjacent section of WEL, also
seen are small cracks initiating at the surface but which have not grown deeper than 151-lm.
Along with these single cracks seen in the WEL there are several double cracks as seen in
figures 5.6.3.15, 5.6.3.16 and 5.6.17. A further development of these cracks is the
formation within the WEL of gaps as seen in figures 5.6.3.12.
The formation of gaps, figures 5.6.3.18 and 5.6.3.19, means that if the WEL has remained
intact then it has had to move elsewhere on the disc this can be demonstrated by several
pictures showing how this overlapping may occur. Figure 5.6.3.20 shows how two cracks
close together allow the WEL to be deformed down into the pearlite. Figures 5.6.3.21 and
5.6.3.22 shows how with high plastic strain during dry testing the pearlite is deformed over
the top of the WEL. It has also been seen that the WEL can be deformed backwards into
itself resulting in it cracking, figure 5.6.3.23
After gaps have formed within the WEL they have been found to fill with an unknown
substance. The unknown substance, figure 5.6.3.24, has had EDS performed on it with the
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results summarised in figure 5.6.3.25; for simplicity this material will be known hereafter
as wear debris. The EDS trace of dark material within the gap, figure 5.6.3.26, shows that
oxygen is present for a trace taken in the dark phase of the wear debris near the surface. In
contrast, figure 5.6.3.27, shows that the only elements present are iron, manganese and
carbon as is the case for the bulk pearlite. The results for other sections have shown that no
oxygen is present within the Bakelite mounting material but silicon and calcium are.
Cracks that have propagated through the WEL can propagate into the bulk in several ways.
Figure 5.6.3.28 shows a single crack passing through the WEL with a slight angle at the
surface. Once cracks have propagated through the WEL these single cracks usually follow
the flow lines of the deformed pearlite, figure 5.6.3.29. Like the normal and decarburised
samples these cracks have also been found to branch. It is also possible that they propagate
along the interface for a short distance before turning down into the pearlite and
propagating along the flow lines, figure 5.6.3.30.
Instead of a single crack in the WEL propagating into the pearlite, cracks can also
propagate from the gaps within it; figure 5.6.3.31 shows two cracks propagating, wear
debris can also be seen in the bottom of the gap. These cracks like the single ones
propagate along the flow lines of the material. With an increase in the test duration the
pearlite between the cracks is deformed towards the surface, figure 5.6.3.32, until it
appears as an extrusion above the WEL, figure 5.6.3.33. To accommodate this plastic
strain the two original cracks extend into the bulk of the material; also the white etching
layer in front of the crack is deformed down into the bulk pearlite resulting in it breaking.
With a further increase in cycles the pearlite is further deformed towards the surface until
the wheel disc cuts it, figure 5.6.3.34, resulting in cracks initiating in the pearlite between
the original pair; the breaking of the WEL has also resulted in further cracks initiating in
the pearlite. The result of all these cracks has resulted in the formation of a step on the
surface of the disc. Figure 5.6.3.35 shows several cracks on the surface of RA25 after
26000 water lubricated cycles, it can be seen that the initial twin cracks result in only one
propagating to great lengths; the maximum crack length is 2.5mm after 26,000 cycles and
grows to 4.5mm after 37,000 cycles. Within the WEL on the right hand side of the step in
figure 5.6.3.34, an example can be seen of cracks propagating in two directions, as
described above.
A further type of cracks has been found propagating into the pearlite. Once a gap has
formed then the deformation of pearlite up into it can be seen to being in figure 5.6.3.12
and continue in figures 5.6.3.18 and 5.6.3.19. These micrographs show that as deformation
occurs cracks initiate within the pearlite and propagate below the WEL close to the
interface. This deformation continues until the pearlite reaches the surface, figures 5.6.3.16
and 5.6.3.36 by which time the cracks have propagated to over 0.5mm. If there are several
of these cracks close together they can be seen to start joining up in figure 5.6.3.37, they
have also been found to grow in three dimensions in the transverse section, figure 5.6.3.38,
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when the number of cycles is increased to 37000 cycles these cracks join up and result in
the WEL spalling off, figure 5.6.3.39. The heavy deformation of the surface results in
many cracks appearing once the WEL has fallen off and results in slivers of pearlite as
wear debris. These types of crack have been found in both the reversed and unidirectional
tests when water lubrication was present.
Tests with no lubrication show different types of cracks than those with water lubrication.
Figure 5.6.3.40 shows that after 11000 cycles a gap has formed within the WEL, the heavy
deformation of the sample has resulted in pearlite being deformed up into it resulting in a
crack growing into the pearlite along the flow lines. The WEL on the right of this has also
been deformed towards the surface. After 31000 cycles the surface of the rail disc has
spalled in patches like RA26 but this is due to the heavy deformation of the subsurface
pearlite and the formation of cracks that tum towards the surface, figure 5.6.3.41. The
maximum crack length has only reached 650)..tmwhen no water lubricant is present. The
heavy deformation of the surface has resulted in some of the WEL not spalling off but
being deformed into the pearlite, figures 5.6.3.21 and 5.6.3.22. The arrows in figure
5.6.3.22 show the movement of the WEL.
Figure 5.6.3.42 displays a standard gap in the surface which has been filled with pearlite,
while cracks have grown from the surface into the bulk material. Also seen is a second
crack that is three legged and appears to have initiated subsurface with no connection to
the crack at the surface.
The wheel discs that have run against the WEL disc have shown that with water lubrication
and 1% slip after 37000 cycles the surface of the disc has cracks in it as shown in figure
5.6.3.43. With pure rolling then the cracks have grown to a much greater extent with plates
of materials falling off from the surface, figure 5.6.3.44. The sectioned samples of the
wheel discs show that the surface is deformed to a depth of less than 700)..tm, figures
5.6.3.45-5.6.3.47. After 4000 unlubricated cycles there is a high level of deformation in
comparison to water lubricated tests. Figure 5.6.3.46 shows that cracks have initiated at the
surface; under conditions of 0% slip and 34000 cycles the cracks can be seen to have
propagated to a greater extent, figure 5.6.3.47.
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5.7 Tables
RailDisc Reference Temperature Equivalent Hold Time TotalTimeSample 1°C Time, t, Is Iminutes Iminutes
RA04 DE28 1000 606 123 133
RA05 DE29 1003 711 202 214
RA06 DE30 1003 711 302 314
RA09 DE31 1000 611 139 149
RA10 DE32 1000 611 243 253
RA12 DE33 1006 623 90 100
RA13 DE34 1006 623 255 265
RA14 DE35 999 584 60 70
RA15 DE36 999 584 255 265
RA16 DE37 1003 590 30 40
RA17 DE38 1003 590 443 453
Table 5.2.1:Heat treatmentparametersof raildiscsamples
Interlamellar PriorAusteniteGrain Micro-Hardness
Raildisc Spacing Inm Size/um (HV100g)
Average SD Averagelum SD Average SD
Un-Heat TreatedRailDiscs
RA01 268 23 184 21 224 11
RA08 369 81 185 29 240 16
RA11 231 33 200 31 248 19
RA18 267 50 197 54 234 19
Average 284 47 191 34 236 16
Decarburised RailDiscs
RA04 227 89 292 72 242 8
RA05 221 71 298 68 241 8
RA06 211 35 290 86 272 12
RA09 190 31 289 58 249 17
RA10 205 25 276 52 260 20
RA12 245 51 256 65 272 12
RA13 245 52 326 96 266 18
RA14 227 58 331 104 254 14
RA15 230 66 310 85 257 12
RA16 201 40 329 91 256 15
RA17 239 42 352 115 256 13
Wheel Discs
WA 223 64 107 18 274 19
WB 248 80 239 61 247 15
Table 5.2.2:Microstructuralparameters of railand wheel disc samples for both unheat
treatedand heattreatedsamples.
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Pulse
Top Electrode Bottom Electrode
Sample /s Plate Maximum Surface Maximum Surface
Depth/mm Width/mm Depth/mm Width/mm
SW1 1 Y 0.97 4.09 0 0
SW2 2 Y -Weld 1.45 3.58 0.47 1.74
SW3 3 N 2.04 5.02 1.95 4.75
Table 5.3.1: Results of initial spot welded samples
Spot Weld Time /s Width/mm Depth /mm
A 0.5 8.35 1.95
RA19 B (transverse) 1 10.27
1.84
C 2 7.52 1.93
D 2.5 7.63 2.08
A 1
RA21 B 0.5-1 6.47 1.55
C 1 8.71 1.97
D 1.5
A 1
RA22 B 0.5 1.47
C 1 Double sheet 5.74 1.32
D <0.5 4.77 1.14
Table 5.3.2: Dimensions of spot welds in rail disc samples
Test Disc on
Disc on AC Time of Hardness of Comments
Lathe Shaft Motor Shaft Sliding /s WELIHV100g
DP03 RA07 WB01 3 782W Initial Test
WM01 RA07 WB04 30 491 Discs turned blue
WE01A WB06 RA20 5 789 SUROS
WE03A WB07 RA23 5 846 SUROS
WE04A WB08 RA24 5 845 SUROS
WE07A RA25 WB05 4 898 SUROS
WE08A RA26 WB09 4 826 SUROS
WE09A RA27 WB10 4 829 SUROS
WE10A RA28 WB12 5 863 SUROS
WEI1A RA29 WB13 5 872 SUROS
WE12A RA30 WB14 5 830 SUROS
WE13A RA31 WB25 5 804 No SUROS Test
WE14A RA34 BU9 5+5 648 High Cr Disc
WE15A RA35 WB09 5 876 SUROS
WE16A RA36 WB10G 5 852 SUROS
WI01 RA32 WB05G 767 Rail Stationary
WI02 RA33 WB06G 461 Intermittent Load
DW01 RA03 WB02 5 662 Decarburised Disc
Table 5.3.3: Creation of WEL tests (G = wheel disc that has been ground back to bulk
pearlite after a previous test)
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Disc Mass change Ig Rail Diameter Imm Wheel Diameter Imm Rail Track Width Imm
Rail Wheel Before After Before After Before After
RA20 0.15 -0.15 46.99 46.97 46.98 46.89 10.00 10.46
RA23 0.23 -0.23 46.98 47.00 46.75 46.64 10.19 10.57
RA24 0.32 -0.32 46.98 47.04 46.77 10.06
RA25 0.35 -0.36 46.96 47.03 46.68 46.56 10.17 10.46
RA26 0.24 -0.25 46.97 47.00 46.46 46.41 10.57 10.76
RA27 0.41 -0.41 46.97 47.06 46.78 46.62 10.14 10.36
RA28 0.24 -0.24 46.99 47.04 46.83 46.76 10.12 10.28
RA29 0.30 -0.30 46.98 47.03 46.75 46.67 10.19 10.48
RA30 0.24 -0.24 46.99 47.01 46.65 46.59 10.12 10.35
RA31 0.08 -0.08 46.99 46.95 46.97 46.90 10.02 10.51
RA34 1.74 -1.74 46.97 47.23 49.40 49.20 10.14 10.23
RA35 0.20 -0.20 46.97 46.96 45.98 45.91 10.64 10.91
RA36 0.22 -0.22 46.98 46.99 46.40 46.34 10.35 10.74
RA33 0.08 -0.09 46.99 47.07 46.42 46.44 10.30 10.33
RA03 -0.27 0.19 46.46 46.40 46.78 46.82 10.16 10.37
Table 5.3.4: The change in the dimensions and mass of discs during sliding
wt% C Mn Si S P Cr Ni Mo V
RA 0.56 1.10 0.16 0.025 0.019 0.03
BU9 0.42 0.61 0.36 0.024 0.024 2.95 0.17 0.35 0.1
RA34 0.55 0.95 0.22 0.022 0.021 0.18 0.02 0.03 <0.01
%RA34
RA 98 86 l38 600
Table 5.3.5: Composition of surface layer ofRA34 compared to rail steel RA and back up
roll disc, BU9.
Wheel
Number of Rail
Wheel DiscTest Rail Disc Disc CyclesDisc Cycles
Dry Total
DP01 RA01 WAOI 212 20232 20434
DP06 RA08 WB04 212 27840 28106
DP07 RAIl WB05 0 30869 31172
DP14 RA18 WB12 207 6645 6710
Table 5.5.1 Conditions of SUROS tests on normal samples at 1% creep and 1500MPa
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Number of Rail Wheel Depth of Depth of
Test Rail Wheel Disc Cycles Disc Decarburisation Decarburisation
Number Disc Disc Cycles on Grain
Dry Total Boundaries /um
98%/~m
DP02 RA04 WA02 207 10512 10592 270 311
DP04 RA05 WB02 213 13736 13767 402 394
DP05 RA06 WB03 219 6619 6565 480 552
DP08 RA09 WB07 213 20227 20032 216 266
DP09 RA10 WB06 0 20014 19272 287 327
DP10 RA12 WB08 215 20486 20542 193 189
DPll RA13 WB09 0 20079 19518 189 134
DP12 RA14 WB10 0 30237 30001 184 179
DP13 RA15 WB11 0 30086 29373 326 306
DP16 RA16 WB13 0 31231 31089 87 93
DP15 RA17 WB14 0 20001 19411 596 621
Table 5.5.2 Conditions of SUROS tests on decarburised samples at 1% creep and
1500MPa
Rail Wheel Rail Wheel Depth of
Test Disc Disc Cycles Cycles Conditions Lubrication % Slip WEL 111m
WE01 RA20 WB06 2163 2196 Reversed Wet 1 41
WS02 RA19 WB15 4005 3915 Spot Welds Wet 1 1987
WE03 RA23 WB17 8187 8273 Reversed Wet 1 31
WE04 RA24 WB18 30027 30308 Reversed Wet 1 37
WS05 RA21 WB19 4022 3921 Spot Welds Dry 1 1552
WS06 RA22 WB20 24012 23313 Spot Welds Wet 1 1467
WE07 RA25 WB21 25789 25854 Unidirectional Wet 1 36
WE08 RA26 WB22 37014 37410 Unidirectional Wet 1 39
WE09 RA27 WB23 2000 2100 Unidirectional Wet 0 46
WE10 RA28 WB24 8013 8101 Unidirectional Wet 1 34
WEll RA29 WB26 16024 16203 Unidirectional Wet 1 37
WE12 RA30 WB27 23468 23484 Unidirectional Wet 0 35
WE15 RA35 WB28 10904 11010 Unidirectional Dry 1 30
WE16 RA36 WB29 31498 31808 Unidirectional Dry 1 39
Table 5.5.3 Conditions of SUROS tests on white etching layer samples at 1500MPa
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Traction Coefficient
Rail Disc Maximum
Maximum End of
Dry Cycles Wet Test
Average
Cycles
Normal Samples
RA01 0.38 0.22 0.11 0.18
RA08 0.36 0.20 0.17 0.18
RA18 0.28 0.19 0.17 0.17
RAll 0.22 0.15 0.17
Decarburised Samples, 200 Dry - Wet
RA04 0.35 0.16 0.15 0.14
RA05 0.32 0.16 0.16 0.15
RA06 0.25 0.15 0.14 0.14
RA09 0.33 0.17 0.14 0.15
RA12 0.34 0.17 0.13 0.15
Decarburised Samples, Wet
RAlO 0.17 0.12 0.14
RA13 0.16 0.10 0.13
RA14 0.17 0.13 0.15
RA15 0.15 0.13 0.14
RA16 0.17 0.12 0.14
RA17 0.16 0.10 0.12
WEL - Spot Welds
RA19 0.19 0.19 0.16
RA21 0.37 0.35 0.35
RA22 0.21 0.14 0.17
WEL - Unidirectional
RA25 0.20 0.16 0.19
RA26 0.21 0.14 0.18
RA28 0.22 0.20 0.20
RA29 0.20 0.18 0.19
WEL - Reversed
RA20 0.22 0.16 0.16
RA23 0.18 0.18 0.15
RA24 0.20 0.17 0.18
WEL- 0% Slip
RA30 0.08 0.08 0.06
WEL- Dry
RA35 0.31 0.26 0.28
RA36 0.37 0.33 0.37
Table 5.5.1.1: Traction coefficient values for all tests
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Vickers Microhardness (lOOg) % StrainRail Sample % Hardening Strainat RateDisc Disc Sample Surface Surface Disc at Hardening 200llm (strainat /cyc1eBulk Bulk Disc Sample 200llm 200llm /cycle)
Normal Samples
RA01 224 267 316 41 2.0 2.22 11.0
RA08 240 289 329 37 1.3 2.21 7.9
RA18 234 246 315 35 5.2 1.76 26.5
RAIl 248 294 357 44 1.4 3.05 9.9
Decarburised Samples, 200 Dry -Wet
RA04 242 290 236 221 314 251 54 5.1 2.25 21.3
RA05 248 282 216 198 324 226 68 5.0 3.12 22.7
RA06 272 267 214 175 321 191 63 9.6 2.85 43.0
RA09 246 286 287 213 346 227 85 4.2 2.26 11.2
RA12 263 272 256 229 364 247 53 2.6 3.00 14.6
Decarburised Samples, Wet
RAIO 260 288 246 227 359 233 75 3.7 6.07 30.3
RA13 262 266 257 234 372 246 53 2.7 2.93 14.6
RAI4 254 282 230 254 363 273 49 1.6 2.95 9.8
RAI5 257 296 260 226 335 249 60 2.0 4.52 15.0
RA16 256 269 266 229 352 257 44 1.4 1.73 5.5
RA17 256 269 233 196 360 199 93 4.7 5.45 27.2
Table 5.5.2.1:The microhardness and strainof decarburisedsamples
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Vickers Microhardness (1OOg) Strain StrainRail % % Hardening at RateDisc WEL Deformed Bulk 200llm Hardening Icycle (strainPearlite 200llm Icycle)
WEL - No SUROS
RA31 804 251 311 24 1.76
WB01 782 242 284 17 1.23
RA34 648 253 642
WEL - Spot Welds
RA19 717 242 242 327 35 8.8 1.44 36.0
RA21 701 247 247 343 39 9.7 2.33 57.9
RA22 688 241 244 351 44 1.8 1.67 7.0
WEL - Unidirectional
RA25 898 566 244 346 42 1.6 2.99 11.6
RA26 826 528 238 355 49 1.3 4.12 11.1
RA28 863 581 249 333 34 4.2 2.85 35.6
RA29 872 531 245 341 40 2.5 2.61 16.3
WEL - Reversed
RA20 789 240 314 31 14.4 1.92 88.7
RA23 846 247 326 32 3.9 1.01 12.3
RA24 845 519 243 352 45 1.5 -1.43 -4.8
WEL-O% Slip
RA27 829 561 245 319 30 15.0 1.22 61.2
RA30 830 248 330 33 1.4 1.78 7.6
WEL- Dry
RA35 876 251 381 52 4.8 4.63 42.4
RA36 852 240 388 61 1.9 4.78 15.2
Table 5.5.2.2: The microhardness and shear strain of white etching layer samples
Wheel Rail Shear Strain Hardness IHV 1OOg %
Disc Disc Cycles Conditions Strain at rate Rail Disc Wheel Wheel Hardening
200llm Surface Bulk 200llm
WA01 RA01 20222 200 Dry - Wet 0.78 3.84 224 281 334 19
WA02 RA04 10592
200 Dry - Wet,
0.00 0.00 177 292 325 11
Decarb. - 270llm
WB11 RA15 30086 Decarb. - 326!-lm 1.40 4.66 160 254 343 35
WB18 RA24 30027 Sliding WEL 1.27 4.22 845 254 454 79
WB19 RA21 4022 Unlubricated, 3.61 89.86 2471700* 244 390 60Spot Welds
WB23 RA27 2000 Sliding WEL, 0.97 48.58 829 242 330 360% Slip
Table 5.5.2.3: The microhardness and shear strain of wheel disc samples (*Spot weld has
hardness of 700HV while pearlite is 247HV)
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Rail Disc Surface Roughness, Wheel Disc Surface
Rail Wheel n, It!_m Roughness, Ra /um
Disc Disc
Before Test After Test Before Test After Test
Normal Samples
RAOI WAOI 0.92 0.43
RA08 WB04 0.34 0.31
RA18 WB12 0.63 0.21 0.70 0.43
RAIl WB05 0.49 0.26
Decarburised Samples, 200 Dry - Wet
RA04 WA02 0.57 0.21 0.44
RA05 WB02 0.29 0.27
RA06 WB03 0.24 0.21
RA09 WB07 0.66 0.50 0.77 0.47
RA12 WB08 0.84 0.42 0.75 0.16
Decarburised Samples, Wet
RAlO WB06 0.78 0.59 0.67 0.27
RA13 WB09 0.92 0.31 0.75 0.14
RA14 WBI0 0.71 0.47 0.72 0.25
RA15 WBII 0.93 0.66 0.56 0.26
RA16 WB13 1.17 0.52 0.67 0.45
RA17 WB14 0.75 1.03 0.63 0.72
Average 0.82 0.64
Table 5.5.3.1: The surface roughness before and after SUROS test for normal and
decarburised samples
Rail Rail Disc Surface Roughness, R, /prn Wheel Disc SurfaceWheel Roughness, n, 111mDisc Disc Spot Welds Pearlite Before After TestBefore Test After Test Before Test After Test Test
RA19 WB15 0.46 0.89 0.17 0.80 0.28
RA21 WB19 0.38 0.42 0.36 0.57 0.44
RA22 WB20 0.71 0.32 0.55 0.35 0.60 0.45
Table 5.5.3.2: The surface roughness of before and after of spot welded samples
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Surface Roughness Ra
Rail Sliding SUROS Sliding WheelWheel Wheel Rail Disc Disc SUROS WheelDisc Disc Disc After After AfterTurned Sliding
Test Turned Test Turned Test
WEL - Reversed
RA20 WB16 WB06G 1.43 1.04 0.79 1.00 0.64 0.67
RA23 WB07G WB17 0.71 1.4 1.26 0.55 2.11 0.68 1.37
RA24 WB08G WB18 0.72 1.19 0.74 0.73 1.30 0.63 0.66
WEL - Unidirectional
RA25 WB05G WB21 0.80 1.57 0.85 0.71 1.43 0.58 1.77
RA26 WB09G WB22 0.96 1.20 0.81 0.78 1.36 0.61 1.65
RA28 WB12G WB24 0.85 1.23 0.73 0.70 l.03 0.59 0.57
RA29 WB13G WB26 0.63 1.71 1.15 0.67 1.81 0.61 2.38
WEL- 0% Slip
RA27 WBI0G WB23 0.57 1.15 1.00 0.63 1.24 0.67 1.53
RA30 WB14G WB27 0.59 1.35 1.02 0.63 1.21 0.60 4.83
WEL-Dry
RA35 WB09G2 WB28 0.61 l.76 0.79 0.51 0.61
RA36 WBIOG2 WB30
WEL - No rolling/sliding test
RA07 WBOI 1.92 1.95
RA31 WB25 0.81 2.40 2.30
Average 0.73 0.69 0.61
Table 5.5.3.3: The surface roughness of white etching layer samples created by sliding.
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Diameter of discs Imm Track Width Imm
Rail Wheel
Disc Disc Wheel Rail Wheel Rail
Before After Before After Before After Before After
Normal Samples
RAOI WA01 47.00 46.98 47.00 46.97 10.02 10.05
RA08 WB04 46.99 46.96 46.98 46.96 9.98 10.04
RA18 WB05 46.99 46.94 46.98 46.94 10.03 10.06 10.01 10.04
RAIl WB12 46.99 46.95 46.98 46.95 10.01 10.24 10.05 10.19
Decarburised Samples, 200 Dry - Wet
RA04 WA02 46.98 46.99 46.13 46.11 10.00 9.50
RA05 WB02 46.98 46.93 45.99 45.96 9.99 10.19 9.94
RA06 WB03 46.99 46.95 45.75 45.70 10.01 9.94
RA09 WB09 46.98 46.94 46.06 46.03 10.00 10.21 9.24 9.79
RA12 WB08 46.98 46.96 45.91 45.89 9.99 10.09 9.04 9.21
Decarburised Samples, 200 Dry - Wet
RAIO WB06 46.98 46.97 45.81 45.78 9.99 10.07 9.97 9.34
RA13 WB09 46.99 46.91 45.22 45.18 10.02 10.67 8.78 9.57
RA14 WB10 46.98 46.94 46.15 46.13 10.01 10.18 8.95 9.13
RA15 WB11 46.97 46.93 45AO 45.39 10.01 10.19 8.87 9.11
RA16 WB13 46.96 46.94 46.28 46.27 9.99 10.13 9A2 9.51
RA17 WB14 46.98 46.95 45.14 45.08 9.97 10.09 8.56 9.39
WEL - Spot Welds
RA19 WB15 46.98 46.94 45A7 45A6 10.01 10.32 10.01 10.17
RA21 WB19 46.95 46.85 45.31 45.31 10.02 10.64 10.00 10.18
RA22 WB20 46.97 46.87 45.15 45.13 10.02 10.61 10.02 10.25
WEL - Unidirectional
RA25 WB21 46.98 46.70 47.03 47.02 10.02 10.99 10.36 10.81
RA26 WB22 46.99 46.64 47.02 46.98 10.00 11.34 10.39 10.91
RA28 WB24 46.99 46.87 47.03 47.02 10.01 10.48 10.20 10AO
RA29 WB26 46.98 46.76 47.03 47.01 10.00 10.78 10.37 10.63
WEL - Reversed
RA20 WB06G 46.74 46.71 46.97 46.95 10.05 10.32 10.04 10.50
RA23 WB17 46.98 46.74 47.00 46.96 10.00 10.75 10A3 10.59
RA24 WB18 46.98 46.68 47.04 47.02 10.04 10.82 10.33 10.71
WEL-O% Slip
RA27 WB23 46.98 46.92 47.08 47.07 9.99 10.26 10.36 10AO
RA30 WB27 46.98 46.81 47.01 46.99 10.01 11.08 10.37 10.93
WEL-Dry
RA35 WB28 46.98 46.75 46.96 46.88 10.02 11.10 10.60 11.30
RA36 WB30 46.96 46.76 46.95 46.95 10.01 10.92 10.50 10.68
Table 5.5.4.1: Dimensions of wheel and rail discs before and after SUROS test
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Wheel Rail
Rail Wear rate Wear rate WearDisc Wear /mg ff.Lg. cycle"
Wear /rng
/ug. cycle" fum
Normal Samples
RAOI 6.1 0.3 29.1 1.4 14
RA08 16.3 0.6 39.2 1.4 12
RA18 6.2 0.9 6.2 0.9 20
RAIl 27.7 0.9 47.1 1.5 15
Decarburised Samples, 200 Dry - Wet
RA04 -1.1 -0.1 31.8 3.0 10
RA05 0.7 0.1 49.4 3.6 12
RA06 1.5 0.2 67.0 10.1 23
RA09 1.6 0.1 102.2 5.1 15
RA12 2.9 0.1 27.5 1.3 8
Decarburised Samples, Wet
RAI0 5.5 0.3 31.2 1.6 15
RA13 2.4 0.1 132.6 6.6 19
RA14 26.0 0.9 37.6 1.2 11
RA15 7.1 0.2 32.3 1.1 4
RA16 5.6 0.2 62.5 2.0 5
RA17 1.1 0.1 113.4 5.7 31
WEL - Spot Welds
RA19 7.5 1.9 3.2 0.8 5
RA21 21.8 5.6 10.9 2.7 -2
RA22 35.8 1.5 56.5 2.4 9
WEL - Unidirectional
RA25 945.0 36.6 58.6 2.3 5
RA26 1116.6 29.8 281.4 7.6 23
RA28 291.3 36.0 -2.9 -0.4 5
RA29 777.9 48.0 -1.3 -0.1 7
WEL - Reversed
RA20 68.6 31.2 1.0 0.5 11
RA23 401.3 48.5 0.5 0.1 20
RA24 937.0 30.9 2.1 0.1 10
WEL-O% Slip
RA27 18.3 8.7 0.6 0.3 4
RA30 1075.2 45.8 0.7 0.0 11
WEL-Dry
RA35 204.1 18.5 52.3 4.8 38
RA36 358.9 11.3 18.3 0.6 2
Table 5.5.4.2:Total wear and wear rate of all rail and wheel disc samples
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Maximum Crack Average Crack
Rail Length Depth Crack Length Angle of
Disc Length Growth Depth Growth Length Rate Density Depth Crack at
II-lm Rate II-lm Rate II-lm /nm.cycle' /cracks.mm" Ratio Surface1°
/nm.cycle' /nm.cycle'
Normal Samples
RA01 1189 59 613 30 315 16 15.0 1.0 17
RA08 651 23 366 13 163 6 11.5 0.5 26
RA18 10 2 3 0 50 8 1.3 5.8 17
RAIl 883 29 473 15 257 8 13.0 0.6 13
DecarburisedSamples, 200 Dry -Wet
RA04 533 50 214 20 207 20 9.5 2.1 14
RA05 800 58 100 7 156 11 2.5 4.6 14
RA06 26 4 5 1 50 8 1.6 4.8 22
RA09 4436 219 920 45 359 18 11.6 1.5 11
RA12 937 46 469 23 227 11 10.3 1.1 29
DecarburisedSamples, Wet
RAI0 1803 90 534 27 443 22 9.4 2.3 14
RA13 1012 50 376 19 100 5 22.7 0.2 26
RA14 1654 55 679 22 367 12 14.7 0.8 20
RA15 1764 59 657 22 325 11 17.6 0.6 11
RA16 791 25 462 15 233 7 18.0 0.4 11
RA17 1408 70 346 17 353 18 16.1 1.1 10
WEL -Unidirectional
RA25 2390 93 700 27 301 12 1.7 3.4
RA26 5290 143 1090 29 450 12 2.5 4.9
RA28 266 33 115 14 112 14 0.3 2.3
RA29 2786 174 1033 64 339 21 0.9 2.7
WEL -Reversed
RA20 403 186 51 24 104 48 1.3 7.9 89
RA23 407 50 81 10 96 12 1.1 5.0 71
RA24 521 17 66 2 135 5 1.1 7.9 84
WEL- 0% Slip
RA27 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
RA30 230 10 36 2 157 7 0.3 6.4
WEL -Dry
RA35 329 30 74 7 239 22 1.2 4.4
RA36 673 21 140 4 218 7 2.3 4.8
Spot Welded Samples - Spot welds
RA19 762 190 582 145 425 106 0.1 1.3 92
RA21 917 228 771 192 157 39 1.3 1.2 82
RA22 805 34 699 29 0 0 0.0 1.2 68
Spot Welded Samples -Pearlite
RA19 0 0 0 0 NA NA NA 0.0
RA21 109 27 11 3 NA NA NA 9.7
RA22 2300 96 873 37 NA NA NA 2.6
Table 5.5.5.1:Crack lengthand depth dataforallraildiscsamples
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Figure 5.3.1: The interface between a single spot weld and the bulk pearlite, SWl
Figure 5.3.2: Three overlapping spot welds in rail sample, SW4, showing the Vickers
micro hardness results.
Figure 5.3.3: White etching layer formed on WBOl
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Figure 5.3.4: WEL on WB01 showing proeutectoid ferrite present within it.
Figure 5.3.5: Wheel disc WB04 after sliding for 30 seconds
Figure 5.3.6: Rail disc RA07 after 30seconds sliding
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lOOllm
Figure 5.3.7: Rail disc RA31 after 5 seconds sliding
50l-lm
Figure 5.3.8: WEL on surface ofRA31
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Figure 5.3.9: Microhardness of pearlite with WEL created by 5s sliding
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Figure 5.3.10: Shear strain of pearlite with WEL created by 5s sliding
lOOl-lm
Figure 5.3.11: Microstructure of bainitic back up roll, BU9, after sliding against RA34
Figure 5.3.12: White etching layer formed on RA34 after 10 seconds sliding
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A
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Figure 5.3.13: Transverse section ofWEL on RA34
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Figure 5.3.14: EDS trace, using Camscan SEM, of WEL on sample RA34 created by
sliding.
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Figure 5.3.15: EDS trace of Pearlite using Camscan SEM
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Figure 5.3.16: Groove worn in rail disc RA32 held stationary while wheel is slid against it.
A
A A
A
Figure 5.3.17: Section of grove in rail disc RA32
Figure 5.3.18: Wheel disc, WB06, after pulsed loading to create a spot ofWEL
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Figure 5.3.19: RA33 after sliding against WB06, with material on surface
Figure 5.3.20: Cross section ofRA33 showing build up on surface
Figure 5.3.21: White etching layer created on decarburised disc showing more ferrite at
surface than is present in normal samples.
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Figure 5.4.1: Decarburised surface on crown of rail after manufacture.
Figure 5.4.2: Decarburised surface of rail including manufacturing defect near the gauge
corner.
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Figure 5.4.3: Depth of decarburisation around railhead measured using metallography at
98% bulk content.
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WEL2
Figure 5.4.4: RCF crack in rail sample where the WEL was found
Figure 5.4.5: WEL 1 on section of rail removed from service. RCF crack observed has
resulted in failure of rail.
Figure 5.4.6: Crack in WEL 1 demonstrating deformation of pearlite into gap.
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Figure 5.4.7: WEL 2 on section of rail away from large RCF crack
Figure 5.4.8: Transverse section ofWEL 2 on rail away from large RCF crack
Crack
Figure 5.4.9: Crack at the interface of pearlite and WEL.
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Figure 5.5.1.1: Contact pressure for test DP01 from data logged results, the dip at 200
cycles is where the test was restarted with water lubrication.
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Figure 5.5.1.2: Contact pressures from test WE08.
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Figure 5.5.1.3: Traction coefficient of normal samples with 200 dry cycles. (RAOl, RA08
and RA18)
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Figure 5.5.1.7: Traction coefficient of water lubricated decarburised samples, RAlO, RA13
and RA14.
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Figure 5.5.1.8: Traction coefficient of water lubricated decarburised samples, RA15, RA16
and RA17.
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Figure 5.5.1.9: Traction coefficient of spot welded WEL samples. (RAI9, RA21 and
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Figure 5.5.1.10: Traction coefficient of water lubricated unidirectional WEL samples.
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Figure 5.5.1.11: Traction coefficient of water lubricated reversed WEL samples. (RA20,
RA23 and RA24)
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Figure 5.5.1.13: Traction coefficient ofunlubricated WEL samples. (RA35 and RA36)
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Figure 5.5.2.1: Shear strain of normal samples after twin disc testing. (RA01, RA08, RAll
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Figure 5.5.2.2: Shear strain of decarburised samples after twin disc testing with 200 dry
cycles. (RA04, RA05, RA06, RA09 and RA12)
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Figure 5.5.2.4: Shear strain of spot welded samples measured in the pearlite away from
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Figure 5.5.2.5: Shear strain of spot welded sample RA19 measured around a spot weld
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Figure 5.5.2.7: Shear strain of reversed test, RA23.
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Figure 5.5.2.9: Shear strain of dry WEL tests. (RA35 and RA36)
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Figure 5.5.2.11: Shear strain of spot welded samples at 200)lm for samples away from spot
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Figure 5.5.2.12: Shear strain ofWEL samples at 200f-Lm
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Figure 5.5.2.13: Vickers microhardness ofRA01 with no decarburisation
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Figure 5.5.2.14: Vickers microhardness ofRA16 and DE37 with a depth of decarburisation
of 93)lm
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Figure 5.5.2.15: Vickers microhardness ofRA17 and DE38 with a depth of decarburisation
of621)lm
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Figure 5.5.2.16: Vickers microhardness of spot welded sample RA21 away from weld
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Figure 5.5.2.17: Vickers microhardness around a spot weld in RA19
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Figure 5.5.2.18: Vickers microhardness ofWEL sample RA28
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Figure 5.5.2.19: Percentage hardening rate of decarburi sed samples
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Figure 5.5.2.20: Percentage hardening ofWEL samples against the number of rail disc
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Figure 5.5.3.3: Talyrond profile for rail discs. a) normal sample(RA08), b) decarburised
sample(RAI7), c) sliding WEL samples (RA26).
Pile up at end of contact Spot weld Trough at start of contact
Figure 5.5.3.4: Talyrond profile for rail disc RA19 with four spot welds (4000 cycles,
water lubrication)
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Figure 5.5.4.1: Total wear of rail disc against depth of decarburisation
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Figure 5.5.4.2: Wear rate (total wear/ number of rail disc cycles) of rail disc against depth
of decarburisation
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Figure 5.5.4.3: Wear rate (total wear/ number of rail disc cycles) of wheel disc against
o 16
depth of decarburisation on rail disc
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Figure 5.5.4.4: Total wear of rail disc against number of rail disc cycles for spot welded
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Figure 5.5.4.5: Total wear of wheel disc against number of rail disc cycles for spot welded
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Figure 5.5.4.6: Wear rate of rail disc against depth ofWEL for sliding samples
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Figure 5.5.4.7: Wear of rail disc against number of rail disc cycles
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Figure 5.5.4.8: Wear of wheel disc against number of rail disc cycles
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Figure 5.5.5.1: Maximum length crack growth rate of decarburised samples
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Figure 5.5.5.2: Maximum depth crack growth rate of decarburised samples
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Figure 5.5.5.3: Average length crack growth rate of decarburised samples
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Figure 5.5.5.4: Length/depth of maximum crack of decarburised samples
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Figure 5.5.5.5: Maximum crack length of spot-welded samples
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Figure 5.5.5.6: Maximum crack depth of spot-welded samples
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Figure 5.5.5.7: Maximum crack length of sliding WEL samples
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Figure 5.5.5.8: Maximum crack depth of sliding WEL samples
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Figure 5.5.5.9: Average crack length of sliding WEL samples
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Figure 5.5.5.10: Length/depth ratio of cracks present in sliding samples
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Figure 5.5.5.11: Density of cracks in WEL produced by sliding
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Figure 5.6.1.1: Surface of rail disc RA01 after twin disc testing
IOuum
Figure 5.6.1.2: Micrograph of several cracks in normal sample RA01
A
.A
Figure 5.6.1.3: Micrograph of a crack in rail
disc, RAOI.
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Figure 5.6.2.1: Surface of a decarburised sample, a)RA04, b) RA06
Figure 5.6.2.2: Surface of decarburised disc after twin disc testing, RA1?
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Figure 5.6.2.3: Optical micrograph of a decarburised sample, RA04, after test (light phase
ferrite and dark constituent pearlite)
100~m
Figure 5.6.2.4: Optical micrograph of a decarburised sample, RAlO, after test (light phase
ferrite and dark constituent pearlite)
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500llm
Figure 5.6.2.5: Optical micrograph of a decarburised sample, RA14, after test (light phase
ferrite and dark constituent pearlite)
Figure 5.6.2.6: SEM micrographs of cracks at the surface of the decarburised sample RA05
(light phase cementite and dark phase ferrite)
Figure 5.6.2.7: Severe crack growth at surface of rail disc, RA09
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Figure 5.6.2.8: Micrograph of deformation of surface wheel disc WA02 after test against
decarburised disc RA04
Figure 5.6.3.1: Photograph of spot weld on surface RA21 (4000 Cycles, no lubrication),'
the arrows show the direction of the traction force.
Figure 5.6.3.2: Spot Weld on RA21 (4000 Cycles, no lubrication), the arrow shows the
direction of the traction force.
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Figure 5.6.3.3: Cracks at leading edges of spot weld, RA21 (4000 Cycles, no lubrication)
the arrow shows the direction of the traction force.
Figure 5.6.3.4: Plastic deformation at trailing edge of spot weld, RA19 (4000 Cycles, water
lubrication) the arrow shows the direction of the traction force.
Figure 5.6.3.5: Cracks in pearlite at trailing edge of spot weld, RA22 (24000 cycles, water
lubrication) the arrow shows the direction of the traction force.
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Figure 5.6.3.6: Photograph ofRA23 displaying "chevron" cracks (8190 reversed cycles)
Figure 5.6.3.7: Photomicrograph of "chevron" cracks in RA23 (8190 reversed cycles)
Figure 5.6.3.8: Circumferential cracking of RA30 (23470 cycles, pure rolling water
lubricated)
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lmm
Figure 5.6.3.9: Transverse section of RA30 after 32000 cycles pure rolling
demonstrating transverse deformation.
pearlite
Figure 5.6.3.10: The growth of vertical cracks in the WEL, RA25 (25790 cycles, water
lubricated, unidirectional)
50llm
Figure 5.6.3.11: Crack within WEL that does not break the surface, RA36 (31500
unidirectional dry cycles)
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Figure 5.6.3.12: Cracks propagating from gap in two directions, RA20 (2160 reversed
cycles)
Figure 5.6.3.13: An angled crack within the WEL, RA26 (37000 unidirectional cycles)
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30um
Figure 5.6.3.14: Breaking of edges of angled crack, RA29 (16000 unidirectional cycles)
Figure 5.6.3.15: Debris remaining in gap after it has broken up, RA23 (8190 reversed
cycles)
Figure 5.6.3.16: Deformation of the pearlite into gap in WEL, RA24 (30000 reversed
cycles)
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Figure 5.6.3.17: Formation of gap in WEL, RA20 (2160 reversed cycles)
Figure 5.6.3.18: SEM micrograph of gap in WEL, RA23 (8190 reversed cycles)
30)..lm
Figure 5.6.3.19: Deformation of pearlite up into gap m WEL, RA26 (37000
unidirectional cycles)
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Figure 5.6.3.20: Deformation of WEL down into pearlite, RA26 (37000 unidirectional
cycles)
Figure 5.6.3.21: Overlapping of white etching layer over its self due to plastic deformation
RA36, (31500 unidirectional dry cycles)
Figure 5.6.3.22: The deformation of pearlite above WEL at surface, RA36 (31500 dry
cycles). The arrows indicate the movement of the WEL around the surface.
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Figure 5.6.3.23: WEL being deformed backwards into it self, RA23 (8190 reversed cycles)
Figure 5.6.3.24: Wear debris in crack being extruded by pearlite, RA23 (8190 reversed
cycles)
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Figure 5.6.3.25: Wear debris filling gap in WEL, RA29 (16000 unidirectional cycles), with
the results from the EDS indicated.
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Figure 5.6.3.26: EDS trace of the light phase of wear debris in gap in WEL near surface;
trace taken using lEOL 6400 SEM
o 2 4 Energy IkeV 6
Figure 5.6.3.27: EDS trace ofWEL using lEOL 6400 SEM
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Figure 5.6.3.28: Crack propagating into pearlite, RA25(25790 unidirectional cycles)
lOOllm
Figure 5.6.3.29: SEM micrograph of crack propagating along flow lines, RA29 (16000
unidirectional cycles)
lOOllm
Figure 5.6.3.30: Crack propagating along interface, RA25 (25790 unidirectional cycles)
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-30flm
Figure 5.6.3.31: Two cracks growing from the same gap in WEL along flow lines, RA29
(16000 unidirectional cycles)
30flm
Figure 5.6.3.32: Pearlite deformed up into gap in white layer, RA25 (25790 unidirectional
cycles)
Figure 5.6.3.33: Pearlite extruded through white layer, RA25 (25790 unidirectional cycles)
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Figure 5.6.3.34: Pearlite being chopped off at surface, RA26 (37000 unidirectional cycles).
The insert shows the nominal pressure profile of the contact patch (half width = b, y and z
are spatial coordinates)
More cracks in WEL above steps than at a distance
Figure 5.6.3.35: Long cracks present within WEL sample, RA25 (25790 unidirectional
cycles)
Figure 5.6.3.36: Pearlite sealing gap up to surface, RA24 (30000 reversed cycles)
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Figure 5.6.3.37: Cracks joining up below WEL, RA26 (37000 unidirectional cycles)
Figure 5.6.3.38: Transverse section ofRA30 (23470 cycles, pure rolling water lubricated)
Figure 5.6.3.39: Spallation of WEL, RA26 (37000 unidirectional cycles) The insert shows
the nominal pressure profile of the contact patch (half width = b, y and z are spatial
coordinates)
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Figure 5.6.3.40: Cracks growing without water lubrication, RA35 (10900 dry cycles)
Figure 5.6.3.41: Spallation of WEL under unlubricated conditions, RA36 (31500 dry
cycles)
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Figure 5.6.3.42: Three legged crack below a gap in WEL
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Figure 5.6.3.43: Wheel disc WB22 after rolling/sliding test against RA26 for 37000 water
lubricated cycles
Figure 5.6.3.44: Wheel disc WB27 after rolling/sliding test against RA30 for 23400 cycles
with 0% creep
Figure 5.6.3.45: Wheel disc WB19, 4000 unlubricated cycles against RA21.
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Figure 5.6.3.46: Wheel disc WBI8, 30000 water lubricated cycles against RA24
500llm
Figure 5.6.3.47: Wheel disc WB27 after rolling/sliding test against RA30 for 23400 cycles
with 0% slip
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Chapter 6: Discussion
6.1 Introduction
This chapter discusses the experimental results. This includes the effect of heat treatment
on the bulk microstructural features and properties of the rail steel. The most important
section is concerned with the results from twin disc testing; a part of this is a comparison
between the two types of surface metallurgy. An important part of the discussion is the
relation of the laboratory results to actual wheel/rail contact, which was made by
examining samples of rail after manufacturing and also some that have been removed from
service.
6.2 Heat Treatment of Rail Discs
The effect of the heat treatment, to create a decarburised layer, on discs has resulted in
changes to the microstructural features of the bulk. This is reflected in a larger prior
austenite grain size, 250-300).1m, compared to 180-200).1m for the as supplied material,
table 5.2.2. This is due to the extended time at high temperatures that these samples
undergo to create the decarburised layer. When steel is heated above the A, temperature
the pearlite structure is dissolved into austenite in the transition range which, for this rail
steel (0.52wt%C), is between 732DC and 760DC[1]. Once the steel has transformed to
austenite, there is a thermodynamic driving force for grain growth to reduce the grain
boundary area and energy. The prior austenite grain size is found by measuring the number
of intersections of ferrite on a line; this is the first phase to transform on cooling. Diffusion
during this second heat treatment, combined with a faster cooling rate, means that this
grain boundary ferrite is harder to see than in the as supplied rail. The increase in the prior
austenite grain size with heat treatment may have an effect on the initiation of cracks by
having fewer boundaries of proeutectoid ferrite and pearlite intersecting the surface[2], but
the effect will be overshadowed by decarburisation. The larger grain size of the heat-
treated samples means there is less proeutectoid ferrite and consequently it would be
expected that crack growth would be slower; this was found to be the case by Gray et al.[3,
4], but again the effect of decarburisation will dominate any effect of changes to the bulk
microstructure. The prior austenite grain size has little or no effect on the hardness of the
samples because the size of the grains (>190).1m)is much larger than the microhardness
indentation (20).1m). The prior austenite grain size has also been found to have little
influence on the strength of steel, whereas fracture toughness and fatigue crack growth
have been found to be influenced by the austenite grain size [4, 5]. Ductility of pearlite
decreases with an increase in the prior austenite grain size therefore, for the heat treated
samples, less plastic deformation will be required to initiate cracks in comparison to the as
supplied material[ 6].
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The second microstructural parameter measured, the interlamellar spacing of pearlite, is
thought to have a much stronger influence on the mechanical properties than prior
austenite grain size. The interlamellar spacing is reduced for the heat-treated samples, 190-
245nm, compared to those cut from untreated rail, 284nm, but there is a large spread in the
results with a standard deviation of up to ±90nm (±35%). The refinement of the
interlamellar spacing increases the yield strength of the steel according to a Hall-Petch type
relationship[5]; this is reflected by the increase in hardness to 240-270HV for the heat
treated samples from 224-247HV for the un-treated. This will mean that the steel acts more
like head hardened (HH) rail, typified by an interlamellar spacing of 126nm and hardness
greater than 350HV[7], which has been found to be more resistant to rolling contact fatigue
and wear than grade 220[8]. The interlamellar spacing is strongly dependent on the cooling
rate of the steel; the fine interlamellar spacing of head hardened rail is created by
increasing the rate through the use of water cooling. The reason for the spread in results is
that there is a considerable variance in the measured interlamellar spacing, the main reason
being the orientation of the pearlite plates under the plane of examination. There is also
some variation in the interlamellar spacing because of the variation in cooling rates within
the sample with a faster rate at the surface than in the bulk. There is also the effect of the
inhomogeneous concentration of alloying elements; the lower carbon content at the surface
of decarburised samples results in a greater interlamellar spacing than in the bulk of the
sample. The problem is eliminated from these results by only measuring the spacing in the
bulk of the sample; but it will have some effect on the strength of the surface layer as
reflected in the hardness measurements, which were usually taken within pearlite colonies.
There is a considerable difference in the prior austenite grain size of the two wheel
materials. Wheel steel WA used for tests DPOI and DP02 can be seen in table 5.2.2 to have
a much smaller grain size (107f.~m)compared to that for steel WB (239~m) used for all the
other tests. This is probably due to the different heat treatments and manufacturing
techniques between WA, which has been machined from a wheel, and WB, machined from
a hot rolled bar. As mentioned above the effect of this on ReF of the rail steel is slight
because it has little effect on the hardness or strength of the steel. The interlamellar spacing
of the two materials is similar; WA is slightly less than WB, with a corresponding
difference in the hardness of the two materials, table 5.2.2.
The overall effect of the heat treatment to create a decarburised layer is to refine the
interlamellar spacing and increase the prior austenite grain size. In terms of mechanical
properties this increases the hardness and hence yield strength of the heat treated samples
over the as supplied material. The effect of this on the rolling/sliding behaviour of the
samples, if no decarburised layer were present, would be to lower the wear rate because of
the higher hardness and refined interlamellar spacing[7]. The refined interlamellar spacing
also means that the initiation and propagation of cracks from the surface will also be more
difficult[3]. This, combined with the increase in prior austenite grain size, resulting in less
ferrite at the surface, means that it will be harder for rolling contact fatigue cracks to
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initiate. The effect of the decarburised layer will overshadow any effect from the change in
the bulk microstructural properties[2] until the cracks have passed through it. But by the
time the cracks have propagated through the decarburised layer, the plastic deformation of
the subsurface will result in the material no longer behaving like the initial bulk material.
Therefore, the effect of the heat treatment of the bulk steel on the rolling/sliding behaviour
of the steel will have little effect, first being dominated by the decarburised layer and
subsequently by the plastically deformed material below. It is possible that once a crack
has propagated to such a length as to be out of the deformed material then the heat
treatment will affect the growth, but under twin disc testing conditions this is unlikely to
occur.
The decarburisation model, developed by Birks and co-workers[9], described in chapter 4,
has been used to allow the time of heat treatment of the discs to be predicted for a certain
depth of decarburisation, using the calculated value for the diffusion coefficient from the
initial tests. This has allowed twin disc testing over a range of decarburisation depths to be
investigated, but has not been completely accurate because the discs were ground after heat
treatment to give a smooth surface with the depth of machining being varied depending on
the oxidation of the discs.
6.3 Simulation of White Etching Layer
6.3.1 Spot Welds
The initial spot weld tests have shown that it is possible to create a hard layer at the surface
with a different microstructure to the bulk rail. This layer can be seen in figure 5.3.1 and it
has a hardness of 700HV which is typical of martensite in a 0.57wt% carbon steel, figure
2.20[ 10]; comparison with the martensitic microstructure in figure 2.16 shows that they are
similar and therefore this spot welded area can be regarded as martensite. The micrograph,
figure 5.3.1, demonstrates a distinct interface between the pearlite and the martensite but
proeutectoid ferrite is also present within the spot weld for approximately IOOflm inside
the interface. The structure of the spot welds allows some knowledge of the heat cycle to
be determined. The interface between martensite and pearlite shows where the temperature
has been above the eutectoid temperature, Al = 723°C; elsewhere the temperature was
lower, therefore transformation to martensite has not occurred. The presence of ferrite
within the spot weld indicates where the temperature did not reach A3 (for this steel,
approximately 790°C); ferrite only transforms to austenite at or above this temperaturej l ],
The overlapping spot welds, figure 5.3.2, were produced to see if it was possible to create a
greater area of martensite than just a single spot. The change in colour of the initial spot
weld with subsequent ones indicates that the heat cycle tempers the initial welds. This is
confirmed by the microhardness measurements, showing values of 400-500HV for the
initial welds; these are typical values for tempered martensite. There is no evidence in the
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literature that WEL on rail is tempered during service therefore these tests were
discontinued as the surface of the disc would not be representative of rail.
The twin disc experiments on spot welded samples have allowed the effect of a small hard
phase surrounded by a much softer phase on the rolling/sliding behaviour of rail. A key
part of this is the interface between the phases being present at the surface.
6.3.2 Sliding White Etching Layer
The sliding of one disc against another has resulted in the formation of a layer at the
surface of both discs which does not etch but remains colourless, as can be seen in figures
5.3.3 and 5.3.4 for the wheel and figures 5.3.7 and 5.3.8 for the rail. This "white etching
layer" has a hardness that varies between discs 782-898HV with an average of 840HV
compared to the bulk hardness of approximately 250HV. Examination of this layer shows
that near the interface, proeutectoid ferrite is present within it but not present at the surface
of the disc, figure 5.3.8. This is because the white etching layer formed by sliding is a
composite layer; near the interface it is formed by heavy deformation of the original
surface of the disc, but at the new WEL surface it is a result of material transfer from the
wheel disc which is then deformed into a continuous layer. This has been demonstrated by
test WI02 with disc WB06 to create a spot of white etching layer on the surface of RA33
using a pulsed loading. Grooves can be seen on the wheel disc from which material has
been removed, figure 5.3.18, and deposited on the rail disc, figures 5.3.19 and 5.3.20. The
build up of material on the surface can be seen in figure 5.3.20, where it has not created a
white etching layer but has resulted in heavily deformed pearlite. This is because the
deformation was insufficient due to the short test duration. The WEL on the wheel discs
during sliding is a result of the high material around the grooves being deformed into a
continuous layer; further evidence for this is the presence of proeutectoid ferrite to much
nearer the surface than on the rail disc, figure 5.3.4.
Further evidence for the transfer of material from the wheel to the rail disc is found by the
results of weighing the discs before and after the sliding tests, which show a decrease in
the mass of the wheel and an increase in the rail disc for all tests, table 5.3.4. It is possible
to relate this mass change of the rail disc to the thickness gain of the rail disc via density,
which shows that the calculated increase in thickness is between 15 and 84% of the
measured average thickness, as seen in figure 6.1. This reinforces the conclusion that not
all of the WEL is created from material transferred to the rail disc but some of it is created
from the deformation of the original surface. The change in the mass of the wheel discs
shows that less than 0.5% of the mass loss is not transferred to the rail disc but lost as wear
debris. Confirmation for this material transfer is the test carried out for lOs of sliding
against the high Cr back up roll disc, RA34. The white etching layer formed on this disc is
continuous but also contains a much thicker band (400l-lm) that weaves across the disc,
figures 5.3.12 and 5.3.13. The average value for this sample is therefore much more
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difficult to calculate with the values in figure 6.1 being taken from one transverse cross
section of the disc, but, even so, the calculated value is 98% of the measured values. The
reason the thickness of the white etching layer is thicker than standard WEL samples is
because the wear resistance of bainite is lower than pearlite of the same hardness[ 11], but
the wear of bainitic steel is highly dependent on the contact pressures and its ability to
work harden before being removed[ 12]. The short duration of the sliding means that the
material is transferred before the surface has had time to work harden.
The chemical analysis of a surface section of RA34 has shown that the Cr content is 600%
higher than in grade 220 rail along with a higher Ni and Mo content and a lower Mn
content. These results for RA34 are between the composition of rail steel RA and the back
up roll disc. Energy dispersive spectroscopy (EDS) of the surface has also shown that
considerable amounts of Cr, with smaller amounts of Ni and V are present in the WEL,
figure 5.3.14, which are not present in the bulk pearlite, figure 5.3.15.
The test WMOI was carried out to see if it was possible to create a thicker layer on the
surface than that created during 5 seconds of sliding. The results have shown that this was
not possible because heating of the discs has resulted in it turning blue, figure 5.3.5. This
tempering of the WEL is demonstrated by its dark brown colour in figure 5.3.6 and also a
hardness of 491HV, which is similar to the hardness of the tempered spot welds reported in
section 6.3.1. The thickness of the white etching layer of 40).lm is similar to the samples
which were slid for 5 seconds. Therefore it was felt that increasing the time of sliding to
create a WEL would not alter the depth but would its hardness.
The test to create a WEL on the decarburised sample has shown that it is possible after
sliding for 10 seconds, figure 5.3.21. After sliding against a standard wheel disc for 5
seconds; observation and hardness tests showed that no white etching layer had been
formed, therefore a further 5 seconds sliding was carried out which resulted in a white
etching layer on the surface. The reason no WEL was present after 5 seconds sliding is
because the surface of the decarburised sample is softer (180HV) than a standard disc; this
means that it is not able to remove material from the surface of the wheel disc. Therefore,
the first 5 seconds sliding work harden the surface to a sufficient level for it to remove
material from the wheel disc, which occurs during the final 5 seconds combined with
deformation into the white etching layer.
The transfer of material is due to adhesive wear, which is common under the severe wear
conditions of two clean, like materials sliding against each other[ 13]. The mechanism is by
cold welding of asperities and the pull out of material from one surface. Material transfer is
always from the wheel to rail whatever the position of the discs with the exception of the
decarburised disc, indicating that it is a material property of the discs, table 5.3.4, and not
due to the relative sliding speeds.
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The experiments to create spots of sliding white etching layer to examine the effect of the
interface at the surface on the rolling/sliding behaviour have failed. The first method of
holding the rail disc still and sliding the wheel disc against it created a partial WEL, figure
5.3.17, but cracks can also be seen to be present. It also resulted in the formation of a
groove, figure 5.3.16, meaning that the disc was no longer round and would result in
vibration, which may cause damage to the test equipment. The second method of
intermittent load also failed because the safety mechanism turned SUROS off after only 3
cycles, which were insufficient to form a WEL, as detailed above.
Measurement of the strain and hardness below the simulated WEL for two discs, which did
not have a subsequent rolling/sliding test, has been carried out and show slightly different
results. RA31 shows a subsurface peak in the graph of shear strain, figure 5.3.9, that WBOI
does not; the graphs of hardness for both samples show no subsurface peak, figure 5.3.10.
This may be due to the effect 0 f the different posi tions during the sliding. RA31 was on the
lathe shaft while WBOI was on the Ae motor shaft. The maximum shear strain for both is
at the interface with the WEL and is between 2.8 and 2.9. The measurement of both strain
and hardness allows a starting point to be determined for tests, which are subjected to a
subsequent period of rolling/sliding contact.
The featureless appearance of the white etching layer is a result of the dissolution of the
carbides within it. This is because the plastic deformation of the surface introduces large
numbers of dislocations into the metal. Dislocations increase the solubility of carbon
within the ferrite matrix as they provide low energy sites at their core, on which the carbon
atoms can sit preferentially. For the carbon to be dissolved, the cementite lamellae have
first to be broken up, which occurs because of the high plastic deformation resulting in
high strains at the interface between ferrite and cementite lamellae[14]. The continued
plastic strain by repeated cycles will help move the dislocations so they continually come
into contact with carbide particles, increasing the rate at which the carbon goes into
solution[ 15]. This dissolution results in the supersaturation of the ferrite into what has been
called "ferritic martensite" by Newcomb and Stobbs; this may have a Bee structure
because it is formed by deformation rather than the BeT expected by quenching from
austenite[ 15]. Baumann et al. [16] discovered a refinement in the ferrite/martensite grain
size from 5-101-lm to 50nm within the WEL. The network of dislocations may act as
nucleation points for recrystallisation of the martensite grains. This grain refinement,
combined with the dissolution of carbides, is responsible for the white "featureless"
appearance of the layer which is not resolvable in the optical microscope. The small grain
size combined with the high dislocation density and the supersaturation of the ferrite
produces the high hardness of the layer.
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6.4 Surface Features on Rail and Comparison with Laboratory Simulation
6.4.1 Decarburisation
The manufacture of rail is primarily involved with creating the rail profile during hot
rolling from bloom. The majority of decarburisation occurs during the reheating of the
bloom to temperatures in excess of 1000oe, with little occurring during the rolling process.
The geometry of the bloom means that the greatest depth of decarburisation occurs at the
comers. This is demonstrated in figure 6.2, which is a photomicrograph of the comer of
initial sample 10 showing the greater depth of decarburisation. During the rolling process
the comers of the bloom are rolled such that their final position is at or near the gauge
comer, demonstrated by the difference in figures 5.4.1 and 5.4.2 along with peaks in figure
5.4.3. The depth of decarburisation shows that apart from the two peaks up to a depth of
750)lm the majority of the rail is between 450 and 500)lm and therefore in accordance with
BS EN 13674-1.
The presence of oxide that has been rolled into the surface of the rail, figure 5.4.2, is likely
to be detrimental to rail life. The main achievement in the making of rail steel over the last
30 years has been to produce cleaner steels with fewer oxide inclusions[17]. Oxide
inclusions have been found to initiate rolling contact fatigue cracks, these are commonly
much smaller than the oxide present in figure 5.4.2[18]. It is for these reasons that the
decarburised samples after heat treatment are machined to give a smooth surface and
remove any oxide present on the surface. A further consequence of grinding is that it
removes the totally decarburised layer at the surface which is not present on the railhead,
as seen in figure 5.4.1 or 5.4.2. This is demonstrated in figure 6.3 for DE38 where the rail
disc RA17 was ground back by 370)lm. Therefore the simulated decarburisation shows a
similar microstructure to the decarburisation found on new rail when it enters service.
The contact conditions between the wheel and rail, as described in the literature review, are
commonly described as an elliptical contact; twin disc testing on the other hand is a line
contact. For simplification, line contact will be used for scaling between twin disc testing
and full scale wheel/rail contact with the difference being the contact half width used in the
model. The maximum orthogonal shear stresses are plotted against the depth of the contact
for twin disc testing, with a half width of 0.31mm, in figure 6.4 and for wheel/rail contact,
with a half width of 6.6mm, in figure 6.5[19]. Several different traction coefficients are
plotted on each graph and demonstrate that for less than 0.3, a maximum in shear stress is
subsurface, close to 200)lm deep for twin disc testing and 4mm for wheel rail contact; for a
traction coefficient greater than 0.3, the maximum is at the surface. These figures are for
perfectly smooth surfaces; under real contact the stresses at the surfaces will be higher due
to surface roughness[20]. It can be seen that the stresses are higher to greater depths for
wheel/rail than for twin disc testing because of the higher normal load.
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The consequence of the difference in the contact situations for decarburisation is that a
maximum of 0.5mm on rail is equivalent to 231-lm on a disc. Therefore to examine the
effect of decarburisation on rail using twin disc testing the depth of the simulated
decarburised layer had to be adjusted accordingly. Due to limitations with the heat
treatment and the machining of the discs this depth of 231-lm was not achieved, with the
nearest depth of decarburisation of 931-lm being equivalent to 2mm on rail.
6A.2 White Etching Layer
The rail removed from service has exhibited two different types of white etching layer on
the same section. WEL 1 has a depth of 200l-lm and can be seen to be present close to an
RCF crack but it is difficult to know whether it forms before or after the crack has grown;
if it were present before the crack then the interface would seem to have initiated the crack
that has led to the broken rail. There are several cracks within this white etching layer,
figure 5.4.5; the pearlite below has been deformed up into these initial cracks with two
cracks growing into the pearlite from the bottom. These cracks do not propagate for any
great distance because the RCF crack limits the amount of pearlite available for
deformation
The second type of white etching layer, WEL2, is only 251-lm thick and for the majority
remains well bonded to the pearlite below it, which is plastically deformed like the twin
disc samples. The rail samples show the presence of proeutectoid ferrite up to the surface,
with the crack in figure 5A.l 0 initiating along it. The presence of ferrite at the surface has
been found to initiate cracks in ferritic/pearlitic steels[2] therefore it is also likely to be a
crack initiation site in WEL. Cracks have also been found to initiate at the interface
between the white etching layer and the pearlite, figure 5.4.9, and is likely to be due to the
difference in ductility of the two phases with the pearlite being deformed away from the
white etching layer which itself is not readily deformed. This second type of white etching
layer is similar to that observed by Clayton and Allery[21] on rail removed from service,
who found that cracks initiate at the surface on the WELIpearlite interface, but it is not
clear whether they continued to propagate along the interface or just near the interface
within the pearlite. Other cracks were found by Clayton and Allery[21] to initiate within
the white etching layer with the majority remaining within it but a few propagated below
the boundary; the micrograph of these cracks imply that they propagate along proeutectoid
ferrite within the WEL, like they do in WEL2 in this investigation.
The hardness profile of both white etching layers has been compared in figure 6.6 with
data presented by Baumann et al. [16] for white etching layers present on grade 260 rail.
The two hardness traces given by Baumann are similar to those discussed here. The first
has a high hardness, but its depth is shallow, 20l-lm, with the hardness of the material
below falling to the values expected for deformed pearlite; the second is harder to greater
depths of up to 200l-lm. The difference between the two sets of samples is that grade 260
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rail has a maximum hardness of 1300HV while grade 220 has a maximum of only 950HV
with an average of 780HV. This can be accounted for by the difference in carbon contents
of the two rails, grade 260 rail has a content of 0.6-0.8wt% compared with only 0.5-
0.6wt% for 220 grade. The hardness of quenched martensite is directly proportional to the
carbon content of steel; according to the ASM Metals Handbook the hardness of martensite
for a 0.55wt%C steel is 850HV and that for a 0.7wt%C steel being 950HV[10]. The reason
for the maximum values being harder than these is probably due to the nanocrystallisation
of the martensite by plastic deformation, as has been proposed by Baumann et al.[16].
The comparison of shear strain for a section of rail exhibiting a WEL and one without,
figure 5.4.12, demonstrates that a greater amount of plastic deformation is required for
WEL formation. A shear strain of greater than 6 is required for its formation on rail. How
much greater is unclear because the shear strain is only measured within the pearlite and
not within the WEL. In comparison, the shear strain for the formation of WEL on discs,
figure 5.3.10, shows a maximum of 2.8 at the interface with WEL and indicates the
difference in the two situations under which WEL has formed. The sliding of discs is likely
to result in much higher strains at the surface than the rolling/sliding contact of wheel on
rail.
The second white etching layer is not continuous but present in patches on the surface of
the rail. Therefore, the white etching layer cracks at the weak spots, relieving the
tensile/shear stresses within it so they will not be strong enough to initiate cracks within
the WEL. The thickness of the WEL will also have an effect on this, which is why WELl
has not cracked at any obvious weak spots while WEL2 has. The subsurface pearlite of the
thinner WEL2 will accommodate the stresses at the surface by plastic deformation of both
the WEL and the pearlite, which the thicker WELl will not be able to accommodate and
therefore cracks.
The varied properties and structures that have been reported in the literature (see chapter 2)
indicate that there is more than one type of white etching layer formed on rail with
differences depending on the conditions of formation and material properties of the rail.
The presence of two types so close together on a railhead (within 50mm) show that the
ever changing conditions between rail and wheel make it hard to form general conclusions
on the formation of white etching layers.
The spot welded samples, even though their depth is much greater (2mm, equivalent to
43mm on rail), have allowed the effect of an interface between the WEL and the pearlite to
be investigated. This is similar to that found to be present in WEL2 on rail which has been
observed to initiate cracks. The continuous layer created by sliding one disc against
another has allowed the effect of rolling and sliding a wheel disc against a very hard layer
to be investigated. It has also allowed the effect of the initially deformed pearlite and that
during rolling/sliding tests to be examined. The development of cracks, once they have
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transferred from the WEL into the bulk material, can also be investigated. One difference
between the white etching layers examined on rail, especially WEL2, and that found on rail
discs after sliding, is the lack of proeutectoid ferrite at the surface, which is likely to have
an effect on how cracks initiate within the white etching layer.
6.5 Rolling/Sliding Twin Disc Testing
6.5.1 Data Logging Results
The nominal Hertzian contact pressure for all tests has been 1500MPa. The reason this
value has been used is because, as discussed in chapter 2, it is a common value found on
the railhead[22). This value has also been extensively used by other workers in twin disc
testing thereby allowing a comparison with their results[23, 24). The range in values
around this nominal value has been within ± 15MPa or ± 1%; this is within the range of
±2% found by Fletcher during redevelopment of the machine[25].
The traction coefficient has been calculated from the normal and tangential forces which
are data logged by the computer during the SUROS test. The general trend for all water
lubricated tests is a rise to a maximum followed by a decrease until the end of the test. The
initial rise is due to running in and the associated initial microstructural changes that occur
with it, such as flattening of asperities[26]. The reason for the gradual decrease is that as
wear and transverse deformation of both discs occur the diameters decrease, resulting in a
decrease of the torque and consequently a decrease in the traction coefficient. During the
initial dry cycles the traction coefficient reaches a maximum of between 0.25 and 0.38.
These values are in accordance with that given by Stolarski and Tobe for dry rail[27). The
reason that these dry cycles were carried out was to plastically deform the pearlite and
decrease the life of the test. After the initial tests had been carried out the test duration was
deemed to be short enough, and to examine whether these cycles had any effect, the
remainder of the tests on decarburised samples were carried out with water lubrication
from the start. During the dry cycles, with a traction coefficient greater than 0.3, the
maximum orthogonal shear stress is at the surface, therefore the maximum plastic strain
will be at the surface. The effect of the wet phase is to reduce the traction coefficient to
less than 0.2 and this results in the maximum orthogonal shear stress being subsurface and
likewise the maximum strain[ 19). This is reflected in the strain and hardness, and is
discussed in the next section.
The traction coefficient values for the normal samples with water lubrication of 0.17 -0.18
is in accordance with the values of 0.18-0.2 for a clean wet rail[27). Twin disc testing is
able to reproduce the traction conditions present on rail for both dry and water lubricated
cycles. The average traction coefficient for water lubricated cycles has demonstrated that
decarburised samples have lower values than the un-heat treated samples. One possible
reason for this is the expected higher wear of the decarburised samples which would result
in a greater decrease of the radius and hence in the traction coefficient. Examination of the
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loss of radius for most decarburised tests shows that it is similar to normal samples, table
5.5A.1; this hypothesis can also be discounted on examination of the maximum and end
values, showing a very similar drop in the traction coefficient during the tests but starting
from and ending with different values, table 5.5.1.1. It is therefore likely that the difference
is due to the microstructural difference at the surface of the rail disc. It is possible that the
softer ferrite means that asperities are removed or flattened faster than in pearlite and this
results in the lower traction coefficient. If so, this would be expected to be reflected in the
surface roughness after the test but the variance in results mean this is inconclusive. Even
the two results after only 6600 cycles show very similar results, with the normal tests
having a slightly lower surface roughness than the decarburised sample.
The traction coefficient results for the spot welded samples show typical values expected
for rail and for standard grade 220 rail discs in wet and dry conditions. There appears to be
little effect from the spot weld but this is probably due to their small area, compared with
the surrounding pearlite.
The results for the sliding WEL experiments show that the average values are slightly
higher than those for normal samples but only for the unidirectional test, the reversed tests
are slightly lower. This indicates that the traction coefficient may be influenced by the ease
of plastic deformation of the subsurface material. In the unidirectional tests the rate of
plastic deformation decreases with each cycle as the material strain hardens, leading to the
exhaustion of ductility, whereas in the reversed cycles initial plastic deformation is easy
while it reverses that from the initial sliding[28]. This may also account for the
decarburised samples having a lower traction coefficient because it is easier to deform the
softer surface. The traction/friction coefficient has been found to be dependent on the
hardness, grain size and texture[29]. It is therefore likely that the different traction
coefficient values found are dependent on the surface microstructure of the rail disc.
Although Beynon et al. [8] have investigated three different rail steels with a hardness that
varied between 250 and 370HV and found no correlation between hardness and traction
coefficient.
The traction coefficient of the two dry WEL tests show similar values to the dry cycles of
the standard samples and the dry spot welded sample. Figure 5.5.1.13 for RA35 a sudden
drop in the traction coefficient after 7000 cycles. It is unclear why but it may be caused by
the initiation of cracks within the sample; several other samples show similar but less
dramatic smaller drops but usually increase again back to the initial values.
6.5.2 Strain and Hardness
Shear strain and hardness have been measured to see the effect of the surface metallurgy
on them, but as this is mainly in connection with the amount of strain required to initiate
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cracks the majority of the discussion is carried out in the section on rolling contact fatigue,
6.7. This section ties together some general points about the results.
The maximum value of shear strain for water lubricated tests is subsurface, figure 5.5.2.1
et seq., usually at a depth of around 200llm, which can be seen in figure 6.4 to be at the
same depth as the maximum applied shear stress for water lubricated contact. There is also
a large amount of deformation at the surface, which is due to the high contact stresses
arising from asperity contact[ 19]. The difference between the lubricated and unlubricated
samples can be seen in the figure for the spot welded samples, with the dry test having a
maximum at the surface, figure 5.5.2.4. The method used to measure the shear strain is
impossible to carry out at the surface because of the high degree of deformation; the flow
lines become almost parallel to the surface. The use of a protractor allows angles to be
measured within ±0.5°, which is an error of less than 1% of the strain value.
The reversed white etching layer tests show that the measurement of shear strain is difficult
because it depends on the local conditions where it has been measured, figure 5.5.2.7. Two
of the traverses on this graph show negative shear strains whereas the other two show only
positive values but which are lower than a unidirectional test for the same number of
cycles. These tests have also demonstrated the difference in the measurements of shear
strain and hardness. Hardness is a measure of the total amount of plastic deformation
which has occurred and appears not to be affected by its direction, as demonstrated by
discs RA23 and RA28. These two tests have the same number of cycles but the former has
the plastic deformation reversed; the hardness values for both are almost identical (RA23 =
326HV, RA28 = 333HV) but the shear strain values are completely different (RA23 =
1.01, RA28 = 2.85). Therefore if the direction of plastic deformation is reversed then
hardness may not be an effective measure of whether a material is close to ductility
exhaustion.
The results of shear strain rate (figure 5.5.2.1 0) for the decarburised sample show that as
the depth was increased, the amount of strain that the material experiences at a depth of
200llm increases. The reason for this is that the decarburised layer of ferrite is softer and
more ductile than pearlite; therefore, as there is a greater amount of ferrite at the surface it
is able to undergo more deformation. This is even the case with the two samples that were
run for only a few cycles but with a large amount of decarburisation, DP04 (13767 cycles)
and DP05 (6619 cycles). DP05 had the largest strain rate and the lowest number of cycles
of any test. This would indicate that the greatest amount of deformation at the surface
occurs during the first few thousand cycles with the rate settling down to a lower steady
state of strain accumulation. This is confirmed by test DP14 run for 6600 cycles with no
decarburisation showing a strain rate of double that for those samples tested to failure. This
initial deformation was found to be the case by Fletcher during unlubricated tests. He
discovered that most of the deformation had occurred after 5000 cycles with only a slight
increase in the amount of strain with subsequent cycles[ 19]. This process of a steady rate
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of strain accumulation is associated with ratchetting, leading to the initiation of cracks by
ductility exhaustion. It would therefore be expected that as the amount of decarburisation,
and consequently the amount of ferrite increases, then the surface would be more ductile
and as such able to undergo more shear strain than a surface without decarburisation.
However, opposed to this is that a softer material means that more deformation per cycle is
possible. Therefore, the overall result is that the ductility exhaustion will be reached at
similar times for samples with and without decarburisation.
The results of the microhardness traverses and the percentage hardening (figure 5.5.2.19)
of the rail disc show a similar trend to the shear strain measurements, increasing with depth
of decarburisation. The hardness results for the samples with decarburisation, figures
5.5.2.14 and 5.5.2.15, show that the surface is softer than the bulk hardness of the rail disc
but has increased from the initial value, demonstrated by the results from the reference
samples. The greatest amount of hardening is subsurface at a depth of 225)lm, very close to
the value predicted by Hertzian contact theory as where the maximum shear stress would
be for water lubricated contact, figure 6.4.
The shear strain for the unidirectional WEL tests demonstrates an increase with the number
of rail discs cycles as would be expected for samples accumulating plastic strain with each
cycle. The unidirectional samples show a similar trend to those without a WEL but with
shear strain values that are slightly higher because of the initial strain required to form a
WEL as exhibited in figure 5.5.2.12 by the sample with zero cycles. The two dry tests
show much higher values of shear strain because of the higher contact stresses present
when no lubricant is present. The reversed tests show a lower amount of shear strain, with
a negative value after 30000 cycles. In contrast, the hardness at a depth of 200)lm shows a
gradual increase with rail disc cycles for all samples, figure 5.5.2.20. The only significant
difference is the much higher hardness of the two dry tests but they also follow the same
trend as the other samples. What is noticeable about these results is that the WEL samples
have similar hardness values to those without, even though they have undergone more
plastic strain to create the WEL, figure 5.5.2.20. The two samples, which have not had a
rolling/sliding test carried out, give lower values than the samples tested to 2000 cycles.
They also show that the majority of the strain hardening has occurred in the first few
thousand cycles with only a gradual subsequent increase. This accounts for the similar
hardness values for those samples with and without WEL under similar test conditions.
Tyfour's study of wear behaviour with dry unidirectional tests showed that the majority of
the hardness increase occurred at fewer than 5000 cycles with a subsequent increase in
hardness of only 10% after the number of cycles is increased by 800% to 40000[30].
6.5.3 Surface roughness
The measurement of surface roughness, Ra, before the test was to ensure that for the
normal and decarburised tests the machining had been sufficient to give a smooth surface
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with an R, of less than 1urn. With the sliding WEL this was not possible because
machining would remove the layer from the surface. Therefore after the white etching
layer had been created, the surface roughness of the disc was higher than before sliding,
typically with an R, of l.Sum. This is due to the process of material transfer and
deformation of the surface. Hill and Clayton have previously investigated the effect of
surface roughness on the rolling contact fatigue life of grade 220 rail and found that
between 0.6 and Loum R, there is little effect, but if the surface roughness is decreased
below this range then the RCF life is reduced because of a greater true area of contact
resulting in a higher friction coefficient [24]. It is therefore thought that the difference in
surface roughness of the samples will have had little effect on the rolling contact fatigue
performance of the samples. The measurement of the surface roughness after the test
showed a decrease for all except those that spalled. The reason for this is that the plastic
deformation and wear of the surface resulted in the flattening and removal of asperities;
this is visually demonstrated in figures 5.5.3.1 and 5.5.3.2, where the original grinding
channels have been removed.
Talyrond® profiles were carried out for each disc before the test to ensure that it was
circular with the internal and external diameters being concentric. If the disc was found to
be not within the standard required, it would be rejected as testing it might have caused
vibration and damage to the testing rig. Profiles were carried out after the tests to see
whether any uneven wear, such as corrugation, had occurred, figure 5.5.3.3b; an example
of slight ovality can be seen in figure 5.5.3.3a. The profiles also demonstrate if spalling of
the surface has occurred, as seen in figure 5.5.3.3b. The Talyrond profile of the spot
welded sample, figure 5.5.3.4, demonstrates how the disc had worn unevenly and
experienced plastic deformation of the pearlite around the spot weld; this figure will be
discussed in section 6.7.
6.6 Wear
6.6.1 Decarburisation
The effect of decarburisation on the wear of the rail disc shows that as the depth of
decarburisation increases, the total wear and the wear rate both increase. The wear rate is a
more useful measure of wear because it eliminates the effect of the different number of
cycles for each test. Increasing decarburisation results in greater amounts of softer ferrite at
the surface, which is less resistant to wear than pearlite; ferrite has a hardness of 150HV
(100g) compared to a hardness of between 222-272HV for the bulk of the samples. The
wear is similar for samples with less than 300f.!m decarburisation to those without, because
all have small amounts of ferrite at the surface along the grain boundaries, with increasing
amounts as the depth of decarburisation increases. With this type of microstructure, wear
resistance is dominated by the pearlite within the grains and not by the ferrite at the grain
boundaries. Clayton and Danks found that for ferritic/pearlitic steels the wear resistance is
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inversely related to the hardness of the sample[31], with a four-fold increase in the wear
resistance of steel by doubling the amount of pearlite[32].
The depth of decarburisation is used on the graphs because it allows comparison with
industrial practice. It is also possible to use the carbon content at the surface as another
indicator of microstructure. Figure 6.7 shows that with increasing carbon content the wear
of the rail decreases; this is because the lower the carbon content, the greater the amount of
ferrite at the surface. Plotted in figure 6.7 is data taken from the literature: tests conducted
by Tyfour[30] and Fletcher[25] on grade 220 rail steel show very similar results to tests
without decarburisation, while those by Beynon et al. [S] on eutectoid rail steel show a very
low wear rate similar to the lowest values found for grade 220 rail steel. As the carbon
content is increased above 0.5wt%, the wear rates are very similar, suggesting that small
amounts ofproeutectoid ferrite have little effect on the wear of the steel.
The wear of rail is thought to be a combination of oxidation and flake formation due to
micro-cracks, combined with abrasive wear from particles. With twin disc testing, the test
duration and frequency of cycles would suppress oxidation as a wear mechanism, while the
water lubrication removes the wear debris, therefore the dominant mechanism is most
likely to be flake formation[33]. With a soft surface layer it is easier for cracks to grow and
produce small flakes from the surface than it would be in a fully pearlitic steel. The
maximum amount of radius lost by wear in this investigation was l Zum, which is very
small compared to the depth of decarburisation, 612f.lm. It can therefore be seen in figure
5.6.2 that the ferrite does not wear away but deforms and work hardens, figure 5.5.2.15,
until it is at a similar hardness to the non-decarburised samples and therefore more resistant
to wear. The results from the samples run for 6600 cycles (RA06 and RAlS) show that the
rate of wear is much higher during the first few thousand cycles while the surface work
hardens. Along with strain hardening, the presence of pearlite at the surface also decreases
the wear rate with increasing cycles. The structure of pearlite, with alternate layers of
ferrite and cementite, means that when it is deformed the original randomly orientated
layers rotate to become parallel to the surface. The harder cementite is more resistant to
wear than ferrite, which is consequently worn away leaving a higher percentage of
cementite at the surface[7]; this self optimising structure can be seen in figure 5.6.2.6
where the plates are almost parallel to the surface.
The plot of wheel wear rate against the depth of decarburisation on the rail disc, figure
5.5.4.3, shows that there is no significant correlation between them. The wear of rail discs
is higher than the wheel due to negative traction and the resultant higher contact stresses
within the following surface than in the driving surface[34]. One of the wheel discs shows
a gain in weight rather than a loss; this is likely to be due to contamination due to
insufficient cleaning but may also be due to mass pick up from the rail disc, although this
was not observed for any other tests. The wheel discs running against the decarburised rail
samples show less wear than those without decarburisation, which may be due to the softer
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initial surface of the rail doing less damage to the wheel. This would indicate that the
majority of wheel wear occurs during the first few thousand cycles (especially for those
with 200 dry cycles) before work hardening and the development of residual stresses
occurs. The wheel disc wear, when tested against discs without decarburisation, are
comparable but higher than those found by Fletcher[19] this may be a result of the slight
differences in the wheel material used.
6.6.2 Spot Welds
The results for the water lubricated spot welded tests show that after 4000 cycles the wear
of the rail disc is similar to that of samples without spot-welds, figure 5.5.4.4. This is
because the majority of the surface is still pearlite with only a small amount of the harder
martensitic phase; therefore wear would be expected to be similar to that of samples
without the spot weld. In contrast, after 23000 cycles the wear is much greater because of
the deformation of pearlite around the disc by the contact stresses, resulting in a pile up on
the face of the spot weld which is exhibited by the Talyrond profile, figure 5.5.3.4. With
extensive plastic deformation this pile up results in ductility exhaustion and crack
formation, with the surface spalling off, figure 5.6.3.5. This is also the reason why the wear
of the dry sample is higher than the wet sample after the same number of cycles. Dry
contact results in higher contact stresses at the surface, figure 6.4, and consequently more
plastic deformation. This pile up is demonstrated by the Vickers hardness results for the
sample around the spot weld, figure 5.5.2.17. On the left hand side of this figure can be
seen high hardness values (400HV) close to the interface. On the opposite interface the
hardness is lower than is commonly found for plastically deformed pearlite at a depth of
0.2mm away from the weld, because the harder spot weld prevents the pearlite being
deformed.
The wheel disc wear is higher for all spot welded samples than those without, figure
5.5.4.5, because of the high hardness of the martensite, combined with the uneven surface
resulting from the pile up of the pearlite around the spot weld, figure 5.5.3.4. The wheel
wear is especially higher for discs that have cracks present within the pearlite, indicating
that the detachment of debris from one disc increases wear of the counter disc by
producing third body abrasives.
6.6.3 Sliding White Etching Layer
The graph of wear rate against depth of the WEL is inconclusive because of the narrow
range in depth of WEL, therefore to make the results clearer the total wear has been plotted
against the number of rail cycles. The total wear of rail discs with white etching layer
produced by sliding is much lower than for discs without, as long as the WEL has
remained intact (figure 5.5.4.7). The lower wear of the white etching layer samples is
because the surface is up to three times harder than the counter wheel disc; this is expected
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if the wear follows an Archard type relationship[35]. The Archard wear equation is for
sliding contact of surfaces and is for the complete system and not just one face, with the
hardness used being that of the softer material[36]. As long as the white etching layer
remains intact, the high hardness produces a low wear rate. If the WEL begins to spall off
due to fatigue of the pearlite below, the loss of debris increases the wear of the rail disc to
above that for a disc without WEL, figure 5.5.4.7. This increase in wear, due to the
detachment of WEL, is in accordance with the results found by Millman et al. [37] who
studied wear of WEL on railheads. The primary reason for wear under rolling/sliding
conditions between two steel discs is the ratchetting of the surface and the formation of
slivers of metal[38]. The hard undeformable WEL means that ratchetting does not occur at
the surface but below, within the pearlite. Therefore the WEL does not wear like pearlitic
rail, which creates debris from the surface, rather it spalls when the subsurface ductility has
been exhausted and cracks have grown, see section 6.7.3.
The effect of the white etching layer on the wear of the wheel discs is severe, with the total
wear being an order of magnitude greater than for those without, figure 5.5.4.8. This
appears to be because the high hardness of the surface is combined with the cutting action
by the edges of cracks present in the white etching layer of the rail disc. The cracks in the
white etching layer are orientated so that they act as a cutting tool on the wheel disc, figure
5.6.3.17[39]. Some evidence for this cutting action can be found from the tests with and
without a traction force after 2000 cycles; the sample without any cracks has wear similar
to the samples without a WEL, whereas the sample with a traction force, and hence cracks,
is almost double. Unfortunately, the test after 30000 cycles, with only perpendicular
cracks, shows a much higher wear rate because of a problem with the testing equipment
and hence is not shown in figure 5.5.4.8.
This cutting action, combined with the hard rail disc deforming the wheel disc surface
more than for a disc running against a standard pearlitic disc, has resulted in the wheel disc
spalling in several of the longer tests. This can be seen in figure 5.5.4.8 for disc WB27
with no traction force (0% slip ratio and run wet) after 24000 cycles. This behaviour is not
in accordance with the wear normally experienced by wheel/rail contact, where an increase
in the hardness of either surface decreases the total wear of the system[ 40]. This is because
the higher hardness of one surface results in a lower wear rate and, therefore, less wear
debris to act as third body abrasives on the opposing surface. With WEL this will not occur
due to the presence of the hard surface cutting and deforming the softer surface, increasing
the wear of the system.
6.6.4 Effect of Surface Metallurgy on Wear
A comparison between the two surface metallurgical features examined has been carried
out by plotting the wear rate against the hardness of the surface, in figure 6.9 for rail and
6.10 for wheel discs. The wear rate plotted here has been converted to mass lost per metre
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rolled per mm contact width to allow comparison with literature results. The results plotted
from the literature are for grade 220[8, 19, 30,41], grade 260 or equivalent[8, 42], BSII
head hardened[8] and the Infrastar coated rail[ 42]. The data of wheel wear taken from
literature is for the same wheel steel used in this investigation tested against grade 220
rail[8, 25, 28].
The results for rail wear show a general trend of the rate decreasing with increasing
hardness; this is in accordance with the Archard wear equation[35], where wear rate is
inversely proportional to hardness of the surface. This is especially pronounced for the
decarburised samples because of the greater amounts of ferrite along with softer pearlite at
the surface; the samples with small amounts of decarburisation show similar values to
those for normal grade 220 both from the results found in this investigation and those in
the literature. For the other standard grades of rail and the Infrastar material, with
increasing hardness there is a gradual decrease of wear rate. One of the Infrastar results is
higher than the grade 220 rail samples but this demonstrates the spread of results possible
with wear testing especially when different wear mechanisms occur. The spot welded
samples show a similar wear rate to the grade 220 discs for the one sample that did not
crack but much higher for the two that did. The sliding WEL samples show some of the
lowest wear rates as long they did not spall, but if they did then the results are similar to
the decarburised samples.
The results for the wheel discs show that as the hardness of the rail surface increases then
the wear rate also increases. This is not in accordance with the theory held by the industry
that as the hardness of one surface is increased then the wear of the other decreases[ 40]. In
contrast, the results are in accordance with those found by Steele and Devine[ 43] who
found that changing hardness of one component could increase or decrease the wear of the
mating surface dependent on factors such as: the magnitude of the hardness change, the
relative wear rates and the wear mechanism. The different contact conditions between twin
disc testing and wheel/rail contact will also have an effect; the continuous lubrication will
remove the majority of wear debris from the system instead of it acting as third body
abrasives and little oxidation of the surface will occur because of the short times of the test.
6.7 Rolling Contact Fatigue
6.7.1 Decarburised Samples
The three measures of crack growth rate (figures 5.5.5.1-5.5.5.3) are the total values from
the start to the end of the test and therefore include the time taken before cracks have
initiated. Hence it is not an actual growth rate, but an average. A number of cycles are
required to plastically deform the surface before cracks can initiate. It can be seen that for
the average and maximum length crack growth rates there is a general trend of faster crack
growth with increasing decarburisation. This is because ferrite is not as resistant to crack
growth as pearlite, although this is dependent on the morphology and orientation of the
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pearlite, for cracks running parallel to the lamellar structure the growth rate will be faster
than for those running perpendicular to them, since the stronger cementite acts as a barrier
to crack growth by deflecting the crack path. This leads to a second reason why crack
growth at the surface is faster; pearlite with a lower carbon content has fewer cementite
plates which are spaced at greater intervals and therefore fewer barriers to crack growth.
The crack growth results from literature compare well with the results for samples without
decarburisation for all three measures of crack growth. Some samples do not follow this
trend; one of these is RA09, which was seen to fail after 14000 cycles using the eddy
current detector but was continued to run for a further 6000 cycles; this was the same as
with the undecarburised samples with the shortest life of 20000 cycles. At the end of the
test, the surface in one area had spalled away with large cracks of up to 4.4mm in length
and 1.5mm deep, figure 5.6.2.7. No reason has been found for this but it is possible that a
prior defect was present in the disc that had remained undetected, such as insufficient
grinding to remove the oxide layer. Fletcher et al.[25] during initial testing of the SUROS
machine after rebuilding, conducted a series of four tests with an average life of 48000
±2000 cycles while a fifth test under the same conditions failed at 19100 cycles for
unknown reasons. During the testing of the white etching layer a subsurface crack was
found to be present that had no connection with the cracks at the surface; this can be seen
in figure 5.6.3.42 where three cracks propagate from a central point. Examination of the
centre of this crack in the SEM gave no sign of any defects where the crack could have
initiated, such as oxide inclusions.
The best method of measuring the development of cracks is by calculating the maximum
length crack growth rate. This is the measurement of the actual distance of crack growth
per cycle and is the criterion used by industry for measuring growth rate within rail. The
European standard EN 13674-1 specifies that grade 220 should have a maximum crack
growth rate of 55nm.cycle-1 measured using a three point notched beam fatigue test[ 44].
The results for two of the samples without decarburisation are less than this figure whereas
the majority of decarburised samples are similar or greater. A direct comparison is not
possible because of the different loading conditions and the growth rates presented here
include time to initiate. The average crack growth rate indicates the damage over a section
of the sample, not just the longest crack, and indicates how severe the damage will be; this
includes the probability of the surface spalling as many cracks in an area increases the
likelihood that this will occur. The maximum crack depth growth rate is important because
as cracks grow deeper into the rail, the more likely they are to cause transverse failure,
driven by subsurface residual stresses.
Sample RA06, with a depth of decarburisation of 552J-lm,has a lower growth rate than any
other samples with decarburisation. The reason for this is that it only ran for 6600 cycles
because of problems with the equipment due to vibration from the loose running of the rail
disc on the lathe shaft. To check how the strain and crack initiation were influenced at
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short test durations a second test with no decarburisation was run, DP16. The decarburised
sample, RA06, had twice as great a growth rate as that without, RA1S, demonstrating that
the ferrite at the surface increases the crack growth rate. The two tests at short durations
have allowed an examination of the behaviour of discs before substantial cracks have
formed. The results of crack growth rate show that they are much lower than for tests
with greater numbers of cycles because of the time taken for the surface to plastically
deform and for cracks to initiate.
The maximum depth crack growth rate, figure 5.5.5.2, shows a peak at a depth of around
300).lm. As the material becomes softer to depths greater than 300).lm, more deformation of
the surface occurs and, since cracks grow preferentially along the flow lines, their depth is
shallower even though their length is comparable. The shear strain is higher with
increasing depth of decarburisation, as demonstrated by the graph at a depth of 200).lm,
figure 5.5.2.10. Therefore the cracks in the sample with the deepest decarburisation, RA17,
were found to be long but shallow. This can be seen in figure 5.5.5.4, showing that the
ratio of crack length/depth increases with the depth of decarburisation; this indicates that
the cracks are penetrating to shallower depths but with similar lengths for those samples
with greater amounts of decarburisation. It can also be seen on this graph that for tests of
short duration the cracks are longer and shallower, giving a higher ratio, but with
subsequent cycles the depth of the crack increases proportionately more than the length,
bringing the ratio down to those values found for longer times. This demonstrates that
cracks grow along the flow lines of the material; near the surface the strain is higher and
therefore short cracks are much longer than they are deep. As the cracks grow to greater
lengths the material is less deformed, so the cracks propagate more steeply towards greater
depths, this can be seen in figure 5.6.2.5.
Under wholly water lubricated conditions, the maximum shear stress is subsurface (figure
6.4), therefore the ductility of the steel should first reach exhaustion below the surface, and
consequently cracks would be expected to initiate subsurface. A number of cracks have
been found in the rail disc that do not break the surface, but this is only one view through a
crack and it may break the surface in front of or behind the plane of examination. The
majority of cracks are found to reach the surface. If cracks did not break the surface then
they would be unable to propagate by the fluid pressure mechanism, first proposed by
Way[45] and described by, amongst others, Beynon and Kapoor[46]. In addition, cracks
are also constrained from initiating subsurface by the material surrounding it and the
compressive hydrostatic stresses. Even so, subsurface cracks have been found in rail that
are not associated with material defects[ IS]. It is probable that cracks initiate at the surface
after the ductility is exhausted by the high contact stresses arising from the asperity
contact.
Surface cracks are seen to initiate at the interface between the proeutectoid ferrite and
pearlite colonies, figure 5.6.2.6. The reason for this is that the work hardening of ferrite
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and pearlite occur at different rates due to strain partitioning and their different
characteristic hardening response. Deformation occurs first in the ferrite because of its
lower strength, but consequently this is where ductility exhaustion occurs first, creating
internal stresses between the proeutectoid ferrite and the pearlite which result in the
material cracking[ 47]. In figures 5.6.2.3 and 5.6.2.4 it can be seen that cracks propagate
along the lines of shear deformation. Cracks do not propagate along the easiest
microstructural path, the softer ferrite on the grain boundaries, but instead propagate
through the pearlite with occasional meanders into the ferrite. Other cracks have been
found that show the crack propagating for some distance along a ferrite grain boundary but
only when it is orientated along the lines of shear strain and at depths greater than 200j.lm.
The crack in figure 5.6.2.3 terminates in a ferrite grain, showing that the crack propagation
is not greatly increased in ferrite compared with pearlite. If ferrite were very weak in
relation to crack propagation, the rate of growth would increase through the ferrite and it
would be unlikely that cracks would be found to terminate within it. These observations of
crack growth show that cracks under rolling contact fatigue are dominated by the applied
stress system especially where they are high near the surface. The microstructural features
of the sample also influence crack propagation, especially when the contact stresses are
lower and the material is less plastically strained at depths of greater than 200j.lm. This is
in accordance with observations of cracks on rail, which are dominated by the stresses at
the surface but at depths of greater than lmm are influenced by the microstructure[ 47].
6.7.2 Spot Welded Samples
There are two distinct types of cracks present within the spot welded samples. There are
between one and three cracks in each of the spot welds close to the interface where the
pearlite has been deformed away from the weld on the leading side, i.e. the interface that
enters the contact first (the RHS of figure 5.6.3.2). Evidence for the pearlite being
deformed away from the spot weld can be seen in the dip on the Talyrond® profile before
each spot weld, with a magnitude of between 9 and l lum, figure 5.5.3.4. This dip in the
disc is responsible for the formation of cracks within the spot weld: the plastic deformation
of the pearlite away from the spot weld results in a lack of support for the contact forces
and therefore the cracks initiate within the spot weld. This has demonstrated that the
interface is not inherently weak, with the broken section of the martensite remaining
bonded to the pearlite. The maximum length and depth of these cracks are similar for all
three samples whatever the test conditions or number of cycles, with the greatest being for
the dry test after 4000 cycles. There is little point in comparing these cracks with normal
samples as this is not crack initiation due to RCF but due to the movement of the pearlite
away from the spot weld, resulting in cracks initiating because of the brittle nature of
martensite. The longest of the cracks is furthest away from the interface and turns such that
it is parallel to the surface once it has reached a depth of approximately 400j.lm. The
turning of the crack is due to the much lower tensile stresses and the higher shear stresses
away from the surface.
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The second type of crack present within the spot welded samples arises due to the plastic
deformation and ductility exhaustion within the pearlite at the interface with the white
etching layer. This cracking occurs on the trailing interface after extensive deformation,
which can be seen visually in the flow lines of the pearlite (figure 5.6.3.4) and by the
increase in hardness, figure 5.5.2.17. The Talyrond® profile demonstrates how this
deformation has resulted in the pile up of material, up to 20I-Lmhigh, figure 5.5.3.4. After
4000 cycles of water lubricated running no cracks were found, figure 5.6.3.4, but after the
same number of cycles with no lubrication small cracks, less than 150I-Lmin length, were
found. This can be explained by the difference in the contact stresses due to the higher
traction coefficient, figure 6.4, resulting in the surface of the unlubricated sample being
deformed at the surface more extensively. This is demonstrated in figure 5.5.2.11 where at
a depth of 0.2mm the dry sample has a higher amount of strain than the lubricated sample.
Figure 5.5.2.11 shows the increase in the strain of the pearlite remote from the spot welds;
the actual values close to the spot weld in the piled up area are higher, as seen in figure
5.5.2.5, while the hardness is given in figure 5.5.2.17. The longer cracks and higher
hardness found with the water lubricated sample after 23000 cycles are due to the
accumulation of plastic strain with each cycle even though the stresses at the surface are
lower than during dry running. The cracks within the pearlite in this sample were much
longer than those in the spot weld, figure 5.5.5.5. Similar cracks have been found in
aluminium based metal matrix alloys where the extensive deformation of the matrix is
interrupted by the hard and undeformable reinforcing material resulting in easier
initiation[ 48].
These experiments have shown that the presence of a discontinuous layer at the surface of
a disc helps to initiate cracks, both within the harder and the softer phase due to different
phenomena occurring, which depend on the local conditions. The depth of the spot welds is
at least an order of magnitude larger than WEL found on rail and if the dimensions of the
two contact situations are taken into account many orders of magnitude different.
Therefore the propagation of cracks below the surface would not be expected to be the
same as in actual rails because of the different contact stress fields. This was the main
motivation for developing the sliding WEL samples.
6.7.3 Sliding WEL Samples
The results of twin disc testing on samples exhibiting WEL simulated by sliding have been
split so that the first section concentrates on the crack morphologies while the second
describes the numerical results. The development of different crack types are discussed
before being related to the test series in which they were found to be present. The
numerical results section discusses the results from each test series separately before
drawing general conclusions.
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6.7.3.1 Cracks within the WEL
The chevron cracks found on all WEL samples where a traction force was present are
similar to single cracks found on discs made of martensitic bearing steel[ 49], while the
close array of cracks of the same shape is similar to those on a SiC disc rolling and sliding
against an alumina disc[50]. Similar cracks are present on the surface of a steel bar during
hot rolling, where a very ductile bulk material with a hard undeformable surface layer
(with a sharp interface)[51]. The cracks appear as a result of gross plastic deformation of
the subsurface material while the top remains relatively static, cracking to accommodate
the strain at the interface. With the rail disc samples the WEL cracks to accommodate the
plastic strain of the subsurface pearlite, especially when this occurs in the transverse
direction.
Sectioning of the discs has revealed two different types of cracks in the white etching layer
during the early stages of rolling contact fatigue. The first is a single crack that propagates
from the surface under a mixture of tensile and shear stresses, imposed on the surface by
the traction from the wheel. The second type is the formation of a gap in the white etching
layer.
6.7.3.1.1 Single cracks
An initial crack can be seen in figure 5.6.3.10 that has grown from the surface almost
perpendicular to it. Cracks like this in the WEL were found after all tests, even those run
for just 2000 cycles, where a creepage force was present; this is due to the mixed tensile
and shear stresses present at the surface. The Hertzian contact model developed by
Fletcher[19] for a line contact with a half width of 0.31mm, allows the calculation of
tensile stresses at the surface where the stress is parallel with the movement of the wheel
contact from right to left. Figure 6.12 shows the tensile stresses for a traction coefficient of
0.35 giving a maximum tensile stress of 720MPa at the leading edge of the contact
followed by a compressive stress of 1800MPa. The ESDU publication 84017[52] gives
equation 6.1 for the tensile failure of brittle materials under line contact loading where the
friction is applied along the short dimension of the contact.
(6.1)
where Tmax is the critical value of tensile stress at the surface above which a brittle material
may fail, Po is the maximum Hertzian contact pressure and Jl is the traction coefficient.
Substituting a maximum Hertzian contact pressure of 1500MPa and a traction coefficient
of 0.35, the tensile stress to cause cracking of the material will be 1050MPa. This critical
tensile stress of failure is higher than the applied stress predicted by the model[ 19] of
720MPa, therefore the white etching layer would not be expected to crack solely due to
tensile stresses with a perfectly smooth surface. Figure 5.6.3.10 demonstrates that the
material is not perfectly flat but contains small notches or cracks in the surface, which can
act as stress concentrations reducing the applied tensile stress required for cracks to
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initiate. For the conditions in figure 6.13 for an edge crack of length, a, in a semi-infinite
plate loaded by a uniform tensile stress, a; the stress intensity factor is given by equation
6.2[53].
(6.2)
The tensile stress present in the disc is not uniform but decreases with increasing depth
therefore the model has also been run for depths of 40j.lm, the depth of the interface
between the WEL and pearlite, and gives results that are lower than those at the surface by
less than O.lMPa on a value at the surface of no MPa. The size of a critical stress raising
crack will be shorter than 40~tm, therefore the tensile stress that the initial crack at the
surface sees will be effectively uniform. The use of equation 6.2 is a simplification because
the presence of two phases with different mechanical properties will alter the response of
the material to the applied stresses. The equation also does not take into account the finite
thickness and consequent edge effects of the material. The use of other calculations for
stress intensity factor is possible but require the use of an alw ratio (where w is the width of
the material) and this makes evaluation of the equation very difficult.
It has been reported that white etching layer on rails has plasticity characteristics similar to
ceramic materials[ 54], therefore it is possible to estimate fracture toughness using an
equation given by Ashby for ceramics, equation 6.3[55].
«; =CJ"yg (6.3)
where OJ! is the tensile yield strength of the material and dy is the size of the plasticity zone
which for brittle materials has been found to be equal to the mean grain size. For a
nanocrystalline structure the grain size is between 20-150nm and the yield strength is in the
range 3-5GPa[56]; with selection of these values the maximum fracture toughness values is
given by:
I
«; = 5 x 109 .J7r X 20x 10-9 = 1.3MPa.m 2
Rearranging equation 6.2 for crack length gives equation 6.4.
(6.4)
Substituting in the maximum applied tensile stress of nOMPa, given in figure 6.12, for a
traction coefficient of 0.35 and a fracture toughness of 1.3MPa.m1/2 then the critical crack
length is given by:
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This is smaller than the cracks observed at the surface, figure 5.6.3.10, which have typical
lengths of 1.5Jlm; therefore it would be expected that long cracks could initiate at the
surface due to the concentration of stress around these initially small cracks. This
calculation assumes that cracks are infinitely sharp whereas those seen are in fact quite
rounded; this would explain why only some of the notches at the surface initiate cracks.
This is combined with stress relaxation in the areas around a crack which has already
propagated[57]. The problem with this calculation is that the estimated value of fracture
toughness is very low and approximates to a Griffith material and would therefore behave
in a highly brittle manner[58]. A value that has been measured for tempered martensite in a
high speed steel has been given by Kim et al. [59] as 21.4MPa.m 1/2 using this value in
equation 6.4 gives the following critical crack length:
This is much longer than the thickness of the white etching layer and therefore would have
little effect on the cracking of it. The calculation of critical crack length is inconclusive
because of the uncertainty in the estimation of fracture toughness values of white etching
layer. Cracks could also initiate at the interface, figure 5.6.3.11, due to the bending
stresses, combined with the deformation of the subsurface pearlite creating a strain
between it and the WEL. It is unlikely that a significant number of cracks initiate
subsurface because of the constraint of the surrounding material and the hydrostatic
stresses; those that do are likely to be caused by a material weakness. Cracks are therefore
expected to initiate at the surface, possibly associated with a material weakness in the
WEL, and propagate towards the interface.
Once a crack has initiated in the white etching layer it will grow rapidly because of the
brittle nature of martensite until it reaches the interface with the pearlite where the different
microstructure deflects the crack and slows its propagation. This deflection is caused by
the orientation of the cementite lamellae which are parallel to the surface; the crack would
have to cross these lamellar if it were to continue to propagate vertically, therefore it turns
and tends to propagate parallel to the lamellae along the flow lines of the pearlite[60], see
section 6.7.3.2.2.
6.7.3.1.2 Gap formation in WEL
The second type of crack occurring in the WEL is in the form of gaps between 5 and 30Jlm
wide. An example of such a gap is shown in figure 5.6.3.12, with subsurface deformation
of the pearlite below it. There are several possible mechanisms by which these gaps could
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form within the WEL. Once the gap has formed several other phenomena can occur which
are also discussed.
a) Angled cracks
An initial single crack grows at an angle to the surface, figure 5.6.3.13. As the contact
patch approaches this crack it is deforming the WEL elastically both parallel and
perpendicular to the surface by up to 5urn] 19]. This is illustrated by the schematic in figure
6.14 where a gap has opened up, figure 6.14b, before being deflected downwards, figure
6.14c; once the contact passes to the left hand side of the crack it forces the faces together,
figure 6.14d. The normal deformation then breaks the edges of the WEL adjacent to the
crack, as seen in figures 5.6.3.14 and 5.6.3.15. The latter figure shows how a large section
has broken off. With repeated cycles this would be broken up by the repeated passing of
the contact patch leaving a gap in the WEL. The width of this gap will depend on the
amount of material removed during deformation. If it is only the edges, as seen in the
schematic in figure 6.14e, there will only be gaps at the surface and near the interface but
in the centre of the white etching layer the crack faces will still be close together. Figure
5.6.3.16 shows a gap that has initially formed by this mechanism with the centre of both
faces of the gap matching each other, but the edges have been removed allowing
deformation of pearlite upwards into the gap.
b) Two adjacent cracks in WEL
Another mechanism is where two cracks develop within the WEL close together; during
subsequent cycles the movement of the faces of the two cracks break up the white etching
layer in between, with fragments removed as wear debris. A schematic demonstrating the
deformation of the surface and how the faces interact is given in figure 6.15. After the
contact has passed over the cracks, the faces are forced towards each other. This, combined
with the vertical movement, creates debris as the crack faces move against each other.
Micrographs of gaps with some debris remaining in them can be seen in figures 5.6.3.15
and 5.6.3.17. The former figure shows that the WEL is still partly intact at the surface,
preventing the debris from falling out, whereas the latter is being forced out by the
deformation of the pearlite up into the gap. This mechanism would result in the faces not
matching up after the test, of which many examples can be found, but the gaps opened up
in this way will be small, less than l Oum wide, rather than the common size of 30).lm
found on the discs.
This mechanism requires two initial cracks within the WEL that are less than l Oum apart.
Figure 6.12 predicts tensile stresses greater than 500MPa within 100).lm of the front of the
contact. The presence of one crack would reduce the tensile stresses within the WEL while
the contact area is behind this crack because elastic deformation of the WEL to
accommodate them will be easier; the presence of a second crack is therefore unlikely.
Once the contact has passed over this first crack it will have little influence on the stresses
with the exception that the crack will allow the WEL to be deformed more than when it
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was continuous. This will increase the bending/shear stresses within the WEL close to and
just in front of the first crack, resulting in the initiation of a second crack.
c) Movement of the WEL
As the contact patch passes over the crack the elastic deformation of the WEL results in the
plastic deformation of the pearlite along the surface, shown by the plastic strain seen in
figure 5.6.3.16. This plastic deformation means that the WEL is continually moving
circumferentially around the disc. With cracks present, any differences in the metallurgy,
including orientation of the pearlite, may result in gaps opening up in the WEL. The
downwards elastic deformation of the WEL results in the pearlite being deformed up
towards and into the crack, as seen in the schematic, figure 6.16 and the micrograph
5.6.3.18. With repeated cycles this deformation can be large, as illustrated in figure
5.6.3.19, where cracks have formed to accommodate the plastic strain. This deformation of
the pearlite forces the WEL behind the crack backwards but also prevents that in front of
the crack moving backwards, thereby widening the gap. It is the movement of the white
etching layer that results in the gaps discussed above being wider than expected.
If gaps open up by this mechanism then unless the white etching layer spalls off, it has to
move somewhere else on the disc. One possibility is that the white etching layer moves
towards the edges of the disc. Measurement after the tests showed that the width of the
running track increased due to plastic deformation, in some case to over l lmm from the
original 10mm. This would account for the numerous cracks present near the edges of the
disc, as seen in figure 5.6.3.6, but is unlikely to account for the chevron cracks near the
centre of the disc. Another option would be if the white etching layer was forced to
overlap, which might occur in several ways. Figure 5.6.3.20 shows a section where the
WEL has cracked in two places and has been deformed down into the pearlite. With
greater amounts of deformation the WEL in front is deformed, along with the pearlite, over
the detached segment, as is starting to occur in figure 5.6.3.21. With severe plastic
deformation of the surface, such as during dry testing, the overlapping becomes severe,
figure 5.6.3.22. It is also possible that the WEL is forced back into itself where extensive
cracking occurs, as seen in figure 5.6.3.23, combined with the WEL being deformed down
into the pearlite.
6.7.3.1.3 Wear debris
Several gaps in the WEL are filled with a substance that is thought to be wear debris; e.g.
figures 5.6.3.20 and 5.6.3.24. This substance is in the fonn of thin slivers of material that
are deformed and compacted into the gap. These slivers are created from the wheel disc
rolling and sliding against the gaps in the WEL on the rail disc, whose edges act as a
cutting tool removing material from the wheel surface. Also mixed in will be wear
particles from the surface of the rail disc. This compacting of the debris appears to be aided
by water lubrication, especially to the greater depths below the surface, since it was not
found during dry tests.
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Further evidence for this substance being wear debris has been provided by scanning
electron microscopy (SEM) and energy dispersive spectroscopy (EDS) with the results
summarised in figure 5.6.3.25. This has shown that the lighter coloured plates contain no
oxygen, only iron, carbon and manganese, figure 5.6.3.26; the darker areas between do
contain oxygen with iron, whereas there is none in the Bakelite mounting material, which
is thus eliminated as a possible source of contamination. The white etching layer has also
had an EDS trace taken and shows no oxide present within it, figure 5.6.3.27. Wear debris
would be expected to oxidise at the surface, therefore the lighter areas are likely to be the
centre of the steel plates from the wheel, whereas the dark areas are probably oxide films
that have formed on the surface of the plates once they have been detached from the wheel.
Further evidence that this substance is wear debris is the slight increase in the mass of rail
discs, samples RA28 and RA29, and the low wear rate for the other samples. A simple
calculation for rail disc RA29 has been carried out to estimate the number and size of the
cracks in the surface of the white etching layer and to compare this with the total amount
of wear debris produced. Two gaps, A and B, filled with wear debris are shown in figure
6.17 with approximate dimensions. Sectioned sample RA29A with an arc length of
12.17mm was found to contain 4 type A and 5 type B cracks around the centre of the disc.
Examination of figure 5.6.3.6 shows that the cracks around the centre had a maximum
length of 7.5mm while those at the edge have a density of 28 cracks.Imm.arc)" and an
average length of 640llm. In RA29A the number of cracks at the edges is therefore 28 x
12.17 x 2 = 682; the volume has been calculated assuming that half of the cracks are type
A with the other half being type B. The volume of cracks within a section of the rail disc,
Vs, is given by equation 6.5, where N is the number of cracks, CSA is the cross sectional
area and L is the length of each type of cracks. Summation for each type of crack is carried
out to give the total volume within the section of rail disc under examination.
Vs=LNx CSA xL (6.5)
Volume of cracks in RA29A = 4x7.5xO.062xO.046 + 5x7.5xO.049xO.007 +
341xO.64xO.062xO.046 + 341 xO.64xO.049xO.007 = 0.796 mrrr'
The volume of cracks, V, within a rail disc can be estimated from examination of one
sectioned sample and is given by equation 6.6, where D is the diameter of the disc, Vs is
calculated using equation 6.5 and Arc is the arc length of the rail disc section that has been
examined.
V = L Vs X 7rX D
Arc
(6.6)
Volume of cracks in rail disc RA29, V = 0.792._x7t x 47.01 = 9.7 mm3
12.17
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The volume of wear material can be calculated from the mass loss of both rail and wheel
discs during the test from the density, p, which is assumed to be that of steel (7.85g.cm-3).
Any oxide will only be present in small amounts and therefore have little effect on the
volume of wear debris.
RA29
Mass Before (g) 181.4744
Mass After (g) 181.4757
Total Mass Loss, m (mg) - 1.3 +
Wear Volume = m 0.7766
p 7.85
WB26
181.1447
180.3668
777.9 776.6 mg
98.9 mm3
98.9mm3 > 9.7mm3
Wear Volume> Crack Volume
This simple calculation has demonstrated that there is an order of magnitude more wear
debris produced during the test than the volume of cracks available to be filled. Therefore,
sufficient wear debris is created during rolling/sliding to fill any gaps that are formed in the
rail disc. There is also no extemal source of material that could fill the gaps in the disc in
this way as the discs are cleaned in alcohol before testing and the lubrication used is fresh,
clean, distilled water.
6.7.3.2 Crack propagation into the bulk pearlite
There have been several different crack morphologies observed in discs after twin disc
testing.
1) Crack( s) that cross into the pearlite and propagate assisted by the liquid.
2) Crack(s) in the WEL that result in a gap leading to two cracks propagating in the
direction of the flow lines.
3) Crack(s) in the WEL that result in a gap forming leading to two cracks propagating
in opposite directions.
Figure 6.18 is a flow chart summarising how cracks grow and under what test conditions
they occur.
6.7.3.2.1 Fluid assisted crack propagation
Some cracks are characterised by a single crack at the surface that is either vertical or
slightly inclined to the surface. Once it has crossed the white etching layer it alters
direction at the interface, figure 5.6.3.28, so that it propagates along the flow lines of the
deformed pearlite. This propagation of cracks below the WEL is similar to the growth of
cracks in standard samples without a WEL or in decarburised samples. The common
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theory for the growth of these cracks is by the fluid pressure mechanism as described by
Bower[ 61]. This requires a lubricant, such as water, that penetrates the crack and is
pressurised by the contact from the wheel disc; this in turn requires the crack at the surface
to be orientated so that it is sealed off when the contact is above it, allowing the fluid to be
pressurised. Cracks of this type have been found to grow to lengths of over 2.5mm after
26000 cycles. These cracks also have a tendency to branch when they propagate below the
surface, as seen in figure 5.6.3.29. A slight variation with these cracks is that some cracks
do not cross the interface but actually propagate along it for some distance before turning
down into the pearlite, figure 5.6.3.30. Only a few cracks are like this, the majority cross
the interface, showing that it is not inherently weak when it is continuous below the
surface.
6.7.3.2.2 Two cracks propagating in the same direction
The mechanism by which two cracks propagate from the white etching layer along the
flow lines of the pearlite is shown schematically in figure 6.19. Once a gap has formed in
the WEL it is possible for two cracks to start growing within the pearlite; an example is
seen in figure 5.6.3.31. Immediately below the white etching layer the crack turns parallel
to the surface in the area of high plastic deformation, not on the interface but within the
pearlite. The results are in accordance with those by Nishida et al.[62] who used a full size
wheel/rail testing rig and found that cracks grew more often near the interface within the
pearlite and not along the interface. Once these cracks have started propagating, the
pearlite in between starts moving up into the gap in the white etching layer, figure 5.6.3.32.
This is because after the wheel has passed over the crack, the WEL is deformed
downwards and forces the pearlite towards the surface, figure 6.19c. With increasing
cycles the amount of subsurface deformation is increased and the pearlite is forced
completely through the WEL until it is prominent above the surface, figure 5.6.3.33. This
process results in two initial cracks extending to allow the deformation to occur, as well as
the pearlite cracking further near the surface within the extrusion. The extrusion also
results in the WEL in front being deformed downwards into the pearlite and subsequently
cracking.
With a further increase in the number of cycles this deformation is continued but the action
of the wheel disc results in the extrusion being chopped at the surface. This deformation of
the pearlite in between the original cracks results in ductility exhaustion and the formation
of many cracks, which are stained during etching and appear dark in the SEM micrographs,
figure 5.6.3.34. The white etching layer in front of the crack is broken up and initiates
further cracks within the pearlite. The numerous cracks and the deformation of the pearlite
results in the formation of steps on the rail disc, figures 5.6.3.34 and 5.6.3.35. In the latter
figure it can be seen that these steps on the surface lead to the growth of very long cracks,
over 4.5mm after 36000 cycles. It is likely that these long cracks develop from the initial
pair of cracks by the fluid pressure mechanism; it is unlikely that ductility exhaustion alone
would cause them to grow to this length. Even with the numerous cracks present, it may
still be possible for the fluid trapped in the crack to transfer stresses to the crack tip; once
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the contact has passed over the crack mouth it will close up any cracks below it,
pressurising the liquid present. Figure 5.6.3.35 shows that these cracks are much longer
than their depth because of their tendency to grow along the flow lines of the material.
6.7.3.2.3 Cracks propagating in opposite directions
Once a gap has formed in the WEL it is possible that cracks can start propagating in
opposite directions to each other, shown schematically in figure 6.20 with an example
given in figure 5.6.3.12. The schematic shows that as the contact approaches the gap, the
elastic deformation of the WEL is backwards (i.e. against the direction of movement of the
counter disc) with the comer of the gap acting as a stress concentration initiating a crack,
figure 6.20a. Once the contact has passed the gap, the elastic deformation of the WEL
results in the deformation of the pearlite up towards the gap and the subsequent ductility
exhaustion results in it cracking in the opposite direction to the first crack. As the number
of cycles is increased, the pearlite is deformed to a greater extent with extension of the
cracks to accommodate the strain, as seen in figure 5.6.3.19. This deformation of the
pearlite results in it being completely deformed up into the crack and sealing the surface,
removing any wear debris in the gap, figure 5.6.3.36. This plastic deformation of the
pearlite demonstrates how the ductility of metals is increased because of the high
hydrostatic stresses resulting from the constraint of surrounding material. The pearlite that
fills the gap has to move from below the WEL, this can be seen in figure 5.6.3.16 with the
cracks growing near the interface to accommodate the strain. This figure also demonstrates
that the WEL behind the crack has moved slightly away from the gap, shown by the
movement of the proeutectoid ferrite.
These cracks rarely appear on their own but are adjacent to other similar cracks, as
demonstrated in figure 5.6.3.37. These cracks are more common above the longer type of
cracks than away from them, figure 5.6.3.35. This suggests that the movement of the
material above the long cracks creates bending forces in the WEL, promoting further crack
growth. With these gaps being close together, the cracks growing from them join up. After
the gaps have joined up the white etching layer will spall off because cracks grow in three
dimensions, not just in the plane of the cross section, figure 5.6.3.38. Once the white
etching layer has spalled off, the severe plastic deformation of the subsurface pearlite leads
to further cracking and results in slivers of material being removed as wear debris, figure
5.6.3.39.
6.7.3.3
6.7.3.3.1
Crack growth within each test series
Unidirectional tests
The figures of maximum crack length and depth (figures 5.5.5.7 and 5.5.5.8) show that
with fewer than 8000 unidirectional cycles cracks are larger for the WEL samples than for
those without. This is because cracks are easy to initiate within the WEL because of its
brittle nature. It is also easy for cracks to propagate within the WEL until they reach the
interface with the pearlite where the different microstructure deflects a crack and slows its
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propagation. This is demonstrated by the cracks in RA28, after 8000 cycles, which have
only just propagated through the WEL and for a short distance into the pearlite. There is no
direct evidence for the brittle behaviour of the white etching layer but, in general, steel
with a high hardness, and therefore high UTS, behaves in a more brittle manner than steel
with a lower hardness[l] and has been found in a previous investigation to behave like a
ceramic[ 54].
For tests with more than 10000 cycles, cracks are larger for discs containing a white
etching layer than for those without. With a large number of cycles, e.g. sample RA25 after
26000 cycles, very long cracks have grown, resulting in steps on the surface. There is also
a proliferation of smaller cracks growing in opposite directions above the steps which have
started to join up but have not yet spalled; other cracks are also present on sections of the
disc away from the steps. With an increase to 36000 rail disc cycles, RA26, the white
etching layer has completely spalled over large areas of the disc, with the maximum crack
length increasing to over 5mm from 2.5mm for RA25. The reason for this being the large
amount of plastic deformation of the pearlite below the white etching layer while it is
being formed and during testing resulting in ductility exhaustion. The plastic strain is in the
same direction therefore the total strain will be greater for the same number of SUROS
cycles compared with those without a WEL, figure 5.5.2.12. This greater amount of plastic
strain means that the cracks are longer but shallower after a greater number of cycles,
figure 5.5.5.10, the opposite trend of samples without WEL. WEL-free samples have less
deformation, therefore the flow lines are steeper and for the same crack length the depth is
much greater, figure 5.5.5.8. The crack densities, figure 5.5.5.11, for the majority of the
white etching layer tests are similar but lower than for tests without WEL. This is because
samples without WEL have many weak spots at the surface, namely ferrite/pearlite
boundaries, which allow the initiation of short crack that do not necessarily propagate[ 47].
The tests with WEL after 26000 and 37000 cycles show a higher density for the section of
disc above the longer cracks than away from them because of the ability of the top face of
the crack to bend, allowing further cracks to initiate within the WEL.
6.7.3.3.2 Reversed tests
The cracks present within the reversed test samples are of a similar length and depth as the
unidirectional samples for tests with fewer then 8000 cycles. The crack lengths for rail
discs RA20, with 2000 cycles, and RA23, with 8000 cycles, are greater than for tests
without a white etching layer with a similar number of cycles. As the number of cycles is
increased to 30000 (RA24) then both length and depth remained at similar magnitudes to
the shorter reversed tests; the unidirectional tests and those without a WEL became much
greater. Test disc RA20 with 2000 cycles demonstrates that the cracking of the white
etching layer occurs after a small number of cycles whether the strain is unidirectional or
in the reverse direction, but propagation depends on the strain history of the subsurface
pearlite. The effect of the reversed plastic strain is that once cracks have propagated
through the WEL they do not transfer very readily into the pearlite because the
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deformation has not been in one direction, but occurs first one way and then the other,
delaying ductility exhaustion. This is a demonstration of ratchetting, with the reversed tests
showing much delayed ductility exhaustion, unlike the unidirectional tests. Tests
employing reversed cycling have been carried out by Tyfour and Beynon[63] for the dry
wear of discs, whose results show that the wear rate is decreased because of ratchetting in
one direction followed by the other, delaying the attainment of the ductility limit and
creation of wear particles. Further work by Tyfour and Beynon on RCF of discs found that
a series of reversals was beneficial to rolling contact fatigue life for essentially the same
reason[64]. The strain results show that the sample with 2000 cycles (RA20) is similar to
RA31 where the WEL was created but no rolling/sliding test was carried out, in contrast
the hardness values are higher as it includes the work hardening in both directions. Once
the cracks have propagated through the WEL a gap is formed, which is commonly filled
with pearlite and results in two cracks propagating in opposite directions to accommodate
the strain, figure 5.6.3.22.
6.7.3.3.3 Dry tests
The consequence of running with no lubrication is in the maximum shear stress being at
the surface rather than subsurface, as is the case with water lubricated contact. The stresses
are also higher than for water lubricated contact, thus the amount of shear strain is much
greater at a depth of 0.2mm than for the other samples; this is also the case with the
increase in hardness. This greater amount of deformation at the surface can be seen in
figure 5.6.3.40 where the white etching layer has been deformed over itself.
The lengths of cracks within dry samples is similar to water lubricated samples without a
WEL, but are much shorter than the unidirectional tests, only 670llm after 32000 cycles.
The depth of these cracks is less than in samples without WEL and similar to the reversed
tests. A typical crack is seen in figure 5.6.3.40, propagating in one direction along the flow
lines; the WEL has also been deformed up towards the surface. As these cracks only
propagate in one direction they do not join up, therefore the white etching layer spalls by
the exhaustion of ductility of the pearlite below the surface, figure 5.6.3.41, after 31000
cycles. The higher strain of the samples is responsible for a higher length-to-depth ratio
than for samples without WEL with the cracks following the flow lines of the material. The
difference in the length of dry cracks in comparison with the water lubricated
unidirectional tests demonstrate that a lubricant is required to propagate the cracks to great
lengths. This is because RCF cracks propagate under rolling/sliding conditions with the
assistance of fluid, first discovered by Way[ 45] and described by Bower[ 61]. The fluid
assists the crack growth by allowing the high contact stresses at the surface to be
transferred to the crack tip by fluid pressure. A second reason is that fluid reduces the
crack face friction, which increases the effective stress intensity at the tip by preventing the
faces from touching and hence accelerating crack growth. This involves the water
penetrating the crack with the contact from the wheel resulting in the pressurisation of the
fluid and the transfer of tensile stresses to the crack tip[ 65]. The reason that cracks are of a
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similar length to those in water-lubricated samples without a WEL are the much greater
plastic strains that the surface has undergone; demonstrating that cracks are able to grow
by ductility exhaustion of the material.
6.7.3.3.4 Pure rolling tests
These tests have shown that when no imposed traction was present between rail and wheel,
i.e. pure rolling, no RCF cracks can form on the rail disc, demonstrated by the complete
absence of cracks after 2000 cycles for RA27. The cracks found in disc RA30 after 23500
cycles (figure 5.6.3.8) are circumferential around the disc and are much shorter, less than
250llm in length. These cracks have two cracks propagating in opposite directions, figure
5.6.3.25 and as such are similar to those described in section 6.7.3.2.3 above. These cracks
have formed because of the lateral subsurface deformation of the rail disc, figure 5.6.3.9,
resulting in large tensile stresses within the white etching layer, which can not be
accommodated and are therefore relieved by cracking. Measuring the width of the cracks
in figure 5.6.3.9 and comparing with the change in width of the disc has demonstrated that
up to 50% of the plastic deformation is accommodated by the cracks faces moving apart.
The rest of the deformation will be accommodated by the pearlite at the edges where no
WEL was present and by elastic strains within the intact white etching layer. The reason
that the cracks are not parallel to the edge of the disc is because the deformation may result
in some creep forces occurring at the edge of the contact width. It is the lack of a
significant traction force between rail and wheel discs that results in the white etching layer
remaining intact around the centre of the disc because the tensile or shear stresses are
insufficient to create the initial crack in the WEL.
The depth of cracks is similar to those for the reversed series of tests, demonstrating that
plastic flow of the subsurface pearlite is required to allow cracks to propagate below the
interface, figure 5.5.5.8. Figure 5.5.2.12 shows that the strain is similar to that measured on
RA31, therefore little plastic deformation has occurred, whereas figure 5.5.2.20 shows
some hardening has occurred but less than for samples with an applied creep force.
6.7.4 Surface Metallurgy and Rolling Contact Fatigue: Twin Disc Tests
The two surface metallurgical features under investigation, decarburisation and white
etching layer, differ in several ways but are also similar in some. Whichever treatment has
been carried out, the surface of the disc is still made from steel with the same elastic
properties; the only difference in chemical composition is the amount of carbon present in
the decarburised samples. The obvious key feature is the difference in microstructure and
consequently hardness of the two layers but this is not solely responsible for the different
mechanisms of RCF. One aspect is the interface between the layer and the bulk material
with the WEL showing an abrupt change, whereas decarburisation is a gradual change. The
gradual change of the decarburisation means that the measurements of plastic strain up to
the surface show no discontinuities, while the WEL has an abrupt change at the interface.
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A comparison has been made between the growth of rolling contact fatigue cracks and the
surface hardness of the rail disc. Figure 6.21 is the crack length growth rate and shows that
there is a large spread of results for each test series; there is also no obvious correlation
with the hardness. Therefore figure 6.22 has been plotted, although this does not take into
account the different number of cycles that each test has undergone. This graph shows that,
with the exception of the unidirectional WEL tests, the crack length is longer for
decarburised samples than for WEL samples. One interesting graph is figure 6.23, which
plots crack density against the hardness of the rail disc surface. This shows that the number
of cracks present within the decarburised and normal samples is greater than in the WEL
samples. These graphs demonstrate that different mechanisms are involved with RCF when
the surface of the disc has been treated in different ways.
The effect of both surface metallurgical layers can be to reduce the lifetime of the discs
through wear or rolling contact fatigue when compared with the normal samples.
Decarburisation increases the crack growth and wear rate of the samples because there are
more sites for initiation but also because the decarburised surface has lower resistance to
crack growth. This is because of the lower carbon content at the surface, increasing the
amount of ferrite but also increasing the interlamellar spacing of the pearlite and
consequently reducing the hardness and strength of the material. In contrast, white etching
layer with its much harder surface and abrupt interface also promotes RCF and wear but
this depends on how the WEL has been formed. The spot welded samples demonstrate
how a confined area of hard material at the surface promotes crack formation because of
the difference in ductility, there are fewer cracks than in normal samples (figure 6.23) but
they are longer and grow at a faster rate, figures 6.21 and 6.22. The behaviour of the
sliding WEL samples depends on the strain history of the subsurface pearlite with the
longest cracks observed when the strain was unidirectional. One consequence of the hard
layer is to limit the number of cracks that grow compared with the normal and
decarburised samples. This is probably due to the cracks within the WEL being initiated
due to tensile stresses, which are relieved when several cracks are close to each other.
6.8 Decarburisation and Wheel/Rail Contact
The following two sections aim to relate the laboratory results discussed above to actual
wheel/rail contact, but the complicated nature of the contact makes this difficult. The
conditions used in the laboratory for twin disc testing are typical of those found on the
railhead with stresses up to 1500MPa and a low slip ratio (or sliding velocity)[ 66].
Conditions at the gauge comer of the rail result in much higher creep ratios and much
higher wear rates; therefore, the results from these tests can only be applied to contact
between the wheel tread and the railhead and not flange/gauge comer contact. Scaling
between twin disc testing and full size wheel/rail contact is possible using the maximum
orthogonal shear stress shown in figures 6.4 and 6.5; the half space of line contact for twin
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disc is 0.31mm and 6.6mm for wheel/rail contact. These contact stresses are predicted
using a Hertzian contact analysis, which is only valid for elastic contacts. This is not
strictly appropriate because ratchetting is a plastic deformation process but, after initial
work hardening has occurred, the deformation per cycle is very small and therefore
approximates to elastic contact conditions.
The decarburisation on a rail after manufacture has a maximum depth of 0.5mm,
equivalent to 23.51lm on a rail disc. No tests have been conducted at such shallow depths
because of the difficulty obtaining the correct depth during heat treatment and subsequent
grinding of the disc. The test disc, RA16, with the lowest amount of decarburisation
(93Ilm) shows that there is little difference from the samples without decarburisation in the
crack growth rate, although there is a slight increase in the rail disc wear rate and a slight
reduction in the wheel disc wear rate over those without decarburisation. This is because
there is only slightly more ferrite at the surface for the decarburised test than for those
without and the increase in pearlite interlamellar spacing will only be slight, demonstrated
by the micrograph of the new rail, figure 5.4.1.
Decarburisation is going to have little effect on the ratchetting of rail because it will
deform plastically to a depth of about 5mm compared to a depth of decarburisation of
0.5mm. A wheel/rail contact lubricated by rain (traction coefficient of 0.1-0.3[27]) has
maximum shear stresses located subsurface, therefore the elastic shakedown will occur
first below the surface, as well as at the surface due to the micro-scale stress field due to
asperity contact. But when the rail is dry the traction coefficient will be greater than 0.3
and the shear stresses will be at a maximum at the surface. Rail in the temperate climate of
the UK will undergo mixed cycles of lubricated and unlubricated contact over its lifetime;
there will also be other contaminants on the surface such as oil, leaf mulch and Sandite (a
compound added to increase traction). These variable conditions result in accumulation of
strain in the railhead being gradual up to a depth of 5mm. It is likely that the high stresses
arising from asperities will result in the ratchetting of the surface of the rail first. The
decarburised surface found on rail, figure 5.4.1, shows only a slight increase in the amount
of ferrite at the surface when compared to the bulk, therefore it is likely to strain harden
like the bulk material; demonstrated by the rail disc samples with a depth of
decarburisation of 931lm. The rail section shown in figure 5.4.2 shows a much greater
amount of decarburisation and it is highly possible that some of this surface is removed by
wear before a large amount of work hardening has occurred. Initial wear is also likely to be
increased because of the uneven surface roughness and the oxide layer resulting from hot
rolling increasing the shear stresses at the surface.
The increase in crack growth rate within the decarburised layer will only have an effect on
wheel/rail contact during the early stages of crack growth. After the crack has initiated it
may grow roughly twice as fast through the decarburised layer than it would in the non-
decarburised metal (from figure 6.11 for the samples after 6600 cycles), but this difference
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would cease when the crack reaches a depth of 0.5mm. In practice, it is probably less than
this because of the gradient structure of the decarburised layer and the work hardening of
this layer. This increase would mean that cracks will develop slightly faster during the
initial stages but would have little long-term effect on the lifetime of the rail. It has been
found that by the time a crack on the surface is visible to inspection it will have penetrated
to a depth of at least 5mm below the railhead[ 67]. Therefore, in terms of maintenance, the
rolling contact fatigue cracks may appear slightly earlier in rail with a decarburised layer,
but this is only going to be one tenth less at the most than rail which had no decarburised
layer. One other aspect of the decarburised surface is the greater number of initiation
points for cracks, reflected in the higher density for some decarburised samples when
compared to the normal samples, figure 6.23. A greater number of cracks initiating gives a
higher probability of a crack propagating until the rail fails.
It has been demonstrated that the amount of material lost from the surface of the disc by
wear is small compared to the depth of decarburisation. The crown of a railhead wears at a
rate of lmm for 50MGT of mixed passenger and freight traffic, therefore it will take at
least 25MGT to wear the decarburised layer completely away, which for busy lines in the
UK is approximately one year[ 68]. The wear of rail is a combination of wear particle
formation and oxidation, whose wear particles will then act as third body particles
increasing wear. It is therefore hard to relate the wear of rail to that during twin disc
testing, because the continuous water lubrication used means that any wear debris is
removed, combined with the short duration of the tests and the frequency of cycles limiting
the amount of oxidation that can occur. The results from twin disc testing indicate that the
effect of decarburisation will only increase the wear of rail slightly on the railhead. The
higher creep forces at the gauge comer result in higher wear rates and a change in the
mechanism[33] may be effected by the presence of a decarburised layer.
There is no evidence from this series of tests to show a delay in the observation of crack
initiation which Rotthauser et al. [69] attributed to an increase in the amount of wear
removing short cracks. A reason for this may be that the decarburised surface may have
been able to remove the asperities faster than a rail without decarburisation because of the
higher initial wear rate and ease of deformation. Therefore, the higher asperity contact
stresses at the surface will only be present for shorter times and therefore ductility
exhaustion will take longer. It is also possible that the wear rate with twin disc testing is
lower than wheel/rail because of the absence of wear debris acting as a third body abrasive.
Rotthauser et al.[69] also used a grade of rail with a eutectoid carbon concentration which
is harder than the grade 220 used in these experiments and consequently does not have any
ferrite in the bulk of the rail; consequently the difference in mechanical properties will be
more severe. It is also difficult to tell from the micrographs what sort of gradient structure
the decarburisation has which may have had an effect on the results. The results presented
here are much more in accordance with Boulanger's finding of no noticeable difference in
the effect of decarburisation on rolling contact fatigue[70].
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With the maximum depth of decarburisation on rail being 0.5mm, the increased amount of
ferrite at the surface, when compared to the bulk of grade 220 rail, is only small. Therefore
there will be little increase in the wear rate of the rail. The wear of rail will initially be
higher before it has had chance to strain harden and therefore any cracks that do initiate
because of the greater amount of initiation sites will be worn away before they are able to
propagate. The higher rate of crack propagation within the ferrite may decrease the life of
rail slightly but this is unlikely to be significant over the life of the rail. In conclusion, the
presence of decarburisation on rail is unlikely to have any noticeable effect on its total life.
6.9 WEL and Wheel/Rail Contact
The presence of a hard white etching layer on the railhead is likely to have a deleterious
effect on the life of rail; this is the opposite of what is found by coating bearings with a
hard surface layer[71]. Examination of the white etching layer found on a railhead shows
that, unlike that produced by sliding on the disc, it is discontinuous and present in patches.
There are therefore several ways that cracks can initiate at the surface. The spot welded
samples showed that the presence of a hard layer when surrounded by a softer one leads to
the initiation of cracks at the interface due to the difference in ductility; further evidence
for this is given by the observations of rail, figure 5.4.9. The presence of proeutectoid
ferrite at the surface has also been found to be responsible for initiating cracks, figure
5.4.10. Figure 5.4.6 shows that at the surface the WEL has been deformed by the wheels as
demonstrated by the morphology of the proeutectoid ferrite. This may have been before the
white etching layer has formed but has resulted in the proeutectoid ferrite being inclined to
the surface. The ferrite has probably initiated the crack at 45° to the surface in figure 5.4.6,
whereas the vertical crack has most likely been initiated by the tensile and/or shear stresses
at the surface.
The high hardness of the WEL results in it being easier for cracks to initiate, especially
when there is a stress concentration at the surface, as demonstrated by the greater length of
cracks for WEL samples compared to those without at short test durations, figure 5.5.5.7.
Once a crack has initiated and propagated up to the interface with the pearlite then it is
possible for it to propagate into the bulk material. But the presence of a high hardness layer
means that, once cracks have initiated, the stresses are relaxed resulting in fewer cracks at
the surface than for samples without a WEL, figure 6.23. Crack growth to failure is a
probabilistic process: the greater the number of cracks, the greater is the chance of one of
them resulting in the failure of the rail. But the wear of rail without a WEL means that
many cracks are removed before they can propagate. With a WEL the wear is much lower
which, combined with the brittle behaviour, results in much longer cracks initially that are
unlikely to be removed. The result is that when a WEL is present there are fewer cracks but
each crack is more likely to propagate until failure of the rail than in standard rail samples.
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Once a crack has initiated at the surface, either within the WEL or at an interface, it is
possible that it can propagate into the bulk rail. This will depend on many variables but the
most important is the strain history of the deformed pearlite. The presence of a WEL on the
surface of rail will indicate that the pearlite has already been heavily deformed for the
white etching layer to have formed. The WEL model, section 4.2, has demonstrated that a
temperature rise alone is not sufficient for formation but a heavily deformed surface is also
required. This deformation will be in the same direction when the WEL is formed and
afterwards; in other words, it will be similar to the unidirectional twin disc tests with a
WEL above the deformed pearlite. This deformation may make the pearlite susceptible to
propagation of the cracks that have grown through the WEL and into it. The reason that
rail does not behave like a coated bearing is that the bulk structure of the bearing is
martensite with a hardness of around 500HV and consequently is much more resistant to
plastic deformation. The plastic deformation of the subsurface does not occur and cracks
rarely initiate. Furthermore, the coatings on industrial bearings are much more uniform
than the rather uneven and unintentional white etching layers observed on rails.
Cracks that have propagated through the WEL can grow in two ways. The first may result
in failure of the rail due to RCF crack growth, demonstrated by the unidirectional twin disc
tests. This may occur after the rail has been in service many years where the pearlite has
been heavily deformed resulting in easy propagation of the crack. The crack that has
initiated on the right in figure 5.4.5 has resulted in the failure of the rail but it is impossible
to know whether the WEL formed because of the crack or the crack formed because of the
white etching layer. One key aspect of this type of crack is the orientation of the mouth at
the surface, which has to be sealed when the wheel is above it to allow the crack to
propagate by the fluid pressurisation mechanism. This is the reason that few cracks
propagate to sufficient lengths for the rail to break under residual and bending stresses[72].
This has been demonstrated by the presence of only a few steps and long cracks, but with
many more shorter cracks present in the WEL in figure 5.6.3.35.
The second type of crack grows along or near the interface of the white etching layer and
pearlite but does not tum down into the bulk. Instead it may return to the surface or may
join other cracks resulting in the WEL breaking away as wear debris[21]. These cracks
may initiate at an interface or, like those in twin disc testing, in the continuous WEL. This
will increase the wear rate of the surface because of the much larger particles being
detached. Clayton has found that a major cause of rail wear is the formation of white
etching layers that crack and spall off173]. Twin disc testing has also shown that spalling of
the WEL will leave behind a deformed surface that may have many cracks in it because of
the plastic deformation which will either promote wear or may accelerate RCF cracks and
rail failure.
The results from twin disc testing on samples with a simulated white etching layer have
shown an increase in the rolling contact fatigue crack growth and the wear of the discs. It is
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difficult to quantify the deleterious effect on rail life but the graphs of crack length, figure
5.5.5.7, and crack depth, figure 5.5.5.8, demonstrate for the unidirectional WEL tests that
the rate of crack growth is between 1.5 and 5 times greater than for samples without a
WEL. It is therefore expected that the life of the rail under rolling contact fatigue will be
reduced by a factor that lies within this range, but this will depend on the crack being able
to transfer from the WEL into the bulk of the rail. A secondary factor will be whether a rail
experiences the same amount of plastic deformation that the unidirectional samples do.
Although, the rail has to undergo initial cycles while the white etching layer is formed
which will also plastically deform the subsurface layer, so that that the total amount of
subsurface strain will be similar to that in the unidirectional samples.
The wear of pear Iitic rail has been found to occur at a rate of lmm for every 50 MGt [74]
using the data for an average train, with a mass of 536t spread over 40 axles[75], this is
equivalent to 3.7 million cycles and therefore a wear rate of 0.27nm/cycle. The number of
cycles required for wear to remove a depth of 1001lm, a typical depth of white etching
layer, is 0.37 million cycles, which is equivalent to an average life in track of 8 weeks or
5MGt. Using the wear of the rail discs it is possible to estimate how much faster rail with a
WEL will wear in comparison to that without. Figure 6.24 plots the wear of the rail discs
against the number of cycles; the wear is the loss of radius, calculated using density from
the mass loss, during the test. If the straight line through the standard sample is regarded as
the wear of pearlite on rail then the point where it crosses a horizontal line, drawn at the
level of the WEL samples, will approximate to 8 weeks of rail life. The higher wear of the
WEL samples shows how much faster it would be to remove a layer of material l Ouum
thick if a WEL were present. For the sample, RA25, after 26000 cycles it would be 5.6
weeks and 2 weeks after 37000 cycles for RA26. It can therefore be seen that the results
predict a reduction in the life of rail, at least for the first IOOllm, by a factor between 'l4 and
% if WEL were present. The reason for the range is that RA26 had much greater wear of
the pearlite once the WEL had been removed than did RA25.
There are many complications to this prediction, the first being that the wear of pearlite is
not constant but has a higher initial rate while the surface work hardens[7], which would
result in a parabolic curve and lower wear rate at greater numbers of cycles and therefore a
greater reduction in rail life for the WEL samples. White etching layer is only present at
the surface up to a limiting depth, below this is pearlite that work hardens while the WEL
is being removed. This may resist further wear once the WEL has been removed although
the results from RA26 indicate that the wear will continue to increase because of spallation
of the subsurface pearlite, figure 5.6.3.39. White etching layer has been found to take two
weeks to start forming on the surface of the railhead[21] but it is unclear that once it has
worn away whether it will form again in the same place. If it does not then the higher wear
rate of the lOOllm at the surface will have little effect on the total rail life as long as no
cracks propagate into the bulk rail resulting in spalling of the pearlite.
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It can therefore be seen, even if the quantitative estimations are inaccurate, that the
consequence of having a white etching layer on the surface of a rail leads to some
deterioration of rail life by promotion of rolling contact fatigue and/or wear of the rail.
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Figure 6.3: Decarburised surface of reference sample, DE38, showing the depth the rail
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Figure 6.13: A semi-infinite plate with a surface crack of length, a, under a uniform tensile
stress, (J
a) b)
Angled crack initiates in \VEL due to
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\VEL forced down into other
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c)
WEL is elastically
deformed down as wheel
disc approaches crack
Edges removed from crack in
\VEL leaves a gap
---.~(----",
Figure 6.14: Schematic of elastic deformation of white etching layer as contact passes over
crack (wheel disc scaled down for clarity). The dotted lines indicate propagating cracks
while solid subsurface lines indicate plastic flow.
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Figure 6.15: Schematic of the deformation of the pearlite when two cracks are present
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Figure 6.16: Schematic of deformation of pearlite into gasp in WEL
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Figure 6.17: Approximation of size of gaps in WEL filled with wear debris
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Figure 6.18: Flow chart summarising crack growth for WEL samples
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Figure 6.19: Schematic of the growth of two cracks into pearlite bulk material
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7.1 Diffusion Modelling of Decarburisation
The Birks model of decarburisation has been used to predict the depth obtained during heat
treatment due to diffusion of carbon from the bulk to the surface of the steel sample. The
results from the model using diffusion coefficients available in the literature are greater
than the results observed from the initial experiments, indicating that the boundary
condition used are invalid and therefore the rate determining step is not the diffusion of
carbon to the surface.
The initial results have been used to calculate an effective diffusion coefficient which has
been used to predict the depth of decarburisation attained during heat treatment of the
discs. This calculated value is not a true diffusion coefficient, the value is different from
those in the literature, but is a measure of the rate determining step of decarburisation.
Comparison of the results for the depth of decarburisation of the discs with the model
using this calculated diffusion coefficient showed good agreement.
7.2 Simulation of Decarburisation in the Laboratory
The decarburisation created by heat treatment of the rail disc resulted in ferrite at the
surface with the amount decreasing with depth into the bulk metal. The minimum depth of
decarburisation simulated on a rail disc was proportionately greater than the equivalent
depth of the maximum that is allowed on rail by the European standard, as scaled using the
contact half-width.
The effect of the heat treatment on the bulk microstructure was to increase the prior
austenite grain size and decrease the pearlite interlamellar spacing. The effect of the
refined interlamellar spacing was to increase the hardness and the strength of the bulk
material. The presence of decarburisation at the surface means that the effect of the heat
treatment on the bulk material would have little effect on the rolling contact fatigue
behaviour. This is especially the case where the subsurface material has been plastically
deformed and work hardened.
7.3 Modelling of the Formation of White Etching Layer
A simple theoretical model for the formation of white etching layer has been carried out
involving the diffusion of carbon in austenite. As part of this model the effect of
dislocations on diffusion has been examined, the effect of which is to reduce the
temperature required for diffusion to occur during the short time of contact between the
wheel and rail. The results indicate that high temperature diffusion cannot be responsible
for the creation of white etching layer on the surface of railhead. This is because
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transformation to austenite will only occur above a temperature of 620°C, whereas the
maximum predicated, under normal conditions, between the wheel and rail is only 400°C.
7.4 Simulation of White Etching Layer in the Laboratory
White etching layer was simulated in the laboratory in two different ways, spot welding
and gross sliding of the disc. Both techniques produced a hard layer at the surface with a
distinct interface between it and the bulk material. The difference between the two is that
spot welding produced a distinct area of WEL surrounded by pearlite, resulting in an
interface between the two at the surface. In contrast, the WEL produced by sliding has a
continuous interface below and parallel to the surface.
Spot welding locally heats the surface of the disc, resulting in the transformation of the
original pearlite to austenite, followed by quenching, by the bulk material, to produce a
martensitic layer. The mechanism of formation of the sliding WEL has been found to
comprise material transfer from the wheel to the rail disc by adhesive wear combined with
the severe deformation of both the transferred material and the original surface of the rail
disc. The surface of the disc is severely plastically deformed so that the pearlite lamellar
were broken up and dissolved into solution, combined with recrystallisation, resulting in
the featureless appearance and high hardness of the white etching layer.
7.5 Twin Disc Testing of Decarburised Samples
Decarburisation has been created on rail discs with a wide range of depths between 93flm
and 621 urn. The results of the twin disc testing of artificially decarburised samples can be
summarised as follows:
• As the depth of decarburisation is increased the amount of shear strain below the
surface of the disc also increases.
• The wear rate of the rail steel increased because the surface of the decarburised disc
is softer and less resistant to wear; the wear of the wheel disc decreased because of
the softer surface of the rail disc.
• The rate of crack growth in the rail disc increased with depth of decarburisation,
giving a rise of greater than double for a decarburised depth of 620flm. This is
because pearlite with reduced amounts of carbon is less resistant to crack growth.
• The RCF crack growth under twin disc testing is driven by the contact stresses via
the fluid pressure mechanism and influenced by the microstructure.
7.6 Twin Disc Testing of Samples with a White Etching Layer
The behaviour of white etching layer under rolling/sliding contact conditions has shown
that cracks initiate within the WEL due to its brittle behaviour when a traction force is
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present. Cracks have also been found to initiate where the soft pearlite meets the hard
martensitic WEL due to the pile up and ductility exhaustion of the pearlite.
The propagation of cracks below the white etching layer have been found to be dependent
on the ductility exhaustion of the subsurface pearlite. Cracks were also found to be much
greater in length when water lubrication was used, demonstrating that water enhances
crack growth.
The morphology of rolling contact fatigue cracks growmg within the sample can be
summarised as follows:
• Spot welded samples: cracks grow within the pearlite from the interface with the WEL
due to plastic deformation and ductility exhaustion of the pearlite. Cracks also grow
within the spot weld due to deformation of the surrounding pearlite resulting in the
contact stresses being unsupported in the WEL.
• White etching layers created by sliding: cracks initiate at the surface due to
tensile/shear stresses and propagate rapidly within the WEL but are deflected at the
interface with the pearlite. Propagation below the WEL is dependant on the strain
history of the subsurface pearlite and whether water lubrication is available.
The wear of WEL samples was found to be lower than for those without, but only if the
WEL remained intact and did not spall off. If spallation occurred the wear of the rail
samples was much higher than for samples without a WEL. This wear is due to the
subsurface ductility exhaustion of the pearlite and subsequent growth of cracks. The wear
of wheel samples is significantly greater than for samples run against normal discs because
the edges of the cracks in the WEL effectively act as machining tools combined with heavy
plastic deformation of the surface.
7.7 Surface Metallurgy and Twin Disc Testing
There is no general correlation between the hardness of the surface and the rolling contact
fatigue performance and wear of the rail disc. Decarburisation and white etching layer both
increased the crack growth rate of the disc, in comparison with a normal disc, by different
mechanisms. Decarburisation reduces the hardness of the surface resulting in a lower
resistance to crack propagation and hence a higher crack growth rate; it also increases the
wear of the surface. White etching layer results in the ability of cracks to initiate more
readily because of its hard brittle nature, combined with the subsurface ductility exhaustion
resulting in long cracks; the presence of cracks also increases the wear.
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7.8 Surface Metallurgy and Wheel/Rail Contact
The results from twin disc testing were related to wheel/rail contact. For simplification, a
line contact model was used for both contact situations. This scaling between the two sets
of contacting surfaces was conducted using different contact half-widths.
The maximum amount of decarburisation allowed on rail is O.Smm, which scales, using the
relative contact half width, to 23flm on a disc. The effect of such a small amount of
decarburisation on rolling contact fatigue will be very small in practice because of its
shallow depth and also the small amount of extra ferrite at the surface compared to the bulk
material. Decarburisation would only be important if the amount of decarburisation on rail
were increased to unrealistic levels.
White etching layer has been found to be detrimental to rail life through the promotion of
both wear and crack propagation. The majority of cracks result in the WEL spalling off,
increasing the wear rate of the steel. The cracks that manage to cross through the WEL and
into the bulk, along with those that initiate at the interface between the pearlite/WEL, may
lead to failure of the rail through rolling contact fatigue.
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Chapter 8: Further Work
8.1 Decarburisation, White Etching Layer and Surface Metallurgy
The investigation of both decarburised and white etching layers using twin disc testing has
only used conditions encountered on the railhead away from and not at the gauge corner.
Decarburisation occurs all way around the rail and as such is present at the gauge corner,
usually to greater depths. Therefore the higher slip ratios present at the corner[l] may
influence the wear and rolling contact fatigue behaviour in a different way than under the
conditions on the railhead employed in this investigation. Several tests could be carried out
using a higher slip ratio with the results compared to those presented here.
Plastic deformation of a material proceeds by the introduction and movement of
dislocations, when they become entangled their ability to move is reduced and the material
hardens until its ductility is exhausted, resulting in the initiation of cracks[2, 3].
Dislocations can be observed using a transmission electron microscope (TEM) using a
small foil sample. Removing such samples from twin disc test specimens used during this
investigation would be possible by employing a focussed ion beam (FIB) microscope for
subsequent examination in the TEM. The examination of rails removed from service could
also be carried out in the vicinity of ReF cracks. At present there is little understanding of
the microstructural underpinning of the ratchetting mechanism. Previous investigations
have concentrated on the modelling of the hardening process[ 4, 5] with little validation
through microstructural observations. The information on the location, density and
distribution of dislocations gained in such an investigation would allow the prediction of
the ratchetting behaviour of different materials to be predicted. The investigation would
also give information into the proximity of dislocations to cracks and the reason why
cracks only initiate in certain places. Through the knowledge gained it may be possible to
optimise the surface metallurgy of rail, e.g. to enhance dislocation recovery, and to greatly
reduce rolling contact fatigue and wear through the use of coatings.
The formation of white etching layers under both the sliding contact used in this
investigation and under rolling/sliding conditions requires further investigation. There have
been many investigations into the formation of WEL but none have been conclusive as to
the mechanism by which it occurs[6, 7]. Investigation of the sliding WEL used in this
investigation may allow further insight into the formation mechanism of white etching
layers on rail and, because it is detrimental to rail life, may allow surface metallurgies to be
developed that prevent its formation. This could be conducted by altering the conditions of
the SUROS machine during sliding to see their effect on the formation of WEL. As part of
this the effect of carbon composition on the formation of WEL can be investigated possibly
including a test disc made from pure iron; the mechanisms of formation in the literature
would indicate that the presence of carbon would be a key to the formation mechanism[7].
Other methods of deformation could also be investigated such as pin-on-disc wear testing
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to study the conditions required for formation of WEL. White etching layers on rail are
believed to form under rolling/sliding conditions[6], therefore using the SUROS test
machine in this configuration and altering the test parameters may allow a WEL to be
formed, giving further insight.
One of the problems with the theories of the formation of WEL is the prediction of
temperatures lower than those required for transformation to austenite. In previous work
theoretical modelling has been carried out because the measurement of the contact
temperatures is difficult. With modem infrared cameras it may be possible to measure the
contact temperature of the twin disc configuration; this could also be used during the
sliding experiments to study the maximum rise and its effect on formation. This
investigation could be related to that for the formation of white etching layer detailed
above, as it would give further information into its mechanism.
As part of a further investigation into white etching layer, electron back scattered
diffraction (EBSD) could be used to measure the crystallographic orientation (texture) of
the near surface layers after testing. The effect of texture has been related to the friction
coefficient[8] but such texture may also be different between the WEL and normal
samples, indicating a reason for the formation of the WEL. This has previously been
performed on a nanocrystalline layer of nickel created by defonnation[9].
A fundamental part of the investigation into the formation of white etching layer will be to
confirm that its structure is indeed nanocrystalline martensite. One possible way to do this
will be to carry out tempering of the WEL to see whether it behaves in the same way as
martensite produced by quenching.
In this investigation only one rail steel has been used. The results have demonstrated that
the subsurface material is highly influential on the rolling contact fatigue and wear
behaviour of rail. Therefore consideration should be given to further investigations of both
decarburisation and white etching layer on other rail steels, particularly harder and more
wear resistant materials such as head hardened rail and alloy steels.
In relation to the decarburisation model, further work is required to find the rate
determining step which would allow an equation to be fitted to the carbon profile data.
Such a model may be useful in industry to predict the oxidation and decarburisation during
reheating and rolling. As such, further data measured using other techniques may be
required; this could include thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) for oxidation data and
electron probe microanalysis (EPMA) for the carbon profile.
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8.2 Twin Disc Testing
In recent years there has been a trend for research into the coating of rails for greater wear
and RCF resistance as an extension of using harder and stronger rails[ 10]. One of these has
been through the use of a laser to modify the surface of the rail[ 11] through heating and
may be similar to the white etching layer produced by sliding. A comparison of the
behaviour under rolling/sliding twin disc testing of the two may lead to more information
on the behaviour of surface layers under rolling/sliding conditions. There are also many
different coatings used in other tribological applications and a review of these to find the
most applicable to rail could be carried out with the most promising being investigated
using twin disc testing.
Several different welding techniques are involved in the use and maintenance of rail:
including thermite and flash butt welding to join sections together, along with electric arc
welding to rebuild the profile (especially on austenitic manganese crossings)[ 12]. One
feature apparent in the literature is that RCF cracks are commonly observed in the vicinity
of these rail welds, this is not just in the weld material but also in the unheated material up
to several metres away[13]. In spite of this very few investigations have been carried out
on the behaviour of the weld material under rolling/sliding conditions especially under
laboratory conditions. It may be possible for samples to be cut from the railhead through
both flash butt and thermite welds to allow their testing. A problem arising from this will
be a much greater area of weld during twin disc testing in relation to the size of the wheel
and contact dimensions, than during actual wheel/rail contact. A possible way to overcome
this would be to carry out welding on a smaller scale in the laboratory; comparisons could
be made with rail to ensure that the weld material is similar.
Another fruitful area of research would be austenitic manganese (Hadfield) steel which is
used for the manufacture of switches and crossings. This is another area of rail that is
vulnerable to rolling contact fatigue because of the high stresses arising from the wheel
impacting on the discontinuous rail[14]. Previously there has been little investigation of the
behaviour of this highly work hardening steel under rolling/sliding conditions, with
previous work having concentrated on the wear behaviour under sliding conditions.
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